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Australia’s main parties
are wooing independents

A handful of independent
lawmakers in Australia are
being touted as kingmakers in
the country’s election, after
weekend polls in which nei-
ther of the two main political
parties did well enough to
form a government.

The outcome is likely to
result in further uncertainty
over where the government is
headed. A key issue is the fate
of the left-leaning Labor
party’s controversial new tax
on the mining sector.

Labor Prime Minister Julia
Gillard said Sunday that her
party is in discussions with
unaffiliated lawmakers. Until
a new government takes of-
fice, Labor will lead a care-
taker administration.

Tony Abbott, who leads
the rival Liberal-National bloc,
a conservative coalition, is
also seeking to make deals
with unaffiliated lawmakers,
saying on Sunday that Labor
had lost its majority and its
legitimacy to govern.

Australia’s weekend elec-
tions marked the first time
since the 1930s that a first-
term government has failed to
be clearly re-elected. Some
Australians’ disenchantment
with the Labor party in part
reflects serious divisions over
its mining-tax plans.

Former Labor Prime Minis-
ter Kevin Rudd—who was
ousted by his party in June,
giving way to Ms. Gil-
lard—had in May proposed a

40% tax on profits earned by
big miners. The plan resulted
in outrage from the nation’s
powerful mining companies.

When Ms. Gillard took
over from Mr. Rudd, she nego-
tiated a lower tax rate—30%
instead of the earlier
40%—that kicks in at a higher
profit level and is restricted
to coal and iron ore.

After the election, Ms. Gil-
lard said Labor is committed
to the mining-tax plan. Cru-
cially, newly elected Greens
lawmaker Adam Bandt, who
won his party’s first-ever
lower-house seat, has said he
will support Labor.
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WikiLeaks keeps funding secret
The controversial website

WikiLeaks, which argues the
cause of openness in leaking
classified or confidential doc-
uments, has set up an elabo-
rate global financial network
to protect a big secret of its
own—its funding.

Some governments and
corporations angered by the
site’s publications have al-
ready sued WikiLeaks or

blocked access to it, and the
group fears that its money
and infrastructure could be
targeted further, founder
Julian Assange said in an in-
terview in London shortly af-
ter publishing 76,000 classi-
fied U.S. documents about the
war in Afghanistan in July.
The move sparked interna-
tional controversy and put
WikiLeaks in the spotlight.

In response, the site has
established a complex system
for collecting and disbursing

its donations to obscure their
origin and use, Mr. Assange
said. Anchoring the system is
a foundation in Germany es-
tablished in memory of a com-
puter hacker who died in
2001.

WikiLeaks’s financial sta-
bility has waxed and waned
during its short history. The
site shut down briefly late last
year, citing a lack of funds,
but Mr. Assange said the
group has raised about $1 mil-
lion since the start of 2010.

WikiLeaks’s lack of finan-
cial transparency stands in
contrast to the total transpar-
ency it seeks from govern-
ments and corporations.

“It’s very hard work to run
an organization, let alone one
that’s constantly being spied
upon and sued,” Mr. Assange
said in the interview. “Judicial
decisions can have an effect
on an organization’s opera-
tion. … We can’t have our cash
flow constrained entirely,” he
said.

Among the cases
WikiLeaks has faced, the
Swiss bank Julius Baer & Co.
in 2008 sued for damages in
federal court in California, al-
leging that the site had pub-
lished stolen bank documents.
The court ordered the dis-
abling of the wikileaks.org do-
main name, but the bank
withdrew its lawsuit after
civil-rights advocates pro-
tested.

Though Mr. Assange de-
clined to name donors or cer-

tain companies through which
donations flow, he provided
some insight into the funding
structure that allows the
group to operate.

The linchpin of WikiLeak’s
financial network is Ger-
many’s Wau Holland Founda-
tion. WikiLeaks encourages
donors to contribute to its ac-
count at the foundation,
which under German law can’t
publicly disclose the names of
donors. Because the founda-
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Iran unveils
long-range
attack drone

Iranian President Mah-
moud Ahmadinejad unveiled
the country’s first domesti-
cally built drone Sunday, hail-
ing it as an accomplishment
aimed at “deterring foreign
aggressions against Iran.”

In a ceremony to mark na-
tional defense day, Iran said it
would begin production of
two high-speed vessels, one
capable of launching missiles
and torpedoes.

On Saturday, Russian engi-
neers loaded nuclear fuel into
Iran’s first nuclear-power
plant, in a ceremony attended
by Russian and Iranian offi-
cials.

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, right, and armed forces chief Hasan Firouzabadi, inaugurate the long-range drone, dubbed Karrar (‘striker’).

Agence France-Presse/Getty Images
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Australia vote
needn’t unnerve
foreigninvestors

Australia is entering a period of
political uncertainty the likes of
which it hasn’t seen for 70 years. In-
vestors, like the nation’s politicians,
will do best with cool heads.

After Saturday’s election, neither
the incumbent Labor party nor the
Liberal opposition has a clear man-
date to form a government—a simi-
lar outcome to the recent U.K. gen-
eral election. The balance of power
now resides among a small number
of independent candidates, and ne-
gotiations to resolve this could take
days.

Still, this political confusion
comes against a sound economic
backdrop.

Encouragingly, Tony Wind-
sor, one of the independent mem-
bers of Parliament now in the spot-
light, has said the priority will be to
form a government that can get its
fiscal plans through Parliament.
Standard & Poor’s has already said
it sees no threat to Australia’s tri-
ple-A rating.

That reflects the fact that Aus-
tralia is already better off fiscally
than most other developed coun-
tries in the wake of the global finan-
cial crisis. Both parties envisage a
return to a budget surplus by fiscal
2013.

More broadly, Australia’s re-
source-rich economy is underpinned
by China’s fast growth. Its indepen-
dent central bank is well on the
path to returning interest rate to
more “normal” levels.

There are qualms about Austra-
lia’s high property prices, but it is in
a far less troubled economic posi-
tion than, say, the U.K. was after its
unresolved election.

It means that uncertainty over
the Aussie dollar should be short-
lived.

Of course, investors in sectors
such as telecommunications and
mining, where significant policy dif-
ferences between the two sides are
clear, will be nervous. But markets
overall needn’t mirror Australia’s
political volatility.

—Andrew Peaple

BHP swaps burrowing for borrowing
What will potash cost in 2020?

Don’t worry, BHP Billiton doesn’t
know either, and it is betting upward
of $40 billion on the outcome.

Unlike its earlier tilt at Rio Tinto
BHP’s hostile bid for Potash Corp. of
Saskatchewan lacks synergies. In-
stead, BHP touts diversification, sec-
ular growth, and industry consolida-
tion—all valid arguments, but
requiring some faith.

To a large degree, BHP is buying
an option on potash pricing, helped
by cheap debt. It has $45 billion of
financing lined up at an average cost
of about 2.5%.

As was the case during the buy-
out boom, cheap debt can fuel bub-
ble valuations, especially in relation
to increased balance-sheet risk.

Potash’s stock trades at about
$150, 15% above the $130 offer. As-
sume BHP ends up paying $150 next
June. Using consensus estimates, the
cash return on cash invested would
be about 5.5% in the first year, rising
from there. That is hardly compel-
ling but covers financing costs.

Deleveraging would be critical. A
$150 bid results in proforma net
debt divided by earnings before in-
terest, taxes, depreciation and amor-
tization of 1.3 times. Uncomfortable,
but on current expectations, net debt
to Ebitda would be back to 0.5 times
within two years.

These are cyclical businesses,
though. BHP’s operating profit fell

44% in calendar year 2009. Say com-
bined profits fell 25% in the year
ending June 2012 and stayed flat the
following year. Net debt to Ebitda
would stick at 1.2 times, worrying
shareholders and credit-rating firms.

Stripping out Potash’s other busi-
nesses, $150 per share implies a mul-
tiple of about $2,400 per metric ton
of annual capacity. That is at the up-

per end of Deutsche Bank’s esti-
mated cost to build greenfield capac-
ity. Against that, buying existing
operations brings immediate cash
flow and carries less risk.

On UBS’s estimates, $150 a share
requires a long-term potash price of
between $400 and $500 per metric
ton, assuming an 8% real return on
investment. The current price is less
than $400 and industry capacity uti-
lization is below 70%. Raising the bid
beyond this level looks questionable.

There is a wider issue. The deal’s
vaunted long-term payoff makes it
reminiscent of ExxonMobil’s all-
stock acquisition of gas producer
XTO Energy, announced in Decem-
ber. Since then, Exxon’s stock has
trailed that of rival Chevron signifi-
cantly. Investors worry the deal re-
flects a dearth of opportunities for
the company.

BHP’s move, in lieu of going after
Rio or Xstrata, say, where synergies
are tangible, raises similar questions
for this mining “supermajor.”

—Liam Denning

Government clouds the value of investments
What is anything worth?
That might sound like an utter-

ance from the book of Ecclesiastes
or the title of a freshman philoso-
phy paper. But it is a valid question
for any investor right now. Gauging
the true worth of stocks, bonds and
real estate is extremely difficult at a
time when their prices are so heav-
ily influenced by the actions, or per-
ceived inaction, of governments and
central banks.

The dilemma crops up every-
where. Last week, Sears Holdings
shares plunged on disappointing
second-quarter earnings. “Appliance
stimulus,” or state rebate programs
aimed at spurring sales of energy-
conserving refrigerators and wash-
ing machines, didn’t provide the ex-
pected boost to Sears’s sales, ac-
cording to some analysts.

On a far bigger scale, take the 10-
year Treasury note, a cornerstone
for pricing so many other securities.

While the Federal Reserve’s mone-
tary-policy stance has always had an
impact on government bonds, its
moves have much more sway when
the economy’s future hinges on
monetary stimulus. Just over a

month ago, Fed Chairman Ben Ber-
nanke said the economic outlook
was “unusually uncertain.”

Since then, the 10-year note has
rallied. The drumbeat is growing
louder for the Fed to balloon its bal-
ance sheet further by purchasing
more assets. But that would only in-
crease its presence in important as-
set markets, further distorting
them.

Of course, there is supposed to be
a happy ending. The fiscal and mon-
etary stimulus is meant to bring the
private economy to the point where
it is self-sustaining. But it is just as
likely that the government remains
entrenched.

Government entities will likely
back some 90% of new mortgages
for the foreseeable future. And if,
miraculously, that backing returned
to precrisis levels, it still would be
huge.

From 1990 to 2006, 54% of all

new mortgages had effective tax-
payer guarantees, according to data
from Inside Mortgage Finance.

Some will take comfort from the
fact that it would have been a good
bet to buy shares in 2002, when
there was huge doubt about the
economy and loud calls for the Fed
to do more. The S&P 500 rose 67%
from the end of 2002 to the end of
2007.

The problem is, anyone unlucky
enough to buy the S&P 500 at the
end of 2003 would be down today.
That underlines the fact that timing
is everything. And even more so in
markets beholden to aggressive gov-
ernment action. Today’s winners
will arguably be those who correctly
guess the Fed’s appetite for shock
and awe.

To paraphrase Oscar Wilde: Right
now, investors know the price of ev-
erything but the value of nothing.

—Peter Eavis

Sources: Deutsche Bank; WSJ Market Data group
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Global shivers mean that nobody
escapes the worsening economic cold

The U.S.
economy grows
smartly—at an
annual rate of 5.6%
in the last quarter
of last year—but

when the final figures are in
America will have recorded a
growth rate of less than 2% in the
most recent quarter. Meanwhile,
in that recent quarter Germany
grew at an annual rate of close to
9%, and powered the euro-zone
annual growth rate to almost 4%.
But in part because America has
now slowed, the Bundesbank and
other experts are forecasting
much lower growth rates in the
second half of the year. In short,
America spurts, Europe slows, so
America slows; Europe spurts,
America slows, so Europe slows.
Coincidence? Not likely.

It is no longer true, if ever it
was, that what happens in the U.S.
stays in the U.S., or indeed that
what happens in the E.U. stays in
the E.U. When it seemed certain
that America was finally on the
path to sustained growth one of
the factors that rattled nerves was
the financial crisis in Greece,
which triggered concern about
Spain, Portugal, Ireland and, to a
lesser extent, Italy. American
bankers took a harder look at the
IOUs on their books, especially
those affected either directly or
indirectly by sovereign debt, and
became increasingly squeamish
about lending to European banks
that might get caught in a series
of sovereign debt defaults.

The dollar rose in response to
a typical flight to safety, putting
something of a crimp into the
prospects of American exporters
and President Barack Obama’s
plan to have exports create
millions of jobs. All of this added
to the already-unsettled case of
nerves that has U.S. companies

hoarding $2 trillion in cash, and
contributed to a slowing of the
American economy.

As it became clear last week
that joblessness and a weak
housing sector would hurt the
important American market,
European investors caught the
things-can-only-get-worse fever
that is gripping the American

business community, as did
Europe’s consumers. Germans
never had much taste for
consumption just for the
satisfying fun of it, while French
consumers are made cautious by
slow job growth, the possibility
that their welfare state might not
be so sumptuous in the future,
and their government’s downward
revision of expected 2011 growth.

And, of course, consumers in the
Club Med countries and in Ireland
have empty wallets—or (think
Britain) wallets soon to be turned
over more completely to their
governments in the form of higher
income, wealth and consumption
taxes, with France a notable
exception.

The effect of America catching
cold when Europe sneezes, and
vice versa—some call the disease
“coupling”—is magnified by the
decision of the Chinese regime to
rein in growth after injecting a
stimulus of approximately 14% of
GDP, in the hope of preventing the
country’s property bubble from
bursting.

The twin slowdowns in the U.S.
and the euro zone explain the
intense reaction to the statement
by Axel Weber, president of the
Bundesbank and a candidate to
succeed Jean-Claude Trichet as
head of the European Central
Bank in October of next year when
Mr. Trichet’s non-renewable eight-
year term expires. Mr. Weber told
Bloomberg television that in his
view the ECB would be well

advised to meet all the loan
requirements of Europe’s banks
into 2011, a statement that surely
reflects continuing uncertainty in
Germany, the euro-zone bailer-in-
chief, as to the ability of many
banks to raise capital at
acceptable rates in the market.

When the televised musing of
the head of the Bundesbank can
drive the euro down a full
percentage point against the
dollar, and trigger a widening of
the spreads over bunds that the
markets are exacting from euro-
zone countries in order to make
funds available, it is safe to
conclude that the worriers
outnumber the optimists. The
Economist Intelligence Unit points
out in its latest survey that euro-
zone and U.K. banks will have to
refinance about £3.3 trillion of
debt by 2015. It adds, “Many of
the region’s banks remain fragile
and, to a greater extent than their
U.S. peers, vulnerable to funding
constraints as a result of their
dependence on the wholesale
markets.”

Which is only one reason
German economists are predicting
a slowdown in their economy and,
therefore, in the euro zone as a
whole. The EIU guesses that euro-
zone growth will come to only
0.9% next year, and never get
higher than 1.7% in the next three
years. That might prove a bit
optimistic. In the euro zone’s
future is a default (aka
restructuring) by Greece, and/or
riots as the unemployment rate
rises to somewhere between 15%
and 20%; the ripple—no, tsumani-
like—effects on other countries
and the world financial system of
such a Greek tragedy; growth-
stifling austerity everywhere;
continued imbalances between
Germany’s export machine and the
rest of the euro zone; and tight
lending conditions.

Have a nice week.
—Irwin Stelzer is a director of
economic-policy studies at the

Hudson Institute.

Axel Weber’s musings drove the euro down a percentage point.
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Autos

n Ford’s chairman vowed that the
auto maker will cut its heavy debt
load and said a stock offering by
rival General Motors could divert
demand for Ford shares. William
C. Ford Jr. also said the company
is hiring again, especially in the
area of electronics and may ex-
pand its upscale Lincoln brand to
markets around the world.

n Mahindra & Mahindra said it
has received clearance from the
U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency to sell its pickup trucks in
the country, giving the Indian
company a much-awaited entry
into the American market.

i i i

Aviation

n Virgin Atlantic could face crip-
pling strikes if a dispute with its
pilots over time off can’t be
reached. The British Airline Pilots’
Association called on Virgin Atlan-
tic management to meet Tuesday
for “last ditch” talks and avoid
confrontation between the airline
and its pilots.

i i i

Banking

n U.S. regulators seized Shore-
Bank and agreed to sell assets to a
team led by the community
lender’s executives and backed by
several large U.S. financial firms.
The bank closure, among the 118
failures in the U.S. this year, caps
months of uncertainty for a $2.16
billion Chicago bank that had ties
to the Obama administration.
n Regulators also closed four
small banks in California, two in
Florida and one in Virginia. Those
eight failures—including Shore-
Bank’s—tied for most on any day
so far in 2010, cost the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp. insurance
fund $473.5 million.

n Barclays, which earlier this
month outsourced its automated
teller machine services to NCR,
said that customers in the U.K.

were unable to gain access to
their bank accounts and withdraw
money on Saturday after cash ma-
chines went down.

n China Construction Bank, the
nation’s second-largest lender by
assets, reported a 27% increase in
first-half net profit to 70.74 billion
yuan ($10.4 billion), helped by a
surge in fee-based businesses and
lower impairment charges due to
slower credit growth and im-
proved global financial markets.

i i i

Energy

n Korea National Oil Corp. be-
came the first state-owned oil
firm to launch a hostile bid for a
British company as it offered $2.9
billion for Dana Petroleum. The
move reflects a new assertiveness
at KNOC, which has twice seen its
attempts to expand overseas
thwarted by Chinese and Western
rivals. Acquiring Dana would give
it a foothold in the North Sea and
Egypt, two of the world’s big oil-
and-gas-producing regions.

n China Petroleum & Chemical,
Asia’s largest refiner by capacity,
said first-half net profit rose 6.7%
to 35.46 billion yuan ($5.2 billion)
as higher oil prices and fuel sales
offset lower refining margins. The
company, also known as Sinopec,
said domestic demand for both oil
products and chemical products is
expected to maintain its steady
growth in the second half.

n Saudi Arabia’s King Abdullah
issued a decree to appoint former
Chevron Chief Executive David J.
O’Reilly to the board of directors
of Saudi Arabian Oil, or Aramco.

n At least three bidders have
proceeded to the second round of
bidding in the planned sale of
Shell and Exxon Mobil’s jointly-
owned gas storage business in
Germany, people familiar with the
matter said. The bidders that have
made it to the next stage include
France’s GDF Suez, Deutsche
Bank’s RREEF and Allianz’s infra-
structure funds, the people said.

i i i

Financial services

n Paolo Pellegrini, the investor
who helped hedge-fund manager
John Paulson score more than $15
billion of profits betting against
risky mortgages, is returning
money to clients of his own hedge
fund after suffering losses this
year. The loss has made it more
difficult for Pellegrini to raise
cash from investors.

n Man Group and GLG Partners
have agreed to amend the terms
of Man Group’s $1.6 billion bid to
buy GLG following a lawsuit by
smaller GLG shareholders that
claimed the deal was unfair. The
deal was structured so that GLG’s
three principals receive Man
Group shares while public share-
holders are cashed out, albeit at a
more attractive conversion rate.
The class action argued that pub-
lic shareholders weren’t getting
enough for their shares.

n International Lease Finance
Corp., the giant airplane-leasing
arm of AIG, repaid a $3.9 billion
emergency government loan
ahead of schedule and now ex-
pects to fund itself without sup-
port from its bailed-out parent
company. Last Friday, ILFC com-
pleted a $4.4 billion sale of new
debt to institutional investors.
Most of the money raised was
used to repay a loan provided by
the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York in 2009 to help ILFC meet
obligations at the time.

i i i

Law

n Former Bank of America CEO
Kenneth Lewis filed an aggressive
response to a civil fraud lawsuit
from New York Attorney General
Andrew Cuomo, calling Cuomo’s
case “an ill-founded attempt to lay
blame where it does not belong.”
The response signals that Lewis
doesn’t plan to back down from
charges that he deliberately mis-
led BofA shareholders about bal-
looning losses at Merrill Lynch be-
fore the bank bought Merrill.

i i i

Media

n Competitors and opponents of
Comcast’s deal to acquire control
of NBC Universal bombarded U.S.
regulators with proposed condi-
tions as time expired for parties
to weigh in on the deal. Several of
Comcast’s competitors proposed
conditions that would give them
better bargaining power in car-
riage or fee negotiations or guar-
anteed access to Comcast-NBC
networks and programming.

n Tribune agreed to amend its
bankruptcy reorganization plan
after key supporters, including J.P.
Morgan Chase, withdrew their
support. Tribune’s revised plan
could foreshadow trouble for top-
ranking lenders tied to the 2007
leveraged buyout that pushed the
company into financial trouble.

i i i

Metals and mining

n Rio Tinto has made operational
changes in China as a result of the
criminal convictions this year of
key staff members, CEO Tom Al-
banese said. He declined to detail
how the Anglo-Australian miner is
doing business differently now,
but the company did earlier this
year create a Shanghai-based po-
sition of China managing director.

i i i

Pubs

n Mitchells & Butlers, owner of
the Harvester and Toby Carvery
pub chains, said it will sell 333
pubs in the U.K. for £373 million
($579 million), as it continues to
reduce its exposure to the drinks-
led sector and focus on the eat-
ing-out market. The sale to Stone-
gate Pub needs shareholder ap-
proval and is expected to close in
November.

i i i

Retail

n Tesco said it will this week
launch the U.K.’s first drive-
through supermarket aimed at

busy customers. The service—run
by Tesco dotcom, which already
makes home deliveries—will allow
customers to pick up their pre-or-
dered shopping at specific times
without leaving their cars. The re-
tailer will charge a £2 ($3.10) flat
picking-and-packing charge.

i i i

Security

n Xe Services, the private secu-
rity firm formerly known as Black-
water, reached an agreement with
the State Department to pay a
multimillion-dollar fine over al-
leged violations of U.S. export-
control law. The agreement spares
the firm from possible criminal
charges, and allows the company
to continue doing business with
the U.S. government.

i i i

Technology

n Apple will shut down the Quat-
tro Wireless advertising network
it acquired earlier this year and
will support its new iAd network
exclusively as of Sept. 30. The
move was widely expected be-
cause the Quattro Wireless team
had been key in helping to de-
velop iAd, which delivers interac-
tive rich-media ads inside iPhone
and iPod touch apps.

n LG Electronics, which was late
to the smartphone game, said it
plans to launch 10 more smart-
phones and sell five million de-
vices by the end of the year in a
scramble to compete with rivals.
The South Korean company also
plans to launch a tablet computer
globally by the fourth quarter un-
der its Optimus line. The first LG
tablet, which will run on Google’s
Android software, will set itself
apart from Apple’s iPad by focus-
ing on the ability to create con-
tent, rather than simply display it.

BUSINESS WATCH

WSJ.com
To read more about these items,
and for all the latest breaking
news, go to WSJ.com/Business

In South Africa, the cooling towers of the Athlone Power Station, a coal-fired plant located on the outskirts of Cape Town, were demolished during a controlled explosion in front of thousands after the city
declared the structures to be unsafe last February. Built in 1960, the Athlone Power Station, whose cooling towers were a Cape Town landmark, stopped operating in 2003.

Agence France-Presse/Getty Images

In Cape Town, cooling towers of defunct power station go down as thousands look on
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Swedes start, drop probe of Assange
WikiLeaks founder Julian As-

sange, already embroiled in a feud
with the Pentagon after he pub-
lished a trove of secret military doc-
uments, was pulled into another fra-
cas when Swedish prosecutors
initiated and then dropped an inves-
tigation into rape allegations
against him.

The Swedish Prosecution Au-
thority said Saturday that it was
halting a rape investigation of Mr.
Assange, an Australian citizen, just
hours after confirming that it was
pursuing one. Prosecutors are still
looking into a separate allegation of
“molestation” against Mr. Assange,
a spokeswoman said.

In an interview with a Swedish
newspaper, Mr. Assange denied any
wrongdoing. He also warned that
opponents of WikiLeaks, which pub-
lishes secret government and corpo-
rate documents, would attempt to
use the accusations against the or-
ganization.

“There have been headlines all
over the world that say I am sus-
pected of rape. And I know from ex-
perience that WikiLeaks’ enemies
will continue to trumpet them even
after they have been denied,” Mr.
Assange said, according to a report
published in the Aftonbladet news-
paper Sunday.

Mr. Assange and WikiLeaks did
not respond to emailed requests for
additional comment.

Karin Rosander, the prosecutors’
spokeswoman said that as more in-
formation became available, the
prosecutor in charge of the case
“decided Mr. Assange was no longer
suspected of rape.” She said the
prosecutor would decide next week
whether to pursue a molestation
case against him.

Under Swedish law, molestation
can refer to anything from groping
someone to inappropriate, non-sex-

ual behavior such as speaking loudly
in public. The rape and molestation
accusations came from two different
parts of Sweden, Ms. Rosander said.

Aftonbladet quoted Mr. Assange
as saying: “Nobody has asked me
about my version of the story. I
want to know more about what I am
accused of before I say anything
about it.” He continued: “I don’t

know who’s behind this but we have
been warned, for example, that the
Pentagon plans to use dirty tricks
against us.”

Defense Department spokesman
Bryan Whitman said suggestions
that the Pentagon was behind any
smear campaign were “absurd.”

The allegations against Mr. As-
sange were revealed Friday by

Swedish tabloid Expressen. Prosecu-
tors confirmed he was a suspect.

The prosecution spokeswoman,
Ms. Rosander, said it wasn’t normal
for prosecutors to name a suspect,
and declined to comment on how
the newspaper learned of the inves-
tigation. “Swedish law prevents us
from asking where they got the in-
formation,” she said.

Some WikiLeaks servers are in
Sweden, which has stringent press
freedom and protection laws.

WikiLeaks last month published
76,000 classified U.S. military docu-
ments about the war in Afghanistan.
The Pentagon has criticized Mr. As-
sange, saying his actions could put
the lives of soldiers and civilians at
risk.

BY IAN EDMONDSON
AND JEANNE WHALEN

Swedish prosecutors opened, and then dropped a rape investigation of WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, shown in Stockholm earlier this month.
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WikiLeaks moves to guard funding information
tion “is not an operational concern,
it can’t be sued for doing anything.
So the donors’ money is protected,
in other words, from lawsuits,” Mr.
Assange said.

The German foundation is only
one piece of the WikiLeaks network.

“We’re registered as a library in
Australia, we’re registered as a foun-
dation in France, we’re registered as
a newspaper in Sweden,” Mr. As-
sange said. WikiLeaks has two tax-
exempt charitable organizations in
the U.S., known as 501C3s, that “act
as a front” for the website, he said.
He declined to give their names, say-
ing they could “lose some of their
grant money because of political
sensitivities.”

Mr. Assange said WikiLeaks gets
about half its money from modest
donations processed by its website,
and the other half from “personal
contacts,” including “people with
some millions who approach us and
say ‘I’ll give you 60,000 or 10,000,’ ”
he said, without specifying a cur-
rency.

Retrieving money from the Wau
Holland Foundation is a complicated
task, he said. WikiLeaks must submit
receipts to the foundation, which is-
sues grants to reimburse them. Be-
cause German law requires the foun-
dation to publicly disclose its

Continued from first page expenditures, WikiLeaks uses “other
foundations” to aggregate its bills
and send them to Wau Holland, so
that some of the companies
WikiLeaks does business with re-
main anonymous, Mr. Assange said.
This prevents anyone from seeing
whom, for example, WikiLeaks pays
for Internet infrastructure, or where
that infrastructure is located.

To operate, the website needs
several powerful computers linked
to high-speed Internet connections.
WikiLeaks particularly tries to ob-
scure payments for “basic infra-
structure that could be attacked,”
for “servers that are engaged in
source protection,” and for “security
engineers,” Mr. Assange said.

So far, Wau Holland has distrib-
uted €50,000 ($64,000) to a
WikiLeaks account in Germany,
strictly in exchange for receipts, ac-
cording to Daniel Schmitt, spokes-
man at WikiLeaks, and Hendrik
Fulda, deputy board chairman of the
foundation. Mr. Schmitt controls the
account.

The average donation to
WikiLeaks via the Wau Holland
Foundation is about €20, Mr. Fulda
said. The largest donation through
the foundation—€10,000—arrived
from a German donor after the pub-
lication of the Afghan war docu-
ments, he said, declining to reveal

further details.
Mr. Schmitt said WikiLeaks needs

about $200,000 a year to cover its
operating expenses—mainly network
fees, rent and storage costs for the
sites where the servers are, and
some hardware and travel expenses.
Should it decide to pay salaries to
its five staff members, as it is now
considering, it would need about
€600,000 a year, he said.

Paying salaries is a “sensitive
subject,” he said, noting that outsid-
ers might question the need for

them.
Mr. Fulda of the foundation said

WikiLeaks needs €10,000 to €15,000
a month to maintain its Web pres-
ence. Late last year, when donors
were contributing only €2,000 to
€3,000 per month, WikiLeaks was
struggling to survive, he said. So it
shut down its website in December,
leaving up only an appeal for donors
to transfer money to the group via
the Wau Holland Foundation. Soon,
donations per month increased 20-
fold.

WikiLeaks reopened its website in
May, but “within days … donations
dropped back to near their former
level,” Mr. Fulda said.

The fluctuation caught the atten-
tion of Wau Holland’s banking part-
ners including eBayInc.’s PayPal,
which demanded explanations for
the surge and fall in donations. “I
explained it wasn’t money launder-
ing, just WikiLeaks donations,” Mr.
Fulda said.

A PayPal spokeswoman said the
company is “still processing pay-
ments for WikiLeaks.” She said that
she couldn’t comment further on a
specific account but that in general,
PayPal is required by anti-money-
laundering laws and its own anti-
fraud regulations to investigate ac-
counts when they exceed certain
limits.

WikiLeaks has tried to diversify
away from PayPal by adding other
payment options to its site, includ-
ing Flattr.com, a payment system
based in Sweden, and Moneybook-
ers, a system based in the U.K.

A spokeswoman for Moneybook-
ers said the company used to pro-
vide services to WikiLeaks but “as
they don’t adhere to Moneybookers’
standards, the agreement was termi-
nated.” She declined to comment
further. Flattr didn’t respond to a re-
quest for comment.

Money maze
Some of the ways WikiLeaks seeks to protect its funding by shrouding
donors and payments in secrecy.

� WikiLeaks encourages donors to contribute to its account at Germany’s
Wau Holland Foundation—established in memory of a hacker—which by law
can’t publicly disclose the names of donors.

� WikiLeaks controls an archipelago of operating units all over the globe. It is
registered as a library in Australia, as a foundation in France, and as a
newspaper in Sweden, says founder Julian Assange.

� WikiLeaks has two tax-exempt charitable organizations in the U.S., known
as 501C3s, that ‘act as a front’ for the website, according to Mr. Assange.

� The site uses ‘other foundations’ to aggregate its bills and send them to
Germany’s Wau Holland so that companies with which WikiLeaks does
business remain anonymous, says Mr. Assange.
Source: WSJ research
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Europe

n WikiLeaks, the controversial
website that argues the cause of
openness in leaking classified or
confidential documents, has set up
an elaborate global financial net-
work to protect a big secret of its
own—its funding. The site has es-
tablished a complex system for
collecting and disbursing its dona-
tions to obscure their origin and
use, founder Julian Assange said.
n Julian Assange was consumed
by another fracas this weekend as
Swedish authorities said he was
suspected of rape and molesta-
tion—before quickly dropping the
rape investigation for lack of evi-
dence. Assange denied any wrong-
doing and called the allegations a
“dirty trick.”
n Pentagon lawyers believe that
WikiLeaks acted illegally in dis-
closing thousands of classified Af-
ghanistan war reports and other
material, and federal prosecutors
are exploring possible criminal
charges, officials familiar with the
matter said.

n French President Nicolas
Sarkozy downgraded the govern-
ment’s forecast for 2011 growth,
but said cutting the public deficit
to 6% of gross domestic product
next year remained a major objec-
tive whatever the level of growth.
The government now expects eco-
nomic growth of 2% in 2011, com-
pared with a previous forecast of
2.5% that was considered unrealis-
tic by many economists.

n U.K. household finances re-
main under pressure in August
amid concerns that government
spending cuts could soon affect
jobs in the private sector. Markit,
the global research firm, said its
latest survey of household fi-
nances reflected continued con-
cern over high inflation, low wage
growth and job security.

n Germany’s ruling center-right
coalition is losing support from
one of its traditional constituen-
cies—big business. In a rare public
rebuke, dozens of Germany’s cor-
porate leaders, including the
heads of Deutsche Bank, BASF and
Bertelsmann, signed an open let-
ter to German Chancellor Angela
Merkel’s government, warning
that proposed new energy taxes
threaten the German economy.

n The Greek government is pre-
paring a series of new tax in-
creases and spending cuts to com-
ply with deficit limits set for 2011
by the International Monetary
Fund and the European Union.
Two senior government officials
said the package will be presented
to parliament in November.

n Belgian police have arrested an
alleged member of the Basque
separatist group ETA in the north-
ern port city of Ostend. Luis
Maria Zengotitabengoa was ar-
rested by police acting on infor-
mation provided by their Spanish
counterparts and after a long joint
investigation. The 29-year-old is
suspected of transporting explo-
sives to Portugal on behalf of ETA
earlier this year.

n In Russia, a wanted Chechen
militant detonated explosives as
policemen tried to detain him,
killing himself and one officer.
Nine other officers were wounded.
The militant was identified as
Khamzat Shemilev, and was sus-
pected of organizing and carrying
out a series of terrorist acts.

i i i

U.S.

n BP said that it has begun an at-
tempt to remove the drilling pipe
from the ruptured well that un-
leashed the Deepwater Horizon
spill. The attempt follows the
completion of a 48-hour ambient
pressure test, in which BP deter-
mined that if the sealing cap and
the blowout preventer that sit
atop of the well are removed, no
oil or gas will come out.
n Kenneth Feinberg, the adminis-
trator of a $20 billion fund to
compensate victims of the oil
spill, said that claimants are likely
to obtain higher and more expedi-
tious payments from the fund
than through litigation.

n The Obama administration’s
loan-modification program ap-
pears to be running out of eligible
borrowers who can qualify for re-
structured loans. The number of

homeowners who began govern-
ment-sponsored loan-modifica-
tions in July grew by the slowest
rate since the program began
nearly 18 months ago.

n Banks, companies and trade as-
sociations challenged federal regu-
lators over the controversial ques-
tion of how to regulate derivatives
under the new Dodd-Frank finan-
cial revamp, illustrating how Wall
Street’s attention has turned from
Congress to the federal agencies
that have to interpret the law by
writing hundreds of new rules.

n Daisy Khan, a leader of a
planned Muslim community center
near Ground Zero, compared op-
position to the project to the per-
secution of Jews, in comments
that could add to the controversy
over the center’s proposed site.
“We are deeply concerned, be-
cause this is like a metastasized
anti-Semitism,” she said.

i i i

Americas

n Haiti’s electoral council has
ruled that hip-hop artist Wyclef
Jean cannot run for president of
the Caribbean nation. The artist’s
candidacy had been in doubt over
whether he meet the eligibility re-
quirement of having lived in Haiti
for five years before the Nov. 28
election. Jean said that he isn’t
abandoning his presidential bid
just yet and will try to get the
courts to overturn the decision.

n In Brazil, heavily armed men
engaged in a firefight with police,
then fled into a luxury hotel and
held about 30 people hostage for
three hours before surrendering.
Rio de Janeiro’s upscale neighbor-
hood of São Conrado was trans-
formed into a war zone as over 50
gunmen with high-caliber rifles,
pistols and even hand grenades
faced off with police.

i i i

Asia

n A Thai appeals court ruled to
extradite suspected Russian arms
dealer Viktor Bout to face terror-
ism charges in the U.S., overturn-
ing an earlier ruling after intense
diplomatic pressure from Wash-
ington. The Obama administration
and several members of Congress
have lobbied Thailand to send
Bout to the U.S. to face charges
for allegedly using his air-trans-
port business to supply weapons
to conflict zones in South Amer-
ica, Africa and the Middle East.

n Iran unveiled its first domesti-
cally built drone bomber in a cere-
mony to mark national defense
day and announced it would begin
production on Monday of two
high-speed vessels, one capable of
launching missiles and torpedoes.
n The announcements capped a
series of recent military advances
that Iran has showcased in recent
weeks ranging from submarines to
long-range missiles. On Saturday
Russian engineers successfully
loaded nuclear fuel into Iran’s
first nuclear plant in the southern
city of Bushehr in a ceremony at-
tended by Russian and Iranian of-
ficials and journalists.

i i i

Middle East

n The U.S. invited Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and
Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas to meet in Washington on
Sept. 2 to launch long-stalled di-
rect talks on a peace agreement.
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
said the renewed negotiations
aimed to “resolve all final status
issues, which we believe can be
completed within one year.”
n Israel’s prime minister spelled
out his opening position for the
new round of Mideast peace talks,
insisting on key security condi-
tions and saying an agreement
would be “difficult but possible.”

n The top U.S. commander in
Iraq said it would take a “com-
plete failure” of Iraqi security
forces for the U.S. to restart com-
bat operations there.

i i i

Africa

n In Egypt, police recovered a
painting by Vincent van Gogh at
Cairo’s airport, hours after it was
stolen from a museum. Security
officers at the airport confiscated
the painting from an Italian cou-
ple as they were trying to leave
the country.

i i i

Australia

n Australia’s major political par-
ties have begun negotiations to
form a new government after
weekend elections failed to deliver
a conclusive result. The country’s
two major parties, the center-left
Labor administration of Prime
Minister Julia Gillard and the Lib-
eral-National conservative bloc of
Tony Abbott, said a new govern-
ment likely won’t be formed for a
number of days, as negotiations
begin with nonparty lawmakers
who hold the keys to power in the
first hung parliament in 70 years.

WORLD WATCH

WSJ.com
To read more about these items,
and for all the latest breaking
news, go to WSJ.com/World

Russian police prevented about 100 opposition activists from completing a march through Moscow with a giant Russian
flag and detained three of their leaders, including prominent politician Boris Nemtsov. The opposition activists were
celebrating Flag Day, a holiday honoring the tricolor flag adopted by a newly democratic Russia when the Soviet Union
collapsed. The date for the holiday was chosen to celebrate the defeat of a communist coup on Aug. 22, 1991.

Reuters

In Moscow, flag-carrying opposition activists face crackdown
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German industries rebuke Merkel
Germany’s ruling center-right co-

alition, struggling to reverse its de-
clining approval ratings, is losing
support from one of its traditional
constituencies—big business.

In a rare public rebuke, dozens of
Germany’s corporate leaders, includ-
ing the heads of Deutsche Bank AG,
BASF AG and Bertelsmann AG,
signed an open letter to German
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s govern-
ment, warning that proposed new
energy taxes threaten the economy.

“A lot is at stake: Securing our
livelihood for tomorrow and Ger-
many’s future as a place of business.
That concerns us all,” said the let-
ter, which was published as a full-
page advertisement in major Ger-
man newspapers and magazines
over the weekend. “A policy that
seeks to balance the budget with
new energy taxes blocks critical in-
vestments in the future.”

The appeal marks the latest and
loudest signs of growing dissatisfac-
tion among German companies with
a governing coalition that many in-
dustry leaders thought would usher
in a wave of more business-friendly
policies when it was elected last fall.

Business has grown frustrated
with Ms. Merkel’s move to shelve
promised tax cuts to help reduce
Germany’s budget deficit. Industry
is also impatient with what it sees
as government inaction as well as
bickering within the coalition on
health care and other reforms.

One of the biggest causes of in-
dustry’s ire, though, has been the
government’s recent energy propos-
als, which lawmakers plan to pres-
ent in final form by the end of next
month. A plan to levy a nuclear-fuel
tax to raise an additional €2.3 bil-
lion ($2.95 billion) a year has be-
come particularly contentious. Last
week, the country’s biggest utilities,
which include RWE AG and E.On
AG, threatened to shut down their
nuclear reactors after negotiations
over an alternative way to raise the
revenue stalled, arguing a tax would
render operations unprofitable.

Power companies and other in-
dustries are also worried about how
long an extension the government

plans to give the country’s nuclear
reactors to continue operating. The
coalition agreed in 2009 to reverse
the previous government’s plans to
phase out nuclear energy by 2021
and, instead, to extend them until
renewable energy sources became a
more viable and affordable substi-
tute—a move cheered by big busi-
ness, which argued that already-
high energy prices would otherwise
rise faster.

The government has, however,
repeatedly delayed setting a precise
time frame for extending the reac-
tors’ lives, and the environment
minister, Norbert Röttgen, has be-
come a forceful advocate for only a
short extension.In an interview with
Focus magazine this month, Hans-
Peter Keitel, head of the BDI Feder-
ation of German Industries, said
that “even Mr. Röttgen knows that
he’s not the head of Greenpeace.”

The open letter is unusual not

only for its public nature—German
lobbying typically is done discreetly
by trade groups and not in the me-
dia by individual executives—but

also because of the united front it
displays across a range of compa-
nies. Its 41 signatories include
Deutsche Bank’s Josef Ackermann;

Eckhard Cordes, chief executive of
retail giant Metro AG; Gerhard
Cromme, chairman of both Thys-
senKrupp AG and Siemens AG—as
well as the manager of the national
football team, Oliver Bierhoff.

On Friday, Ms. Merkel’s spokes-
man, Steffen Seibert, dismissed the
idea that the letter should be seen
as an industry attack or a shot
across the government’s bows. “The
chancellor regards this as a com-
pletely legitimate contribution to
the discussion; there’s no objection
to that,” he said. The government
still intends “to find an energy mix
that enables this country to con-
tinue ... producing the prosperity we
have become used to.”

In an interview Sunday with pub-
lic television broadcaster ZDF, Ms.
Merkel appeared unbowed by the
initiative and held firm to plans to
raise the €2.3 billion by taxing the
nuclear-power sector in some form.
Utilities would pay the tax in ex-
change for the extra profits they
stand to recoup if the lifetimes of
nuclear power plants are extended,
she said. “As long as there is no
other suggestion on the table, then
a tax remains the plan.”

She remained “firmly convinced”
that it was necessary to extend nu-
clear power beyond the scheduled
phase-out to allow more time to cul-
tivate renewable energy sources.

After weeks of debate, both
within the government and in meet-
ings with industry chiefs, many ex-
ecutives felt now was “the decisive
moment for a more public message.”

BASF spokesman Thomas Non-
nast said Chief Executive Jürgen
Hambrecht’s decision to sign the
letter wasn’t intended as an attack
on the government. “It’s about con-
tributing to a factual discussion
[about energy policy], not about
getting involved in party politics.”

A Bertelsmann spokesman said
Chief Executive, Hartmut Ostrowski,
endorsed the appeal because while
“renewable and carbon-free energy
sources are key to the future, a
clean and affordable energy supply
is vital for Germany as a business
place and domestic companies.”

—Andrea Thomas
contributed to this article.

BY VANESSA FUHRMANS

Angela Merkel visited an energy
exchange Thursday before releasing a
comprehensive plan in coming weeks.
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Britons worry about finances
LONDON—U.K. household fi-

nances remained under pressure in
August amid concerns that govern-
ment spending cuts, which have al-
ready hit the public sector, could af-
fect jobs in the private sector.

Markit, the global research firm,
said its latest survey of household
finances reflected Britons’ contin-
ued concerns over high inflation,
low wage growth and worries about
job security.

The pace of the decline, at a bal-
ance of -24.3, was slightly slower
than the record drop of -25.5 in July.
The balance represents the number
of respondents who are confident
about their household finances, mi-
nus the number who aren’t.

“Stronger growth in the U.K.
economy has done little to put a
floor under the downturn in house-
hold finances,” said Tim Moore, an
economist at Markit. “Household fi-
nances continue to suffer from a
backdrop of squeezed disposable in-
come, stubbornly high inflation and
ongoing public-sector spending

cuts,” Mr. Moore said.
U.K. consumers’ views over job

security in the private sector had al-
ready fallen in July, though not as
sharply as in August. The balance
now stands at -15.8, compared with
-13.1 in July. The steep decline in
confidence over job security in the
private sector suggests that the re-
newed bout of employment con-
cerns has reverberated beyond the
public sector.

The government’s emergency
June budget unveiled spending cuts
expected to result in 600,000 pub-
lic-sector jobs being axed over the
next five years. Further details of
where and when the cuts—intended
to reduce the U.K.’s record budget
deficit—will be implemented will be
announced in the comprehensive
spending review due in late October.

Public-sector job security also
remained weak in August, although
the balance, at -24, was less nega-
tive than July’s -33.3.

This trend is in line with con-
sumer-confidence surveys reporting
consecutive declines since the June
budget. The Gfk measure of con-

sumer confidence slipped in both
June and July in response to the
government’s austerity measures.

Moreover, the 2.5-percentage-
point sales-tax increase that will
take effect in January 2011—bring-
ing value-added tax to 20%—is also
likely weighing on Britons’ minds
when they consider their financial
prospects into 2010.

A separate survey by investment
bank Schroders PLC, published over
the weekend, found a third of U.K.
consumers have dipped into savings
and investments over the past 12
months to supplement a shortfall in
their income. Britons have collec-
tively spent £60 billion (about $93
billion) of their savings over the
past year, with more women than
men struggling to make ends meet,
the asset-management firm said.

“The amount of capital being
drawn down suggests that it is not
just rainy-day funds that are being
drained, but a significant proportion
of individuals’ long-term savings,”
said Robin Stoakley, managing di-
rector at Schroders’ U.K. intermedi-
ary business.

BY ILONA BILLINGTON

France dims outlook,
commits to deficit goal

PARIS—French President Nicolas
Sarkozy downgraded the govern-
ment’s forecast for 2011 growth, but
he said cutting the public deficit to
6% of gross domestic product next
year remained a major objective
whatever the level of growth.

The government now expects
economic growth of 2% in 2011,
down from a previous forecast of
2.5% that was considered unrealistic
by many economists.

The new 2% forecast for 2011 is
in line with the view taken by the
Organization for Economic Co-oper-
ation and Development, Mr. Sarkozy
said in a statement. His statement
didn’t explain why the government
itself has decided to lower the fore-
cast, which is still above the Inter-
national Monetary Fund’s expecta-
tion of 1.6% GDP growth for 2011.

“The reduction of the deficit
should be obtained by cutting
spending as a priority. Neither in-

come tax, nor [value-added tax], nor
business taxes will be raised,” the
statement said.

The government targets cutting
the public deficit from an expected
8% of GDP in 2010 to 6% in 2011 and
4.6% in 2012, before reaching 3% in
2013.

The statement followed a meet-
ing at Mr. Sarkozy’s summer resi-
dence Friday with key members of
the government, including Finance
Minister Christine Lagarde, Prime
Minister François Fillon and Budget
Minister François Baroin, to discuss
the still-sluggish economy and the
need to shrink a gaping public-sec-
tor deficit. The deficit has been in-
flated in recent years by substantial
stimulus spending to counter the
global economic crisis.

In a French radio interview, Mr.
Baroin said the requirement for ad-
ditional savings in the budget is
perfectly attainable as ministers de-
liberate over the 2011 budget, which
will be unveiled late next month.

BY WILLIAM HOROBIN

Disenchanted allies
Among the issues dividing German
business and the government:

Christian Democratic
Union/Christian Social Union

Social Democratic Party

Green Party

Source: Allensbach Institute for Public Opinion
Research for Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

33.8%September 2009
August 2010 31.0%

23.0%
32.0%

10.7%
17.0%

Who would you vote for if a new
election was held?

n Taxes: Berlin has shelved plans to
cut taxes; German industry has long
maintained that lower taxes would
boost competitiveness, investment
and sluggish consumer spending.

n Nuclear power: The government
hasn’t decided how long to rely on
the country’s 17 nuclear reactors,
which are slated to be phased out by
2021. German businesses say they
need more time to rely on nuclear
energy to meet carbon-reduction
emission targets.

n Energy tax rates: The German
government has proposed increasing
certain reduced-energy tax rates for

energy-intensive sectors.
Businesses say the lower tax rate
helps to offset high German
energy prices and is necessary for
companies to stay competitive.
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Museums bid for retiring space planes

T HE space shuttle fleet’s loom-
ing retirement ends an
era—and launches a new

space race. This one is on the
ground, among museums scrambling
to land one of the three orbiters.

The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration says it has re-
ceived expressions of interest from
21 institutions. The competition has
sparked intensive lobbying cam-
paigns, massive fund-raising drives
and a sprint for letters of support
from astronauts, politicians and the
public.

NASA is offering the space planes
free to qualified institutions as long
as they pay for shipping and han-
dling. The catch: those costs add up
to $28.8 million per shuttle, includ-
ing post-flight repairs and strapping
the orbiters to a special 747 jumbo
jet. The shuttles also must be dis-
played indoors, which for most mu-
seums means building a giant new
structure.

“Everybody would love to have
one, but very, very few museums can
afford to transport and store one,”
says Jay Miller, an aviation historian
in Fort Worth, Texas.

Aviation museums haven’t
scrambled like this since the Con-
corde retired in 2003. Then, opera-
tors Air France and British Airways
received dozens of requests to host
the supersonic jetliners. But that de-
cision was simpler because there
were 13 Concordes, and the airlines
were free to choose the planes’
homes.

The current competition, says
shuttle expert Dennis Jenkins, “is go-
ing to be stupider than Concorde was
because the government is involved.”
Mr. Jenkins, an aerospace engineer
who wrote an exhaustive history of
the shuttle program, predicts that af-
ter NASA officials decide, “Congress
will immediately go into an uproar
and un-decide for them.”

Legislators are already weighing
in. New York Senator Charles
Schumer in March addressed the
Senate to stump for Manhattan’s In-
trepid Sea, Air & Space Museum,
which proposed building a new
structure next to the aircraft carrier
Intrepid to house a shuttle. “It’s
time to convince NASA that the Big
Apple has the right stuff to show-
case one of these iconic spacecraft,”
he enthused.

Ohio’s entire congressional dele-
gation in April wrote NASA to push
for the National Museum of the U.S.
Air Force in Dayton. Florida Senator
Bill Nelson—a former astro-
naut—has been working on behalf of
the Kennedy Space Center.

The shuttles’ exact retirement
date remains unclear, and politicians
are bickering over what will succeed
it. But NASA’s choice of retirement
homes could come as soon as this
fall, say people familiar with the de-
liberation.

To get a shuttle, museums must
first be able to receive it. That re-
quires a nearby runway where a
jumbo jet can land. The shuttle must
then be able to move from the tar-
mac to the museum without disman-
tling, which eliminates most loca-
tions.

France’s Cité de l’Espace outside
Toulouse, which boasts the only re-
maining Soviet-built Mir space sta-
tion, mulled asking for a shuttle sev-
eral years ago. Crossing the Atlantic
Ocean to Toulouse Airport posed no
problem, says spokesman Olivier
Sanguy. But driving the spacecraft

eight miles would entail destroying
and rebuilding highways, bridges,
buildings and power lines. “The cost
of travel from the airport would be
more than the cost of the shuttle,”
says Mr. Sanguy. He notes the issue
is moot because NASA says shuttles
will stay inside the U.S., with geo-
graphic distribution a key criterion.

Competitors must also be able to
keep the space planes in climate-
controlled conditions and away from
the elements. Shuttles were de-
signed to withstand extraordinary
things like the near-vacuum of
space, micrometeor showers and the
furnace of re-entry to Earth’s atmo-
sphere. Rain, on the other hand, is a
problem. “They leak like a sieve,”
says Mr. Jenkins.

The only museum currently
ready for an orbiter is the Smithso-
nian Institution’s National Air and
Space Museum. Its Steven F. Udvar-
Hazy Center in Virginia, abutting
Dulles International Airport, already
houses Enterprise, a full-size proto-
type shuttle that NASA used to test
the reusable space plane’s aerody-
namics in the 1970s. But most of its
insides were cannibalized over the
years—and it never went into space.

“It’s not a real shuttle, but it’s
unique,” said museum spokesman
Frank McNally as he drove a golf
cart beneath it on a recent after-
noon. “It’s the only one you can see.”

NASA has said it will give the
oldest surviving shuttle, Discovery,
to the Smithsonian, which is the na-
tional repository of space history.
NASA will select homes for the other
shuttles, Atlantis and Endeavour.
Two additional shuttles, Challenger
and Columbia, were destroyed in fa-
tal accidents. The Smithsonian will
then offer Enterprise to a loser. “We
realize we can’t be selfish and keep
both,” says Smithsonian shuttle cu-
rator Valerie Neal.

Boosters of the National Museum
of the U.S. Air Force in Dayton say
they’ve got a strong case for Atlan-
tis, which handled many missions
for the Defense Department. The
Pentagon helped design the shuttles,
supplied many astronauts, and the
Air Force even “saved the shuttle
program in lean budget years during
its development,” says museum

spokesman Rob Bardua.
Seattle’s Museum of Flight has an

edge thanks to its West Coast loca-
tion, say handicappers. The museum
also has close links to Boeing Co.,
which bought part of the company
that built the shuttles in California,
Rockwell International. The mu-
seum’s campaign is being led by for-
mer astronaut Bonnie Dunbar.

New Yorkers say Intrepid is ideal
to fulfill NASA’s goal of giving shut-
tles maximum exposure, thanks to
the city’s status as a tourist mecca
and media capital. Intrepid, a de-
commissioned aircraft carrier, also
has space history because it re-

trieved early astronauts on splash-
down, says Executive Director Susan
Marenoff. “It’s a no-brainer,” she
says.

Bill Moore, chief operating of-
ficer of the Kennedy Space Center
visitor complex, argues that his en-
gineers can design the coolest ex-
hibit. After all, each of the 132 shut-
tle missions lifted off from the
center. “A shuttle’s not something
that should be displayed on three
wheels on concrete,” he says, sug-
gesting the center would show its
shuttle as it operates in space.

Ms. Neal at the Smithsonian says
a key issue will be keeping the shut-

tles as intact as possible “for refer-
ence 100 years from now.” She has
asked NASA to keep Discovery’s toi-
lets and galleys installed, even
though they won’t be visible to the
public.

“Who knows,” muses Ms. Neal.
“Maybe one day we’ll have some ex-
traterrestrials come here to look at
our space history.”

BY DANIEL MICHAELS
Washington

New York’s Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum proposed a new structure to house a shuttle.
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ONLINE TODAY: See photos and
renderings of museums’ plans for
the shuttles at WSJ.com/World.
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“HUBLOT Lunch & Seminar”

A tour of the Hublot Factory and a
conversation with

Jean-Claude Biver, CEO

Program
• 1100 hours (CET) - Arrival at Geneva International Airport
• 1200 hours (CET) - Lunch at Golf de Bonmont Restaurant

• 1330 hours (CET) - Transfer to Hublot Factory
• 1400 hours (CET) - Factory Tour

• 1500 hours (CET) - Discussion with
Jean-Claude Biver, CEO, Hublot

• 1630 hours (CET) - Depart Hublot SA
Jean-Claude Biver, CEO, Hublot.
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Basketball’s British backwater
A tiny pro league and a dearth of stars means Team GB could fail to make its own Olympics

London—Europeans may be am-
bivalent about most American in-
ventions, but basketball isn’t one of
them.

Successful pro teams dot the
continent from Istanbul to Paris.
Players like Spain’s Pau Gasol, Ger-
many’s Dirk Nowitzki and Serbia’s
Peja Stojakovic have become mar-
quee names. And one of the NBA’s
newest owners is a Russian oligarch.

So when the NBA announced
that the New Jersey Nets and To-
ronto Raptors will cross the pond
next March to play a pair of regular-
season games in Europe—the first
ever—the move wasn’t a shock. The
only part of the spectacle that
doesn’t entirely add up is the
league’s choice of venue: London.

Basketball isn’t just a minor
sport in the U.K. compared to the
likes of football, rugby and
cricket—it may not even be as popu-
lar as snooker.

The British Basketball League,
which hosts teams like the Cheshire
Jets and Glasgow Rocks, draws
something in the neighborhood of
1,500 fans per game—fewer than
some fourth-level soccer teams.

The national team of Great Brit-
ain, which had its hands full against
Hungary last week, could become
the first squad from an Olympic
host country to fail to qualify for its
own Games. Good courts can be
scarce across the country and the
sport has to fight for every media
mention. The BBC Sport home page
has links to news about more than a
dozen sports, including snooker (a
form of billiards), but basketball
doesn’t make the cut.

In a 2007 survey, the U.K. De-
partment for Culture, Media and
Sport asked children ages 11 to 15
which sports they had played, out-
side of school, in the past four
weeks. Football was the overwhelm-

ing favorite, of course, with 47%
saying they’d played it. Basketball
finished at 15.5%, placing it behind
swimming, cycling, walking and hik-
ing and (wait for it) snooker.

“I tell my basketball friends back
in Chicago that I’m in a basketball
wasteland,” says Joe Chodl, head
varsity basketball coach at the
American School in London, which
finds most of its competition in
places like Brussels, Paris, Athens
and Rome. Mr. Chodl said the Olym-
pics, in addition to the three pre-
season NBA exhibition games the
league has hosted in London in Oc-
tober, have started to lift the game’s
profile a bit in the U.K., “though it’s
still nothing like in other countries.”

No matter how far the sport has
to go in winning hearts and minds
here, the NBA’s official games at
London’s O2 Arena should be hot
tickets. The NBA has sold out all of
its pre-season exhibitions there and
the NFL’s three regular-season
games at London’s Wembley Sta-
dium from 2007-09 have all at-
tracted more than 80,000 fans.

The NBA says basketball is grow-
ing quickly in the U.K. at the partici-
pation level. The league has its Eu-
ropean headquarters in London and
says many of its key marketing part-
ners base their European operations
here. “This is our fourth year com-
ing in with a preseason game, sell-
ing out each game,” says Heidi Ue-
berroth, president of NBA
International. She adds that the
NBA games will help promote the
sport ahead of the 2012 London
Olympics.

John D’Elia, pastor of the Ameri-
can Church in London, who follows
the Los Angeles Lakers, says the
sport may be more popular than it
appears. “It’s commonplace to see
NBA jerseys on teenage kids in Lon-
don and Edinburgh,” he says.

One of the obstacles to basket-
ball’s growth here may be the coun-

try’s surplus of outdoor greenspace.
Even in densely populated London
there are enough open patches of
ground to throw down a couple of
sweatshirts as goalposts and get a
football match going. The outdoor
basketball courts that are common
in American cityscapes and suburbs
are, in this country, seen as an ex-
travagance.

When pickup games do happen
here, they are populated with plenty
of Lithuanians, Balkans, Poles, Iberi-
ans and Americans, giving them the
feel of a secret society.

“There are a lot of people play-
ing and following, but it’s very much
outside the focus of any kind of me-
dia,” says Andre Moreira, creative
director at Albion London, an adver-
tising agency that works with Team
GB, the national squad representing
England, Scotland and Wales
(Northern Irish players normally
play for Ireland though they are eli-
gible to play for Team GB.) “You
could’ve said the same thing about
France, but all of sudden in the past
10 years interest has grown a lot
there.”

Mr. Moreira played basketball
professionally in his home country
of Portugal and has found it odd
how little traction the sport has got-
ten in the U.K. He says he couldn’t
find a game in London until he
stumbled upon some listings in a
magazine aimed at ex-pat Austra-
lians.

Team GB has one NBA player,
Luol Deng of the Chicago
Bulls—who actually was born in
Sudan. He moved to London as a
young lad to escape the strife in his
homeland and is a naturalized Brit-
ish citizen. Detroit Pistons’ guard
Ben Gordon, who was born in Lon-
don and raised outside New York,
declared his intention to play for
Team GB in the Spring, even though
he once represented the U.S. in the
Pan-American games.

The U.K. has reached the Olym-
pics once—in 1948 as the host na-
tion. It went 0-5 and was outscored
298-103. After a failed attempt to
qualify for Barcelona in 1992, the
team dissolved. It was re-formed
four years ago.

Today, Team GB is much stron-
ger. In 2009, it qualified for the Eu-
ropean championships for the first
time in 28 years and it’s now on the
verge of qualifying for Eurobasket
2011, a key first step for reaching
the Olympics. It leads its group with
a 5-0 record with three games re-
maining. (Big teams like Spain,
Greece and Croatia have already
qualified automatically.) If Team GB
does well at Eurobasket, it stands a
good chance of qualifying for its
own Olympics, although the Interna-
tional Basketball Federation, or
FIBA, has been opaque about the ex-
act qualifying rules.

“Essentially what it boils down
to is having the best teams,” says a
FIBA spokesman. He said that even
though Team GB is from the host
country, “nothing will be handed to
them” when determining which 12
teams qualify for the games.

Sam Neter of Stratford, London,
home of the 2012 Olympic stadium,
is trying to build more grassroots
support. He says he finds it “ridicu-
lous” that Team GB isn’t already in
the Olympics. He started
hoopsfix.com in 2009 and, with a
few bucks from Albion London, set
up BackBritishBasketball.com.

“Last year I went to a [Team GB]
game against Poland at the O2 and
it felt more like being in Poland
than in London,” Mr. Neter said.
“Nobody was making any noise, it
wasn’t really home-court advan-
tage.”

Mr. Neter seems to have made a
little progress. This week, when the
team nipped Hungary 66-64 in a
qualifying match in Birmingham,
about 2,500 fans showed up.

BY DAVE KANSAS

Great Britain’s 1948 basketball team was the only one to qualify for the Olympics. It went 0-5 and was outscored 298-103.
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England midfielder James
Milner completed his protracted
move from Aston Villa to
Manchester City last week and
should make his debut on
Monday night at home to
Liverpool.

If included, he will attempt
to emulate the instant impact
made by fellow new signing
Mario Balotelli, who came on as
a substitute and hit the winner
against FC Timisoara in the
UEFA Europa League last
Thursday.

Mr. Milner is a 5/1 shot with
William Hill to net at any time
on the evening and Boylesports
goes 4/1 on Mr. Balotelli scoring
again as a substitute.

Each team began the season
with a Premier League draw
and achieved slim victories in
Europe as they battle for a top-
four finish—and UEFA
Champions League
qualification—this campaign.

However, last season’s
encounter at Eastlands finished
goalless and five of the past
seven games between the sides
have finished all-square.

Another draw here, at odds
of 9/4, wouldn’t be a big
surprise, while it could also be
worthwhile backing the half
time/full time draw at 4/1.

City and Liverpool have both
embarked on significant
overhauls of their squads this
summer and it could take time
for both clubs to gel, meaning
Monday’s game could also be a
low-scoring affair.

Only 16 goals have been
scored in the last 11 head-to-
head matches between these
sides and three of the past four
at Eastlands ended goalless.
Under 2.5 goals can be backed
at 4/6.

Tip of the day

4

Source: Infostrada Sports
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Some taxpayers plan for increase
Arch Brown has converted his

traditional retirement accounts into
plans with better tax advantages.
Andrew Ahrens has been buying
gold and silver and selling stocks.
Archie Anderson might speed up the
sale of two equities himself. Mike
Henry is considering selling timber.

The four are among a growing
group of high-income taxpayers who
assume they will see higher taxes
next year, no matter what the U.S.
Congress does to address the expir-
ing tax cuts from the George W.
Bush administration. More than four
months before the expiration date,
they are making plans to mitigate
any impact.

Mr. Brown, a Tucson, Ariz., busi-
nessman, said he is working on the
assumption that “the tax rates for
people like me who have income
over $250,000 will go up.”

The maneuvering ahead of Dec.
31 has confounded traditional tax
preparations and spawned feverish
activity among higher earners, a
trend reported by tax planners and
financial advisers across the coun-
try.

Michele Knight, of Knight Ac-
counting and Technology in Colo-
rado, said she is fielding numerous
questions from people who want to
know the tax implications of start-
ing a small business. She is advising
them to create limited-liability part-
nerships, one way to organize a new
company that might have more fa-
vorable tax rates for some. Others
are interested in learning about
changing their retirement accounts.

Jim Kirby, a tax partner with
PMB Helin Donovan LLP in Dallas,
estimates that 70% of his clients are
calling about the potential tax in-
creases.

“The third quarter is coming
around, and people are getting con-
cerned about what they should do
to mitigate tax increases next year,”
he said.

Greg Rosica, a tax partner with
Ernst & Young’s Personal Financial
Services practice in Tampa, Fla.,
said the looming increases were
turning tax planning around 180 de-
grees. The pattern is normally to de-
fer income until the following year,
ever in hopes of avoiding or lessen-
ing the tax on it. Now “with higher
income and capital-gains taxes [in

store], it’s accelerating income,” he
said.

It isn’t clear exactly what will
happen to the Bush tax cuts. Presi-
dent Barack Obama and most Demo-
crats in Congress want them ex-
tended only for households with less
than $250,000 in income and indi-
viduals making less than $200,000 a
year. Republicans and a small group
of Democrats say the cuts should
continue for everyone. One option
would see current tax rates ex-
tended for a shorter period, such as
a year.

Then there’s the default, if Con-
gress can’t reach agreement: Every-
one’s taxes will rise. Should the cuts
be discontinued for the top-two in-
come brackets, the rate would go
from 33% to 36% and from 35% to
39.6%.

Mr. Ahrens, of Ahrens Invest-
ment Partners in Lafayette, La., said
90% of the investment advice his
firm is now giving centers on taxes.
The firm is advising clients on how
to defer income well beyond next
year—for example, in annuities and
retirement accounts, for when a cli-
ent may have less income to tax—or
bring it into the current tax year.

The investment manager is tak-
ing his own advice, in a number of
ways, “to avoid the tax freight train
coming our way.” In April, among
other steps, he “pulled out of equi-
ties and moved into hard assets like
gold, silver and land.” He said he
will take other steps once the tax
code is clearer.

Mike Henry, of Henry Wealth
Management in Natchez, Miss., said
he is trying to move up income that
would normally be carried over into
the next year. One idea is to sell
timber growing on 500 acres of land
he owns in Louisiana. He is consid-
ering that option even though tim-
ber prices have been dismal because
of the prolonged downturn in hous-
ing construction.

Waiting for a better price on
timber next year is “speculative at
best,” he said. “Even if the price
does go up on timber, that increase
will likely be eaten up anyway by
the tax increases,” Mr. Henry said.
He said he is looking at other possi-
bilities as well, including cutting
back on his work hours and reduc-
ing his income.

“This is not tax evasion,” he said.
“This is year-end planning.”

BY GARY FIELDS

Program to modify loans loses steam
The Obama administration’s

loan-modification program appears
to be running out of eligible bor-
rowers who can qualify for restruc-
tured loans.

The number of homeowners who
began government-sponsored loan-
modifications in July grew by the
slowest rate since the program be-
gan nearly 18 months ago and was
dwarfed by the number of borrowers
whose modifications were canceled.

Half of the 1.3 million modifica-
tions have been canceled since the
program began, and around one-
third, or around 422,000 borrowers,
have received permanent loan modi-
fications.

So far, the Home Affordable
Modification Program, or HAMP, has
helped hold back the shadow inven-
tory of more than seven million
loans that are delinquent or in some
stage of foreclosure, which has
helped home prices to stabilize.

In July, nearly 17,000 new trial
modifications were started. More
than five times as many borrowers
saw their reduced-payment pro-
grams canceled, either because they
failed to make payments, didn’t pro-
vide necessary documents, or didn’t
meet qualification guidelines.

Still, it isn’t clear how many of
those borrowers will ultimately go
through foreclosure. Among the top
eight mortgage-servicing compa-
nies, around half of all borrowers
who exit the government program
end up receiving a modification or
become current; just 15% are in
some stage of foreclosure.

Under HAMP, lenders receive in-
centives to help troubled borrowers
avoid foreclosure by reducing their
mortgage payments through a com-

bination of a longer term and a
lower interest rate. Homeowners
must make at least three “trial’’
payments before the modification
can become permanent.

In an effort to scale up the pro-
gram quickly, officials initially prod-
ded banks to begin trial modifica-
tions without supporting documents
to make sure borrowers were eligi-

ble. That has produced a high rate
of modifications that are ultimately
canceled, and the U.S. Treasury De-
partment earlier this year began re-
quiring banks to qualify borrowers
before beginning the trials.

The Treasury warned on Friday
that cancellations will exceed the
number of new modifications for
the next few months as banks “clear
their backlog of aged trials.’’

Officials said it was unfair to
write off HAMP as a failure because
they say it has forced the mortgage
industry to focus its efforts to pro-
vide sustainable loan modifications.

“This program has actually been
transforming the mortgage-servic-
ing industry,” said Herbert Allison,
assistant Treasury secretary.

For example, prior to HAMP,
most modifications left borrowers
with loan payments that were the
same or higher than what they were
paying. HAMP is designed to sub-
stantially lower monthly payments.

Critics say that is little comfort
considering the massive amounts of
time and effort that have been put
into the program, which officials
initially said would help at least
three million homeowners.

—Darrell A. Hughes contributed
to this article.

BY NICK TIMIRAOS

U.S. NEWS

Change in average tax burden by annual income* Projected federal
budget deficit, in trillions

Taxing question | Impact of allowing the Bush-era tax cuts to expire

Note: Includes provisions affecting alternative minimum tax, tax credits and taxes on individual income , capital gains, dividends and estates
*Average income for each income percentile in 2012Sources: Tax Policy Center (tax burden); Congressional Budget Office, August Budget and Economic Outlook (deficit)
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Opposition
to mosque
called ‘hate
of Muslims’

WASHINGTON—A leader of a
planned Muslim community center
near Manhattan’s Ground Zero com-
pared opposition to the project to
the persecution of Jews, in com-
ments that could add to the contro-
versy over the center’s proposed
site.

“We are deeply concerned, be-
cause this is like a metastasized
anti-Semitism,” said Daisy Khan,
who is spearheading the project
with her husband, Imam Feisal Ab-
dul Rauf. “It’s beyond Islamophobia.
It’s hate of Muslims.”

Ms. Khan, appearing on ABC
News’s “This Week” on Sunday,
vowed to push ahead with plans to
build a 15-story complex two blocks
from the site of the 9/11 terrorist at-
tacks in lower Manhattan, saying
there was “too much at stake.”

The words could further inflame
an already angry debate about the
proposed location of the commu-
nity center. Rival protests for and
against the $100 million center
were planned in Manhattan on Sun-
day.

Some politicians, including New
York Governor David Paterson, have
called for the project to be moved
further from the area where the
World Trade Center collapsed. On
Sunday, Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell (R., Ky.) also sug-
gested moving the center.

“I hope the people of New York,
who can actually make the decision,
will take into account public opinion
not only locally but around the
country,” he said in an interview
with NBC’s “Meet the Press” on
Sunday.

Ms. Khan said planners weren’t
considering moving the center, but
she didn’t rule it out. “Right now
it’s not [being considered] until we
consult with all our stakeholders.”

Appearing with the head of the
Jewish Community Center in New
York, on which her project is mod-
eled, she said a prayer space would
only be part of a broader center.

“There will be schools, you know,
small education forums, confer-
ences, and it’s basically become a
place where ideas can be exchanged,
but tolerance, mutual respect can
also be extended,” she said.

Project backers are holding talks
with the families of those who died
in the 9/11 attacks to calm the con-
troversy, Ms. Khan said.

The imam behind the project is
described by many as a moderate
who has long called for reconcilia-
tion between religions. But critics
have focused on comments he made
shortly after the 9/11 attacks.

They point to comments by
Imam Faisal Abdul Rauf that while
the U.S. didn’t deserve what hap-
pened on 9/11, its policies were “an
accessory to the crime.” Asked Sun-
day about those comments, Ms.
Khan said they had been part of a
wider interview that addressed sup-
port by the Central Intelligence
Agency for Osama Bin Laden and
the Taliban in the 1980s—when the
U.S. was fighting a proxy war
against Soviet occupation of Af-
ghanistan.

—Luca Di Leo contributed
to this article.

BY THOMAS CATAN

A foreclosed home in Chicago in June.
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Creating your own 3-D content
Fuji Film’s latest camera lets you shoot pictures and videos in this mode, but viewing and sharing remains difficult

Thanks to the success of movies
like “Avatar” and the excitement
over 3-D televisions and gaming, it
has become a lot harder to laugh off
the idea of wearing dorky 3-D
glasses while watching TV or sitting
at computer.

This week, I tested a device that
lets you create your own 3-D con-
tent. I used Fuji Film’s FinePix Real
3D W3, a digital camera due in
stores by mid-September.

This digital
camera, avail-
able for £399 or
€449, has two

lenses, two 10-megapixel sensors
and two shutters that work like your
eyes, simultaneously capturing two
images from two angles with the
press of one button.

After capturing an image or
video in 3-D, an internal processor
merges these two images into one,
which can be seen on the back of
the camera in a stunning dis-
play—no special glasses required.

But to see photos and videos in
their beautiful 3-D format outside of
the camera’s 3.5-inch display
screen, you need to view them on a
3-D TV or laptop while wearing spe-
cial glasses.

Glasses required
If you own a 3-D television that

has an HDMI 1.4 input, like certain
models made by Sony, Panasonic,
Samsung and LG, this camera can
plug into those TVs to play back the
images or videos you’ve captured.
As is the case for all 3-D viewing on

these TVs, you won’t actually see
anything in 3-D unless you wear
special glasses.

You can view FinePix 3-D photos
on any computer that has Nvidia
Corp.’s 3D Vision System built-in, as
long as you’re wearing Nvidia’s 3D
Vision Glasses. Other systems may
also work, but Fuji Film hasn’t offi-
cially tested those, according to a
representative.

And since most people don’t yet
own 3-D TVs, laptops and glasses,
you’ll have a hard time sharing your
3-D content with all your friends.

Most of us will be frustrated that
we can’t share 3-D digital content
like we share other digital con-
tent—using our computers and
smartphones to send it via email or
social networks.

The FinePix Real 3D W3 camera
itself is rather good looking and for-
givably chunky given what it in-
cludes: the parts for two cameras
built into one; a special processor
for combining two images; and a se-
rious 3-D display screen.

This model is a big improvement
to its predecessor, the FinePix Real

3D, which came out last year and
was one of the first 3-D cameras
available for consumers. That origi-
nal camera was comparatively bulk-
ier and heavier, and it had many
more buttons rather than solid
switches and a settings dial.

I really enjoyed capturing photos
of friends or landscapes because
these looked more dynamic in 3-D.
From a helpful booklet of tips for
making better 3-D photos that
comes with this camera, I learned
to make sure I was standing about
four to five feet away from my sub-

ject and to take photos with varying
degrees of depth in them, including
a foreground and background.
Friends who stuck out their arms
while holding objects looked like
they were reaching out at me when
I played the photos back on the pre-
view screen. And videos were even
more impressive.

Memory issue
The 3-D images take up twice the

memory of 2-D images because the
camera is capturing two images and
combining them into one, a process
that involves saving the two original
images.

The FinePix Real 3D W3 accepts
SD and SD-HC (high capacity) cards;
I used one that was four gigabytes.
If you’d rather shoot a regular 2-D
image or video, simply touch a
“2D–3D” button on the camera. Ad-
vanced 2-D modes let you use each
of the camera’s sensors and lenses
independent of one another, as if
you were shooting with two differ-
ent cameras.

One can zoom in on a shot while
the other shoots at a wide angle;
one can capture an image in black
and white while the other captures
it in color, and so on.

While this camera’s 3-D images
and videos look incredible, most
people will be frustrated by the lim-
ited viewing options and the inabil-
ity to share them with every friend.
As is often the case with 3-D, it can
be gorgeous and fun to play with,
but still too limiting to enjoy.

Edited by Walter S. Mossberg.
Email mossbergsolution@wsj.com.

BY KATHERINE BOEHRET

Fuji Film’s FinePix Real 3D W3 camera has a “2D—3D” button (lower right) to go from shooting in 2-D to 3-D.
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With ‘Places,’ Facebook plays the location game
The 800-pound gorilla of social

networks, Facebook, is jumping into
the location game. Last week, it an-
nounced a new, optional service for
its 500 million members called

Places, which al-
lows you to check
in to various places
you go, and share

that information with your Face-
book friends, complete with maps
and comments and the Facebook
thumbs-up “like” feature.

I’ve been testing the new service,
and found it easy to use and reli-
able, with mostly logical privacy
controls, an issue on which Face-
book has been bruised in the past.

Companies began to build loca-
tion-based social networks shortly
after smartphones began to include
social-networking apps and the abil-
ity to pinpoint your location.

These services let you and your
network “friends” know if you were
in the same area, so you could get
together. They also let merchants
entice you with coupons or ads. All
you had to do was use your smart-
phone to “check in” an establish-
ment.

These location-based networks,
notably Foursquare, have grown
fast. Especially in a recession, many
users appreciate offers to save
money. There also is money to be
made by the merchants.

But these networks are contro-
versial. Though most have privacy
controls, they are accused of erod-
ing privacy by allowing others to
know exactly where you are at any

time. They also raise issues about
giving such information to mer-
chants.

Fourquare also has turned off
some potential users with a big
overlay of game-like features, like
earning points and badges for visit-
ing places, and even the ability to
become the “mayor” of, say, a bar
you frequent.

On the Facebook app, you ini-
tially can check in to Places only if
you have Apple’s iPhone, though you
can use a site at touch.facebook.com
via your browser on other phones

and laptops that can track your lo-
cation and support HTML 5 technol-
ogy.

In the past week or so, my col-
league Katherine Boehret and I have
used Facebook Places to check in
with iPhones around our home base
of Washington, D.C., at stores, bars,
restaurants and even our office. I
also was able to check in, or “tag,”
other Facebook members with me,
like my visiting son and daughter-
in-law. All of these tests went well,
but I was surprised by one odd
thing: I could check myself into
nearby places even if I wasn’t there.

At each location, Places lets you
see your friends and other Facebook
members (even if they’re not your
friends), who are nearby, a feature
called “People Here Now.”

Minors are excluded from seeing
anyone except their friends. We
couldn’t test this “Here Now” fea-
ture because, in the pre-release
stage, there weren’t enough people
with the new service to be nearby.

These check-ins were posted on
our Facebook pages (though, for this
test, they could only be seen by the
handful of others with pre-release
access to the service), and people
could comment.

One reason Facebook has
launched Places, surely, is to com-
pete with location-based services
like Foursquare and Gowalla. Those
services already can link up with
Facebook and tap its huge member
base, a potential threat to the larger
social network.

Facebook says it is adding Places
merely to enrich the social experi-
ence it already provides. The com-

pany says its users already post sta-
tus messages that say things like:
“at Starbucks in Harvard Square
with Susan and Jeff.” Now, they can
tap a new Places icon in the Face-
book app on their iPhones and do
this more easily, complete with a
map. “We’re just building a new way
for people to share that information
in an engaging way,” says one Face-
book official.

Facebook says it isn’t monetizing
the service, at least not at first, but
may consider ways for companies to
make use of the data “down the
line.” Users won’t receive ads or of-
fers, at least initially. But if a mer-
chant already has a Facebook page,
some will be able to display your
check-ins from the start, though vis-
ible only to your friends. Facebook
says it has no plans to add game-
like features to Places, though third-
party developers might.

In addition to testing Places
around town, I paid close attention
to its privacy features, to judge how
much control Facebook is offering
users over who gets to see where
they are. My conclusion is that the
controls are decent, but could be a
bit better. You can control how pub-
lic your Places information is on
Facebook’s privacy settings screen,
in the Sharing section. The default
for Places is “Friends Only,” unless
you expressed a preference to share
things with everyone. That’s a good
thing, in my view. You can change
this to broaden it to, say, friends of
friends, or even everyone. Or, you
can limit it, so that, for instance,
only certain people can see your lo-
cation, or certain people can’t.

Facebook also allows you to bar
others from checking you in, and
lets you hide yourself from others’
“Here Now” listings, though you
can’t customize this latter setting
by, say, allowing only some people
to know you’re nearby.

In my tests, these settings
worked fine. But I wished a couple
of other settings were available. For
example, you can’t keep check-in no-
tices off your Facebook page, unless
you broadly block other kinds of

status updates. And you can’t block
merchants from including your
check-ins at their establishments on
their Facebook pages. Also, while
Places omits some annoying aspects
of its competitors, like the game
features, it’s more stripped down
and leaves out some attractive fea-
tures others include. Foursquare has
a feature that lets you leave sugges-
tions about a location. And Gowalla
has a “trips” feature that lets users
string together places they’ve been
into recommended tours.

Overall, I found Places a good en-
hancement to Facebook and one
that will likely make the booming
social network even more attractive
to some.

Email mossberg@wsj.com.

BY WALTER S. MOSSBERG

Facebook Places seen on the iPhone.
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At each location you visit,
Places lets you see your
friends and other Facebook
members who are nearby.
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Australia faces a hung parliament
Labor and Liberal-National compete for independents’ support; fate of mining tax hangs in the balance

SYDNEY—Australia’s main politi-
cal parties competed for the backing
of a handful of independent lawmak-
ers as they struggled to gain enough
votes in parliament to form a gov-
ernment after weekend elections
ended in an apparent dead heat.

The outcome of the vote is likely
to fuel a bout of uncertainty over
the direction of government policy,
including the fate of the left-leaning
Labor party’s controversial plan to
impose a significant new tax on the
country’s mining industry, a critical
part of the national economy.

Labor and its main rival, the con-
servative coalition of the Liberal and
National parties, had each won 71
spots in the 150-seat House of Rep-
resentatives, with 80% of the votes
counted. Independent politicians
won three seats, and the Greens
party won one. The results for four
seats remained too close to call.

Neither side appears likely to
have the 76 seats needed to form a
majority government. So both are
courting non-party politicians, who
range from rural conservatives to
environmentalists and are likely to
hold the keys to power.

Labor Prime Minister Julia Gil-
lard said Sunday that her party was
in talks with the unaffiliated law-
makers and intends to form a gov-
ernment. Until a new government
takes office, Labor, which has con-
trolled parliament since 2007, will
remain at the helm of a caretaker
administration.

“I enter these negotiations with
the nation’s interest as my com-
pass,” Ms. Gillard told reporters.
“There is no uncertainty over the
continuity of stable government
during this period.”

Tony Abbott, who leads the Lib-
eral-National bloc, is also seeking
the upper hand in negotiations with
nonparty lawmakers, saying on Sun-
day that Labor had lost its majority
and its legitimacy to govern. Mr. Ab-

bott said he had spoken briefly with
the three independents as well as
the leader of the Greens.

“The important thing now is
Australia has stable and competent
government for the next three
years,” he said.

Saturday’s elections marked the
first time since the 1930s that a
first-term government has failed to
clearly win re-election in Australia.
And the split in the electorate in
part reflects serious divisions over

Labor’s mining-tax plans.
Former Labor Prime Minister

Kevin Rudd in May proposed a 40%
tax on mining-company profits, say-
ing that the miners were earning
handsome income from exploiting
resources that, under the Australian
constitution, are owned by all the
country’s citizens.

Mr. Rudd and his backers argued
that the mining companies’ success,
which has drawn massive domestic
and international investment and

contributed to a strong Australian
dollar, was hurting other would-be
Australian exporters.

The tax proposal provoked an
outraged response from the nation’s
powerful mining companies, which
took out newspaper and television
ads criticizing the plan. Labor
fought back, but there was growing
dissension in the party ranks.

Mr. Rudd soon faced a rebellion
from within among Labor politicians
unhappy with his leadership and

fearful that their party would lose a
national election with him at its
head.

Mr. Rudd stepped down in June,
and Ms. Gillard took over as prime
minister and negotiated a reduction
in the mining tax with the big min-
ing companies. The planned tax is
now 30%, kicks in at a higher level
of profits, and is restricted to iron
ore and coal.

After the election, Ms. Gillard
said Labor remains committed to
the tax plan and other policies, say-
ing her party offers the best deal for
rural Australia. Crucially, newly
elected Greens lawmaker Adam
Bandt, who won his party’s first-
ever lower-house seat, has said he
will support Labor.

The Greens’ party leader has said
he favors expanding the mining tax
to boost government revenue, so the
party could push Labor to reformu-
late the tax plan again if it wants to
keep Mr. Bandt on its side.

At least one nonparty lawmaker,
Tony Windsor, from the state of New
South Wales, said Sunday that sta-
bility of government must be central
to any decision on forming the new
administration.

Rarely are minority governments
a recipe for decisive action and they
can cause the postponement of diffi-
cult decisions.

Australia could be forced to go to
the polls again soon if a fragile
power-sharing deal leads to a legis-
lative impasse.

Bob Katter, an independent
elected in Queensland, said Saturday
that he will meet with other inde-
pendents in coming days to thrash
out a position for negotiation with
the major parties.

Tony Crook, who stood for the
Liberal-National bloc’s junior part-
ner in Western Australia, has said he
might not support the conservative
bloc if he is elected. Another poten-
tial wild card is Andrew Wilkie, an
independent with some ties to the
Green movement, who could win in
the state of Tasmania.

BY RACHEL PANNETT
AND ENDA CURRAN

Australian Prime Minister Julia Gillard and opposition Leader Tony Abbott are vying for independent lawmakers’ support.
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Iran unveils unmanned bomber
Iran unveiled its first domesti-

cally built drone on Sunday in a cer-
emony to mark national defense
day, and said it would begin produc-
tion on Monday of two high-speed
vessels, one capable of launching
missiles and torpedoes.

The announcements capped a se-
ries of recent military advances that
Iran has showcased in recent weeks,
ranging from submarines to long-
range missiles.

On Saturday, Russian engineers
loaded nuclear fuel into Iran’s first
nuclear-power plant in the southern
city of Bushehr, in a ceremony at-
tended by Russian and Iranian offi-
cials and journalists.

Iranian officials said the plant
would be operational within a
month, fulfilling Iran’s long-held
goal of producing its own nuclear
energy.

The timing of the military an-
nouncements and the opening of the
Bushehr plant, analysts say, is aimed
at defying international pressure to
isolate and sanction the country
amid suspicions that it might be
pursuing nuclear weapons. They

also are meant to deter recent talk
of a possible military strike on
Iran’s nuclear plants by Israel or the
U.S.

In the past few weeks, Iranian
officials have stepped up their rhet-
oric, promising mayhem in the Mid-
dle East and beyond if anyone dares
strike Iranian soil.

Iran’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Ali Khamenei said in a recent
speech that American troops in
neighboring Iraq and Afghanistan
wouldn’t be immune from Iran’s re-
taliation.

President Mahmoud Ahmadine-
jad hailed the unmanned aircraft,
named “Karrar,” which means
striker, as a military accomplish-

ment aimed at “deterring foreign
aggressions against Iran.”

The drone has the capacity to
carry a 200-kilogram bomb or rock-
ets, and has a range of up to 1,000
kilometers, according to Iranian
state media.

“This jet is a messenger of honor
and human generosity and a savior
of mankind, before being a messen-
ger of death for enemies of man-
kind,” Mr. Ahmadinejad said after
unveiling the Karrar at a ceremony
with defense officials.

Russia’s assistance in Bushehr is
part of a $1 billion agreement
signed with Iran in 2005 to help
make the plant operational. Russia
and the U.S. both say they hope the
cooperation will help bring Iran to
the negotiating table and offer it an
incentive to curb its uranium-en-
richment program.

Iran says its nuclear program is
for peaceful purposes, though West-
ern countries suspect it wants to
gain nuclear-weapons capability.
The U.S., the European Union and
the United Nations have recently
imposed a series of tough economic
sanctions on Iran over its nuclear
program.

BY FARNAZ FASSIHI

WORLD NEWS

The announcement’s timing
and the opening of the
Bushehr plant, analysts say,
is aimed at defying
international pressure over
Iran’s nuclear program.

U.S. general is confident
Iraq forces can take over

WASHINGTON—The top U.S.
commander in Iraq said it would
take a “complete failure” of Iraqi se-
curity forces for the U.S. to restart
combat operations there.

Gen. Ray Odierno, speaking days
before an Aug. 31 deadline to with-
draw all U.S. combat troops from
Iraq, said such a scenario was un-
likely because Iraqi security forces
were in good shape now.

“They’ve been doing so well for
so long now that we really believe
we’re beyond” the point in which
there could be a complete failure of
Iraqi security forces, Gen. Odierno
told CNN’s “State of the Union”
show broadcast on Sunday.

Confidence in the competence of
the Iraqi security services was
shaken by a string of recent attacks,
the latest on Aug. 17, when a suicide
bomber killed at least 46 people and
wounded more than 60.

Meanwhile, Iraqi political leaders
continue to bicker over formation of
the next government, after March

parliamentary polls failed to pro-
duce a clear winner. They have yet
to agree on how to share power, or
whether to replace Shiite Prime
Minister Nouri al-Maliki.

Overall levels of violence con-
tinue to be low compared with the
worst periods of Iraq’s sectarian vi-
olence. Prime Minister al-Maliki’s
caretaker government has blamed
the attacks on insurgents eager to
take advantage of Iraq’s political
wrangling and of the imminent de-
parture of U.S. fighting forces.

The U.S. is set to reduce the
number of troops to 50,000 at
month’s end, from a peak of 170,000
in 2007. These troops will remain in
the country until the end of 2011 as
a training and assistance force.

Gen. Odierno said the U.S. could
maintain some military presence be-
yond 2011 if the Iraqi government
were to request further assistance,
similar to agreements the U.S. cur-
rently has with Saudi Arabia and
Egypt. But he sounded an optimistic
note in terms of the country’s abil-
ity to stand on its own.

BY LUCA DI LEO
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Commodities Prices of futures contracts with the most open interest
EXCHANGE LEGEND: CBOT: Chicago Board of Trade; CME: Chicago Mercantile Exchange; ICE-US: ICE Futures U.S.MDEX: Bursa Malaysia
Derivatives Berhad; LIFFE: London International Financial Futures Exchange; COMEX: Commodity Exchange; LME: London Metals Exchange;
NYMEX: New York Mercantile Exchange;ICE-EU: ICE Futures Europe

ONE-DAY CHANGE Contract Contract
Commodity Exchange Last price Net Percentage high low

Corn (cents/bu.) CBOT 436.25 7.00 1.63% 705.00 343.25
Soybeans (cents/bu.) CBOT 1004.00 -8.25 -0.82% 1,555.00 809.75
Wheat (cents/bu.) CBOT 712.00 -2.25 -0.32 1,038.25 472.75
Live cattle (cents/lb.) CME 99.250 0.075 0.08 100.000 86.700
Cocoa ($/ton) ICE-US 2,827 -65 -2.25 3,497 2,280
Coffee (cents/lb.) ICE-US 185.05 5.20 2.89 186.50 123.95
Sugar (cents/lb.) ICE-US 19.95 0.47 2.41 22.78 11.79
Cotton (cents/lb.) ICE-US 83.55 -0.59 -0.70 100.50 53.87
Crude palm oil (ringgit/ton) MDEX 2,544.00 -51 -1.97 2,730 1,797
Cocoa (pounds/ton) LIFFE 2,061 -5 -0.24 2,470 1,579
Robusta coffee ($/ton) LIFFE 1,791 40 2.28 1,843 1,311

Copper (cents/lb.) COMEX 331.15 -2.80 -0.84 366.90 189.50
Gold ($/troy oz.) COMEX 1228.80 -6.60 -0.53 1,270.60 675.00
Silver (cents/troy oz.) COMEX 1804.10 -33.80 -1.84 2,205.50 895.50
Aluminum ($/ton) LME 2,025.50 -76.50 -3.64 2,481.50 1,791.00
Tin ($/ton) LME 20,750.00 -600.00 -2.81 21,575.00 13,725.00
Copper ($/ton) LME 7,219.00 -242.00 -3.24 7,970.00 5,885.00
Lead ($/ton) LME 2,058.00 -73.00 -3.43 2,615.00 1,580.00
Zinc ($/ton) LME 2,070.00 -58.00 -2.73 2,659.00 1,617.00
Nickel ($/ton) LME 21,375 -875 -3.93 27,590 15,910

Crude oil ($/bbl.) NYMEX 73.82 -0.95 -1.27 116.50 55.77
Heating oil ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.9931 -0.0304 -1.50 3.4165 1.5000
RBOB gasoline ($/gal.) NYMEX 1.8675 -0.0090 -0.48 2.3285 1.5200
Natural gas ($/mmBtu) NYMEX 4.137 -0.068 -1.62 10.800 4.115
Brent crude ($/bbl.) ICE-EU 74.26 -1.04 -1.38 92.46 70.41
Gas oil ($/ton) ICE-EU 633.75 -9.00 -1.40 764.75 580.00

Source: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group
WSJ.com

Currencies London close on Aug. 20
Per In

AMERICAS Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Argentina peso-a 4.9913 0.2004 3.9340 0.2542
Brazil real 2.2366 0.4471 1.7629 0.5673
Canada dollar 1.3321 0.7507 1.0499 0.9525

1-mo. forward 1.3327 0.7504 1.0504 0.9520
3-mos. forward 1.3341 0.7495 1.0515 0.9510
6-mos. forward 1.3368 0.7480 1.0537 0.9491

Chile peso 645.48 0.001549 508.75 0.001966
Colombia peso 2305.95 0.0004337 1817.50 0.0005502
Ecuador US dollar-f 1.2687 0.7882 1 1
Mexico peso-a 16.1837 0.0618 12.7557 0.0784
Peru sol 3.5519 0.2815 2.7995 0.3572
Uruguay peso-e 26.453 0.0378 20.850 0.0480
U.S. dollar 1.2687 0.7882 1 1
Venezuela bolivar 5.45 0.183525 4.29 0.232848

ASIA-PACIFIC
Australia dollar 1.4289 0.6999 1.1262 0.8880
China yuan 8.6158 0.1161 6.7908 0.1473
Hong Kong dollar 9.8655 0.1014 7.7758 0.1286
India rupee 59.1428 0.0169 46.6150 0.0215
Indonesia rupiah 11384 0.0000878 8973 0.0001115
Japan yen 108.76 0.009194 85.73 0.011665

1-mo. forward 108.73 0.009197 85.70 0.011668
3-mos. forward 108.66 0.009203 85.64 0.011676
6-mos. forward 108.54 0.009214 85.55 0.011690

Malaysia ringgit-c 3.9865 0.2508 3.1421 0.3183
New Zealand dollar 1.8077 0.5532 1.4248 0.7019
Pakistan rupee 108.732 0.0092 85.700 0.0117
Philippines peso 57.347 0.0174 45.200 0.0221
Singapore dollar 1.7237 0.5801 1.3586 0.7361
South Korea won 1502.41 0.0006656 1184.17 0.0008445
Taiwan dollar 40.543 0.02467 31.955 0.03129
Thailand baht 39.997 0.02500 31.525 0.03172

Per In
EUROPE Per euro In euros U.S. dollar U.S. dollars

Euro zone euro 1 1 0.7882 1.2688
1-mo. forward 1.0001 0.9999 0.7882 1.2687
3-mos. forward 1.0002 0.9998 0.7884 1.2684
6-mos. forward 1.0006 0.9994 0.7887 1.2680

Czech Rep. koruna-b 24.824 0.0403 19.566 0.0511
Denmark krone 7.4509 0.1342 5.8726 0.1703
Hungary forint 279.40 0.003579 220.22 0.004541
Norway krone 7.9346 0.1260 6.2539 0.1599
Poland zloty 3.9765 0.2515 3.1342 0.3191
Russia ruble-d 38.905 0.02570 30.664 0.03261
Sweden krona 9.4321 0.1060 7.4342 0.1345
Switzerland franc 1.3159 0.7599 1.0372 0.9642

1-mo. forward 1.3155 0.7602 1.0368 0.9645
3-mos. forward 1.3146 0.7607 1.0361 0.9651
6-mos. forward 1.3130 0.7616 1.0349 0.9663

Turkey lira 1.9239 0.5198 1.5164 0.6595
U.K. pound 0.8180 1.2225 0.6447 1.5510

1-mo. forward 0.8182 1.2222 0.6449 1.5507
3-mos. forward 0.8185 1.2218 0.6451 1.5502
6-mos. forward 0.8189 1.2211 0.6455 1.5493

MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA
Bahrain dinar 0.4783 2.0907 0.3770 2.6526
Egypt pound-a 7.2241 0.1384 5.6939 0.1756
Israel shekel 4.8289 0.2071 3.8060 0.2627
Jordan dinar 0.8980 1.1136 0.7078 1.4129
Kuwait dinar 0.3660 2.7326 0.2884 3.4670
Lebanon pound 1912.64 0.0005228 1507.50 0.0006634
Saudi Arabia riyal 4.7579 0.2102 3.7501 0.2667
South Africa rand 9.2994 0.1075 7.3296 0.1364
United Arab dirham 4.6599 0.2146 3.6729 0.2723

SDR -f 0.8414 1.1886 0.6631 1.5080

a-floating rate b-commercial rate c-government rate c-commercial rate d-Russian Central Bank rate f-Special Drawing Rights
from the International Monetary Fund ; based on exchange rates for U.S., British and Japanese currencies.
Note: Based on trading among banks in amounts of $1 million and more, as quoted by Thomson Reuters.

Major stock market indexes Stock indexes from around the world, grouped by region. Shown in local-currency terms.

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE
earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

... EUROPE Stoxx Europe 600 252.15 -1.75 -0.69% -0.4% 7.4%

... Stoxx Europe 50 2458.42 -8.54 -0.35 -4.7 3.0

... Euro Zone Euro Stoxx 253.03 -3.23 -1.26 -7.9 -0.7

13 Euro Stoxx 50 2643.98 -31.04 -1.16 -10.9 -3.7

15 Austria ATX 2442.14 -10.37 -0.42 -2.1 -1.2

8 Belgium Bel-20 2452.32 -21.76 -0.88 -2.4 4.1

... Czech Republic PX 1173.3 -15.0 -1.26 5.0 3.0

... Denmark OMX Copenhagen 370.84 -5.72 -1.52 17.5 19.4

15 Finland OMX Helsinki 6619.18 -79.08 -1.18 2.5 10.0

12 France CAC-40 3526.12 -46.28 -1.30 -10.4 -2.5

13 Germany DAX 6005.16 -69.97 -1.15 0.8 9.9

... Hungary BUX 21953.89 Closed 3.4 20.5

17 Ireland ISEQ 2756.12 -46.50 -1.66 -7.4 -7.9

15 Italy FTSE MIB 19870.46 -245.23 -1.22 -14.5 -9.3

15 Netherlands AEX 318.02 -4.35 -1.35 -5.2 8.0

9 Norway All-Shares 400.24 -4.15 -1.03 -4.7 11.8

17 Poland WIG 42202.91 -206.94 -0.49 5.5 11.3

Price-to- PREVIOUS SESSION PERFORMANCE
earnings ratio* Region/Country Index Close Net change Percentage change Yr.-to-date 52-wk.

12 Portugal PSI 20 7370.53 3.58 0.05% -12.9 -5.7

... Russia RTSI 1425.03 -20.69 -1.43% -0.1 35.7

10 Spain IBEX 35 10094.3 -143.7 -1.40 -15.5 -9.6

15 Sweden OMX Stockholm 319.50 -5.63 -1.73 6.7 13.5

13 Switzerland SMI 6185.82 -95.53 -1.52 -5.5 0.7

10 Turkey ISE National 100 58749.93 -99.46 -0.17 11.2 24.5

12 U.K. FTSE 100 5195.28 -16.01 -0.31 -4.0 7.1

22 ASIA-PACIFIC DJ Asia-Pacific 122.22 -1.85 -1.49 -0.7 7.6

... Australia SPX/ASX 200 4430.92 -48.11 -1.07 -9.0 3.3

24 China CBN 600 24432.33 -488.59 -1.96 -15.9 -4.1

14 Hong Kong Hang Seng 20981.82 -90.64 -0.43 -4.1 3.9

20 India Sensex 18401.82 -53.12 -0.29 5.4 20.7

... Japan Nikkei Stock Average 9179.38 -183.30 -1.96 -13.0 -10.3

... Singapore Straits Times 2936.48 -10.29 -0.35 1.3 15.4

11 South Korea Kospi 1775.54 -4.10 -0.23 5.5 12.3

18 AMERICAS DJ Americas 287.31 -1.16 -0.40 -3.1 6.6

... Brazil Bovespa 66677.16 -209.97 -0.31 -2.8 15.5

17 Mexico IPC 32291.67 138.04 0.43% 0.5 14.1

*P/E ratios use trailing 12-months, as-reported earnings
Note: Americas index data are as of 5:00 p.m. ET. Sources: Thomson Reuters; WSJ Market Data Group

Cross rates U.S.-dollar and euro foreign-exchange rates in global trading

USD GBP CHF SEK RUB NOK JPY ILS EUR DKK CDN AUD

Australia 1.1262 1.7467 1.0859 0.1515 0.0367 0.1801 0.0131 0.2959 1.4289 0.1918 1.0727 ...

Canada 1.0499 1.6284 1.0123 0.1412 0.0342 0.1679 0.0122 0.2759 1.3321 0.1788 ... 0.9323

Denmark 5.8726 9.1084 5.6622 0.7899 0.1915 0.9390 0.0685 1.5430 7.4509 ... 5.5935 5.2146

Euro 0.7882 1.2225 0.7599 0.1060 0.0257 0.1260 0.0092 0.2071 ... 0.1342 0.7507 0.6999

Israel 3.8060 5.9031 3.6697 0.5120 0.1241 0.6086 0.0444 ... 4.8289 0.6481 3.6251 3.3795

Japan 85.7250 132.9595 82.6544 11.5312 2.7956 13.7074 ... 22.5236 108.7636 14.5975 81.6506 76.1195

Norway 6.2539 9.6998 6.0299 0.8412 0.2039 ... 0.0730 1.6432 7.9346 1.0649 5.9567 5.5532

Russia 30.6641 47.5600 29.5657 4.1247 ... 4.9032 0.3577 8.0568 38.9051 5.2216 29.2067 27.2282

Sweden 7.4342 11.5304 7.1679 ... 0.2424 1.1887 0.0867 1.9533 9.4321 1.2659 7.0809 6.6012

Switzerland 1.0372 1.6086 ... 0.1395 0.0338 0.1658 0.0121 0.2725 1.3159 0.1766 0.9879 0.9209

U.K. 0.6447 ... 0.6217 0.0867 0.0210 0.1031 0.0075 0.1694 0.8180 0.1098 0.6141 0.5725

U.S. ... 1.5510 0.9642 0.1345 0.0326 0.1599 0.0117 0.2627 1.2687 0.1703 0.9525 0.8879

Source: Thomson Reuters via WSJ Market Data Group

MSCI indexes
Developed and emerging-market regional and country indexes
from MSCI Barra as of August 20, 2010

Price-to- LOCAL-CURRENCY
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE

yield ratio Morgan Stanley Index Last Daily YTD 52-wk.

2.50% 16 ALL COUNTRY (AC) WORLD* 285.86 0.99% -4.5% 7.4%

2.60 16 World (Developed Markets) 1,106.91 1.15 -5.3 6.0

2.40 17 World ex-EMU 132.30 1.07 -3.2 7.9

2.40 17 World ex-UK 1,104.13 1.11 -5.1 5.9

3.10 17 EAFE 1,461.14 0.58 -7.6 2.5

2.20 15 Emerging Markets (EM) 994.25 -0.01 0.5 17.8

3.40 15 EUROPE 88.03 -1.48 -0.3 12.3

3.60 15 EMU 150.88 1.65 -16.4 -4.9

3.30 16 Europe ex-UK 94.56 -1.43 -2.2 10.0

4.50 12 Europe Value 94.73 -1.77 -4.7 7.6

2.30 18 Europe Growth 79.28 -1.20 4.1 16.9

2.30 21 Europe Small Cap 169.55 -0.74 7.9 25.4

2.10 9 EM Europe 305.72 -1.06 9.7 35.1

3.60 13 UK 1,544.37 -1.72 -3.9 12.8

2.80 19 Nordic Countries 152.89 -1.53 12.2 24.2

1.80 8 Russia 729.31 -0.87 -2.3 22.9

2.30 20 South Africa 715.99 0.01 1.2 12.0

2.70 17 AC ASIA PACIFIC EX-JAPAN 411.06 -0.47 -1.3 13.3

1.90 26 Japan 525.48 1.13 -7.6 -10.8

2.30 17 China 62.51 0.40 -3.5 2.4

1.00 21 India 743.07 1.14 5.1 20.1

1.20 10 Korea 502.66 1.33 4.6 15.0

3.40 24 Taiwan 279.64 0.19 -5.5 8.2

1.90 18 US BROAD MARKET 1,199.93 1.79 -3.0 10.0

1.30 51 US Small Cap 1,664.75 2.44 -0.4 14.5

2.40 15 EM LATIN AMERICA 4,038.99 1.59 -1.9 25.0

*Twenty-three developed and 26 emerging markets Source: MSCI Barra

Thomson Reuters is the primary data provider for several statistical tables in The Wall Street Journal, including foreign
stock quotations, futures and futures options prices, and foreign exchange tables. Reuters real-time data feeds are used
to calculate various Dow Jones Indexes.

Dow Jones Indexes
Price-to-

Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)
yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

2.25% 19 Global TSM 2213.30 -1.09% 4.4%

1.95 16 Global Dow 1344.60 0.16% 12.2% 1811.48 -1.24 -0.4

2.27 14 Global Titans 50 163.20 0.35 9.3 154.58 -1.06 -3.0

2.71 19 Europe TSM 2360.15 -2.10 -4.3

2.30 20 Developed Markets TSM 2129.38 -1.16 2.8

2.16 15 Emerging Markets TSM 4169.95 -0.48 20.0

2.88 25 Africa 50 872.10 0.29 22.7 702.17 -1.11 8.8

2.55 13 BRIC 50 479.20 0.99 30.1 579.60 -0.43 15.4

3.21 18 GCC 40 568.80 1.30 7.0 457.99 -0.12 -5.1

1.91 20 U.S. TSM 11036.34 -0.31 5.5

3.25 28 Kuwait Titans 30 -c 204.80 -11.0

1.63 RusIndex Titans 10 -c 3361.30 -0.27 37.7 5418.64 -0.96 18.2

Price-to-
Dividend earnings PERFORMANCE (euros) PERFORMANCE (U.S.dollars)

yield* ratio* Dows Jones Index Last Daily 52-wk. Last Daily 52-wk.

2.01% 10 Turkey Titans 20 -c 644.50 0.86% 39.9% 712.05 0.04% 26.7%

4.66 15 Global Select Div -d 173.20 -0.36 20.1 188.01 -1.76 6.6

5.24 11 Asia/Pacific Select Div -d 257.30 -1.81 3.5

4.12 15 U.S. Select Dividend -d 317.63 -0.26 9.7

1.64 17 Islamic Market 1861.15 -0.83 5.1

2.00 14 Islamic Market 100 1763.90 0.56 12.2 1914.98 -0.85 -0.5

3.28 13 Islamic Turkey -c 1619.90 1.01 31.4 3072.58 0.19 19.0

2.46 16 Sustainability 856.70 -0.07 11.6 917.53 -1.47 -1.0

3.45 20 Brookfield Infrastructure 1676.10 0.68 31.4 2027.05 -0.73 16.5

1.14 23 Luxury 1017.50 0.12 26.7 1094.26 -1.29 12.4

2.96 8 UAE Select Index 221.96 -11.3

DJ-UBS Commodity 142.60 0.86 16.1 131.39 -0.56 3.0

*Fundamentals are based on data in U.S. dollar. Footnotes: a-in US dollar. b-dividends reinvested. c-in local currency. Note:All data as of 2 p.m.ET. Source: DowJones Indexes
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Meeting to clarify North Korea pathMeeting to clarify North Korea pathMeeting to clarify North Korea pathMeeting to clarify North Korea path
Pyongyang watchers say step toward collective rule is possible at rare political-party gathering next monthPyongyang watchers say step toward collective rule is possible at rare political-party gathering next monthPyongyang watchers say step toward collective rule is possible at rare political-party gathering next monthPyongyang watchers say step toward collective rule is possible at rare political-party gathering next month

SEOUL—The biggest meeting ofSEOUL—The biggest meeting ofSEOUL—The biggest meeting ofSEOUL—The biggest meeting of
North Korea’s ruling political partyNorth Korea’s ruling political partyNorth Korea’s ruling political partyNorth Korea’s ruling political party
in 44 years, expected to be held nextin 44 years, expected to be held nextin 44 years, expected to be held nextin 44 years, expected to be held next
month, may give the world its firstmonth, may give the world its firstmonth, may give the world its firstmonth, may give the world its first
look at the country’s potential nextlook at the country’s potential nextlook at the country’s potential nextlook at the country’s potential next
leader, Kim Jong Il’s third son Kimleader, Kim Jong Il’s third son Kimleader, Kim Jong Il’s third son Kimleader, Kim Jong Il’s third son Kim
Jong Eun. But some North KoreaJong Eun. But some North KoreaJong Eun. But some North KoreaJong Eun. But some North Korea
watchers think the meeting may re-watchers think the meeting may re-watchers think the meeting may re-watchers think the meeting may re-
veal a bigger surprise: a step awayveal a bigger surprise: a step awayveal a bigger surprise: a step awayveal a bigger surprise: a step away
from dictatorship to collective rule.from dictatorship to collective rule.from dictatorship to collective rule.from dictatorship to collective rule.

The representatives meeting ofThe representatives meeting ofThe representatives meeting ofThe representatives meeting of
the Workers Party of Korea—likelythe Workers Party of Korea—likelythe Workers Party of Korea—likelythe Workers Party of Korea—likely
to begin around Sept. 6, though anto begin around Sept. 6, though anto begin around Sept. 6, though anto begin around Sept. 6, though an
official date hasn’t been an-official date hasn’t been an-official date hasn’t been an-official date hasn’t been an-
nounced—will mark a turning pointnounced—will mark a turning pointnounced—will mark a turning pointnounced—will mark a turning point
in a drawn-out succession processin a drawn-out succession processin a drawn-out succession processin a drawn-out succession process
occurring out of view of most Northoccurring out of view of most Northoccurring out of view of most Northoccurring out of view of most North
Koreans, let alone the rest of theKoreans, let alone the rest of theKoreans, let alone the rest of theKoreans, let alone the rest of the
world.world.world.world.

Any revelations about the secre-Any revelations about the secre-Any revelations about the secre-Any revelations about the secre-
tive regime’s future shape will betive regime’s future shape will betive regime’s future shape will betive regime’s future shape will be
watched from South Korea, whichwatched from South Korea, whichwatched from South Korea, whichwatched from South Korea, which
has lived for decades under martialhas lived for decades under martialhas lived for decades under martialhas lived for decades under martial
threats from the North, to the U.S.,threats from the North, to the U.S.,threats from the North, to the U.S.,threats from the North, to the U.S.,
which wants Pyongyang to stopwhich wants Pyongyang to stopwhich wants Pyongyang to stopwhich wants Pyongyang to stop
building nuclear weapons.building nuclear weapons.building nuclear weapons.building nuclear weapons.

The meeting, called in June, ap-The meeting, called in June, ap-The meeting, called in June, ap-The meeting, called in June, ap-
pears in some ways similar to thepears in some ways similar to thepears in some ways similar to thepears in some ways similar to the
1980 event in which Kim Jong Il1980 event in which Kim Jong Il1980 event in which Kim Jong Il1980 event in which Kim Jong Il
made his public debut. But it’s evenmade his public debut. But it’s evenmade his public debut. But it’s evenmade his public debut. But it’s even
rarer: The last meeting of party rep-rarer: The last meeting of party rep-rarer: The last meeting of party rep-rarer: The last meeting of party rep-
resentatives occurred in 1966 withresentatives occurred in 1966 withresentatives occurred in 1966 withresentatives occurred in 1966 with
thousands in attendance, while Kimthousands in attendance, while Kimthousands in attendance, while Kimthousands in attendance, while Kim
Jong Il’s debut occurred at a smallerJong Il’s debut occurred at a smallerJong Il’s debut occurred at a smallerJong Il’s debut occurred at a smaller
party congress, six of which haveparty congress, six of which haveparty congress, six of which haveparty congress, six of which have
been held since the country’s startbeen held since the country’s startbeen held since the country’s startbeen held since the country’s start
in 1948.in 1948.in 1948.in 1948.

“If Kim Jong Eun’s name doesn’t“If Kim Jong Eun’s name doesn’t“If Kim Jong Eun’s name doesn’t“If Kim Jong Eun’s name doesn’t
come out in this meeting, he is notcome out in this meeting, he is notcome out in this meeting, he is notcome out in this meeting, he is not
going to make it” as the next leadergoing to make it” as the next leadergoing to make it” as the next leadergoing to make it” as the next leader
of the country, says Yoo Dong-ryul,of the country, says Yoo Dong-ryul,of the country, says Yoo Dong-ryul,of the country, says Yoo Dong-ryul,
a North Korea analyst at the Policea North Korea analyst at the Policea North Korea analyst at the Policea North Korea analyst at the Police
Science Institute in South Korea.Science Institute in South Korea.Science Institute in South Korea.Science Institute in South Korea.
“Given Kim Jong Il’s poor health,“Given Kim Jong Il’s poor health,“Given Kim Jong Il’s poor health,“Given Kim Jong Il’s poor health,
Kim Jong Eun should join at leastKim Jong Eun should join at leastKim Jong Eun should join at leastKim Jong Eun should join at least
one of the important state organs.”one of the important state organs.”one of the important state organs.”one of the important state organs.”

Kim Jong Il hasn’t been seen inKim Jong Il hasn’t been seen inKim Jong Il hasn’t been seen inKim Jong Il hasn’t been seen in
video images for several months. Onvideo images for several months. Onvideo images for several months. Onvideo images for several months. On

Friday, Seoul-based Open Radio forFriday, Seoul-based Open Radio forFriday, Seoul-based Open Radio forFriday, Seoul-based Open Radio for
North Korea reported that the twoNorth Korea reported that the twoNorth Korea reported that the twoNorth Korea reported that the two
French doctors who treated Mr. KimFrench doctors who treated Mr. KimFrench doctors who treated Mr. KimFrench doctors who treated Mr. Kim
for a stroke-like illness in 2008for a stroke-like illness in 2008for a stroke-like illness in 2008for a stroke-like illness in 2008
spent 12 days with him this month.spent 12 days with him this month.spent 12 days with him this month.spent 12 days with him this month.

Mr. Kim’s grip on power hasMr. Kim’s grip on power hasMr. Kim’s grip on power hasMr. Kim’s grip on power has
weakened in the past two years, cre-weakened in the past two years, cre-weakened in the past two years, cre-weakened in the past two years, cre-
ating a vacuum that led officials toating a vacuum that led officials toating a vacuum that led officials toating a vacuum that led officials to
become uncertain about their futurebecome uncertain about their futurebecome uncertain about their futurebecome uncertain about their future
and resort to the regime’s most ex-and resort to the regime’s most ex-and resort to the regime’s most ex-and resort to the regime’s most ex-
treme conventions of isolationismtreme conventions of isolationismtreme conventions of isolationismtreme conventions of isolationism
and paranoia, diplomats in the U.S.and paranoia, diplomats in the U.S.and paranoia, diplomats in the U.S.and paranoia, diplomats in the U.S.
and elsewhere believe.and elsewhere believe.and elsewhere believe.and elsewhere believe.

That resulted in confrontationsThat resulted in confrontationsThat resulted in confrontationsThat resulted in confrontations
with outsiders, including a nuclearwith outsiders, including a nuclearwith outsiders, including a nuclearwith outsiders, including a nuclear
test last year and March’s sinking atest last year and March’s sinking atest last year and March’s sinking atest last year and March’s sinking a
South Korean warship, which Seoul-South Korean warship, which Seoul-South Korean warship, which Seoul-South Korean warship, which Seoul-
led international investigators haveled international investigators haveled international investigators haveled international investigators have
blamed on Pyongyang. Addressingblamed on Pyongyang. Addressingblamed on Pyongyang. Addressingblamed on Pyongyang. Addressing
perceived internal threats, the re-perceived internal threats, the re-perceived internal threats, the re-perceived internal threats, the re-
gime clamped down on private mar-gime clamped down on private mar-gime clamped down on private mar-gime clamped down on private mar-
ket activities earlier this year.ket activities earlier this year.ket activities earlier this year.ket activities earlier this year.

Analysts believe Mr. Kim earlyAnalysts believe Mr. Kim earlyAnalysts believe Mr. Kim earlyAnalysts believe Mr. Kim early
last year began positioning his sonlast year began positioning his sonlast year began positioning his sonlast year began positioning his son
as his successor, just as he was toas his successor, just as he was toas his successor, just as he was toas his successor, just as he was to
his father, North Korean founderhis father, North Korean founderhis father, North Korean founderhis father, North Korean founder
Kim Il Sung. Kim Jong Il’s brother-Kim Il Sung. Kim Jong Il’s brother-Kim Il Sung. Kim Jong Il’s brother-Kim Il Sung. Kim Jong Il’s brother-

in-law, seen as a potential regent forin-law, seen as a potential regent forin-law, seen as a potential regent forin-law, seen as a potential regent for
Mr. Kim’s son, in June took an im-Mr. Kim’s son, in June took an im-Mr. Kim’s son, in June took an im-Mr. Kim’s son, in June took an im-
portant post in the National Defenseportant post in the National Defenseportant post in the National Defenseportant post in the National Defense
Commission, considered North Ko-Commission, considered North Ko-Commission, considered North Ko-Commission, considered North Ko-
rea’s most powerful body.rea’s most powerful body.rea’s most powerful body.rea’s most powerful body.

Yet North Korea’s informationYet North Korea’s informationYet North Korea’s informationYet North Korea’s information
lockdown gives prognosticators lit-lockdown gives prognosticators lit-lockdown gives prognosticators lit-lockdown gives prognosticators lit-
tle further information to worktle further information to worktle further information to worktle further information to work
with. International observers of itswith. International observers of itswith. International observers of itswith. International observers of its
authoritarian regime must baseauthoritarian regime must baseauthoritarian regime must baseauthoritarian regime must base
judgments on what informationjudgments on what informationjudgments on what informationjudgments on what information
trickles out from the North’s often-trickles out from the North’s often-trickles out from the North’s often-trickles out from the North’s often-
bombastic official media, the fewbombastic official media, the fewbombastic official media, the fewbombastic official media, the few
people allowed to leave the countrypeople allowed to leave the countrypeople allowed to leave the countrypeople allowed to leave the country
to do business in China, and infor-to do business in China, and infor-to do business in China, and infor-to do business in China, and infor-
mants who are in touch with defec-mants who are in touch with defec-mants who are in touch with defec-mants who are in touch with defec-
tors in South Korea.tors in South Korea.tors in South Korea.tors in South Korea.

The youngest Kim has neverThe youngest Kim has neverThe youngest Kim has neverThe youngest Kim has never
been mentioned in the North Koreanbeen mentioned in the North Koreanbeen mentioned in the North Koreanbeen mentioned in the North Korean
media. Outside the country, he hasmedia. Outside the country, he hasmedia. Outside the country, he hasmedia. Outside the country, he has
been seen publicly only in photo-been seen publicly only in photo-been seen publicly only in photo-been seen publicly only in photo-
graphs taken more than a decadegraphs taken more than a decadegraphs taken more than a decadegraphs taken more than a decade
ago when he attended a privateago when he attended a privateago when he attended a privateago when he attended a private
Swiss high school.Swiss high school.Swiss high school.Swiss high school.

South Korean and Japanese newsSouth Korean and Japanese newsSouth Korean and Japanese newsSouth Korean and Japanese news
media have reported that North Ko-media have reported that North Ko-media have reported that North Ko-media have reported that North Ko-
rea’s propaganda agencies haverea’s propaganda agencies haverea’s propaganda agencies haverea’s propaganda agencies have

printed millions of pictures of Kimprinted millions of pictures of Kimprinted millions of pictures of Kimprinted millions of pictures of Kim
Jong Eun to be distributed to theJong Eun to be distributed to theJong Eun to be distributed to theJong Eun to be distributed to the
homes of ordinary citizens, who al-homes of ordinary citizens, who al-homes of ordinary citizens, who al-homes of ordinary citizens, who al-
ready keep photos of the olderready keep photos of the olderready keep photos of the olderready keep photos of the older
Kims.Kims.Kims.Kims.

That the family is attempting an-That the family is attempting an-That the family is attempting an-That the family is attempting an-
other generational succession hasother generational succession hasother generational succession hasother generational succession has
become accepted wisdom amongbecome accepted wisdom amongbecome accepted wisdom amongbecome accepted wisdom among
North Korea observers, but someNorth Korea observers, but someNorth Korea observers, but someNorth Korea observers, but some
have recently started to expresshave recently started to expresshave recently started to expresshave recently started to express
doubts about the regime’s ability todoubts about the regime’s ability todoubts about the regime’s ability todoubts about the regime’s ability to
pull it off.pull it off.pull it off.pull it off.

They point to a recent personnelThey point to a recent personnelThey point to a recent personnelThey point to a recent personnel
exodus in a propaganda office thatexodus in a propaganda office thatexodus in a propaganda office thatexodus in a propaganda office that
was believed to be working on Kimwas believed to be working on Kimwas believed to be working on Kimwas believed to be working on Kim
Jong Eun’s behalf and chatterJong Eun’s behalf and chatterJong Eun’s behalf and chatterJong Eun’s behalf and chatter
among North Korean traders inamong North Korean traders inamong North Korean traders inamong North Korean traders in
China that the son, at age 26 or 27,China that the son, at age 26 or 27,China that the son, at age 26 or 27,China that the son, at age 26 or 27,
is perceived by many people as toois perceived by many people as toois perceived by many people as toois perceived by many people as too
young to hold power.young to hold power.young to hold power.young to hold power.

“Kim Jong Il believes that the“Kim Jong Il believes that the“Kim Jong Il believes that the“Kim Jong Il believes that the
only way for him to maintain hisonly way for him to maintain hisonly way for him to maintain hisonly way for him to maintain his
power is to establish the hereditarypower is to establish the hereditarypower is to establish the hereditarypower is to establish the hereditary
succession of his son,” Kang Chol-succession of his son,” Kang Chol-succession of his son,” Kang Chol-succession of his son,” Kang Chol-
hwan, a defector who wrote a bookhwan, a defector who wrote a bookhwan, a defector who wrote a bookhwan, a defector who wrote a book
about growing up in a North Koreanabout growing up in a North Koreanabout growing up in a North Koreanabout growing up in a North Korean
prison camp, wrote in South Korea’sprison camp, wrote in South Korea’sprison camp, wrote in South Korea’sprison camp, wrote in South Korea’s

Chosun Ilbo newspaper this week.Chosun Ilbo newspaper this week.Chosun Ilbo newspaper this week.Chosun Ilbo newspaper this week.
“But it is doubtful the entire party“But it is doubtful the entire party“But it is doubtful the entire party“But it is doubtful the entire party
agrees.”agrees.”agrees.”agrees.”

Rudiger Frank, an economist andRudiger Frank, an economist andRudiger Frank, an economist andRudiger Frank, an economist and
professor at the University of Vi-professor at the University of Vi-professor at the University of Vi-professor at the University of Vi-
enna in Austria who follows Northenna in Austria who follows Northenna in Austria who follows Northenna in Austria who follows North
Korea, said he doesn’t think NorthKorea, said he doesn’t think NorthKorea, said he doesn’t think NorthKorea, said he doesn’t think North
Koreans will accept a third genera-Koreans will accept a third genera-Koreans will accept a third genera-Koreans will accept a third genera-
tion of Kim leadership because thetion of Kim leadership because thetion of Kim leadership because thetion of Kim leadership because the
country’s economy is in shambles,country’s economy is in shambles,country’s economy is in shambles,country’s economy is in shambles,
its elites want power and commonits elites want power and commonits elites want power and commonits elites want power and common
people won’t believe a new set ofpeople won’t believe a new set ofpeople won’t believe a new set ofpeople won’t believe a new set of
superlatives and myths about an-superlatives and myths about an-superlatives and myths about an-superlatives and myths about an-
other Kim.other Kim.other Kim.other Kim.

“I don’t think a third ‘great“I don’t think a third ‘great“I don’t think a third ‘great“I don’t think a third ‘great
leader’ will work,” Mr. Frank said.leader’ will work,” Mr. Frank said.leader’ will work,” Mr. Frank said.leader’ will work,” Mr. Frank said.
“You cannot endlessly pour water“You cannot endlessly pour water“You cannot endlessly pour water“You cannot endlessly pour water
into wine and have it still tasteinto wine and have it still tasteinto wine and have it still tasteinto wine and have it still taste
good.”good.”good.”good.”

Instead, he said the party isInstead, he said the party isInstead, he said the party isInstead, he said the party is
likely to set up a collective leader-likely to set up a collective leader-likely to set up a collective leader-likely to set up a collective leader-
ship structure that may involve theship structure that may involve theship structure that may involve theship structure that may involve the
younger Kim but not as a supremeyounger Kim but not as a supremeyounger Kim but not as a supremeyounger Kim but not as a supreme
leader, a type of control he said wasleader, a type of control he said wasleader, a type of control he said wasleader, a type of control he said was
common in communist countries.common in communist countries.common in communist countries.common in communist countries.

—Jaeyeon Woo—Jaeyeon Woo—Jaeyeon Woo—Jaeyeon Woo
contributed to this article.contributed to this article.contributed to this article.contributed to this article.

BBBBYYYY EEEEVANVANVANVAN RRRRAMSTADAMSTADAMSTADAMSTAD

North Korean officials in July 2009, above, mark 15 years since leader Kim Il Sung’s death. His son Kim Jong Il, center,North Korean officials in July 2009, above, mark 15 years since leader Kim Il Sung’s death. His son Kim Jong Il, center,North Korean officials in July 2009, above, mark 15 years since leader Kim Il Sung’s death. His son Kim Jong Il, center,North Korean officials in July 2009, above, mark 15 years since leader Kim Il Sung’s death. His son Kim Jong Il, center,
may pass power to Kim Jong Eun, seen at left in an undated school photo.may pass power to Kim Jong Eun, seen at left in an undated school photo.may pass power to Kim Jong Eun, seen at left in an undated school photo.may pass power to Kim Jong Eun, seen at left in an undated school photo.
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WORLD NEWS

China’s rising labor costsChina’s rising labor costsChina’s rising labor costsChina’s rising labor costs
represent an opportunity for otherrepresent an opportunity for otherrepresent an opportunity for otherrepresent an opportunity for other
developing countries, as producersdeveloping countries, as producersdeveloping countries, as producersdeveloping countries, as producers
scour the globe for cheaper placesscour the globe for cheaper placesscour the globe for cheaper placesscour the globe for cheaper places
to make things.to make things.to make things.to make things.

But China’s wage increases areBut China’s wage increases areBut China’s wage increases areBut China’s wage increases are
already rippling to some of thosealready rippling to some of thosealready rippling to some of thosealready rippling to some of those
new frontiers and have contributednew frontiers and have contributednew frontiers and have contributednew frontiers and have contributed
to worker unrest recently into worker unrest recently into worker unrest recently into worker unrest recently in
countries such as Cambodia andcountries such as Cambodia andcountries such as Cambodia andcountries such as Cambodia and
Bangladesh.Bangladesh.Bangladesh.Bangladesh.

All that means these marketsAll that means these marketsAll that means these marketsAll that means these markets
will have to do more than competewill have to do more than competewill have to do more than competewill have to do more than compete
on wages. They will have toon wages. They will have toon wages. They will have toon wages. They will have to
upgrade basic infrastructure andupgrade basic infrastructure andupgrade basic infrastructure andupgrade basic infrastructure and
other parts of their economies toother parts of their economies toother parts of their economies toother parts of their economies to
be viable alternatives to China.be viable alternatives to China.be viable alternatives to China.be viable alternatives to China.

Only about a fifth of major U.S.Only about a fifth of major U.S.Only about a fifth of major U.S.Only about a fifth of major U.S.
and European firms surveyedand European firms surveyedand European firms surveyedand European firms surveyed
recently by Credit Suisse said itrecently by Credit Suisse said itrecently by Credit Suisse said itrecently by Credit Suisse said it
would be easy to switch sourcingwould be easy to switch sourcingwould be easy to switch sourcingwould be easy to switch sourcing
of goods from China to otherof goods from China to otherof goods from China to otherof goods from China to other
countries, thanks to China’s robustcountries, thanks to China’s robustcountries, thanks to China’s robustcountries, thanks to China’s robust
network of suppliers and shippingnetwork of suppliers and shippingnetwork of suppliers and shippingnetwork of suppliers and shipping
infrastructure. Roughly 90% saidinfrastructure. Roughly 90% saidinfrastructure. Roughly 90% saidinfrastructure. Roughly 90% said
relocating would be very costly.relocating would be very costly.relocating would be very costly.relocating would be very costly.

As China becomes moreAs China becomes moreAs China becomes moreAs China becomes more

expensive, though, economistsexpensive, though, economistsexpensive, though, economistsexpensive, though, economists
believe investment will inevitablybelieve investment will inevitablybelieve investment will inevitablybelieve investment will inevitably
flow to other areas, acceleratingflow to other areas, acceleratingflow to other areas, acceleratingflow to other areas, accelerating
work to improve supply chains andwork to improve supply chains andwork to improve supply chains andwork to improve supply chains and
manufacturing infrastructure.manufacturing infrastructure.manufacturing infrastructure.manufacturing infrastructure.

“China sort of pushed everyone“China sort of pushed everyone“China sort of pushed everyone“China sort of pushed everyone
aside for 15 years” as investorsaside for 15 years” as investorsaside for 15 years” as investorsaside for 15 years” as investors
flocked there for cheap labor, saysflocked there for cheap labor, saysflocked there for cheap labor, saysflocked there for cheap labor, says
Frederic Neumann, senior AsiaFrederic Neumann, senior AsiaFrederic Neumann, senior AsiaFrederic Neumann, senior Asia
economist for HSBC in Hong Kong.economist for HSBC in Hong Kong.economist for HSBC in Hong Kong.economist for HSBC in Hong Kong.
Now, he adds, China’s move up theNow, he adds, China’s move up theNow, he adds, China’s move up theNow, he adds, China’s move up the
value chain “opens up room againvalue chain “opens up room againvalue chain “opens up room againvalue chain “opens up room again
for other countries to jump in atfor other countries to jump in atfor other countries to jump in atfor other countries to jump in at
the lower end of the scale.”the lower end of the scale.”the lower end of the scale.”the lower end of the scale.”

A key example is SoutheastA key example is SoutheastA key example is SoutheastA key example is Southeast
Asia, a region of nearly 600 millionAsia, a region of nearly 600 millionAsia, a region of nearly 600 millionAsia, a region of nearly 600 million
people that was once one of thepeople that was once one of thepeople that was once one of thepeople that was once one of the
world’s investment darlings until itworld’s investment darlings until itworld’s investment darlings until itworld’s investment darlings until it
was eclipsed by China. The averagewas eclipsed by China. The averagewas eclipsed by China. The averagewas eclipsed by China. The average
factory worker in Vietnam madefactory worker in Vietnam madefactory worker in Vietnam madefactory worker in Vietnam made
about $136 a month last year, inabout $136 a month last year, inabout $136 a month last year, inabout $136 a month last year, in
Indonesia, $129 a month, wellIndonesia, $129 a month, wellIndonesia, $129 a month, wellIndonesia, $129 a month, well
below the $413 a month in China.below the $413 a month in China.below the $413 a month in China.below the $413 a month in China.

But Southeast Asia also facesBut Southeast Asia also facesBut Southeast Asia also facesBut Southeast Asia also faces
enormous hurdles, includingenormous hurdles, includingenormous hurdles, includingenormous hurdles, including
underdeveloped legal systems andunderdeveloped legal systems andunderdeveloped legal systems andunderdeveloped legal systems and
problems with corruption. There isproblems with corruption. There isproblems with corruption. There isproblems with corruption. There is
also the possibility that costs couldalso the possibility that costs couldalso the possibility that costs couldalso the possibility that costs could
spiral more than expected asspiral more than expected asspiral more than expected asspiral more than expected as
workers learn more about wageworkers learn more about wageworkers learn more about wageworkers learn more about wage
gains in China and press for raises.gains in China and press for raises.gains in China and press for raises.gains in China and press for raises.

“Most of the countries, if not“Most of the countries, if not“Most of the countries, if not“Most of the countries, if not
all, look to China for pricingall, look to China for pricingall, look to China for pricingall, look to China for pricing

direction,” said Bruce Rockowitz,direction,” said Bruce Rockowitz,direction,” said Bruce Rockowitz,direction,” said Bruce Rockowitz,
president of Hong Kong-basedpresident of Hong Kong-basedpresident of Hong Kong-basedpresident of Hong Kong-based
trading company Li & Fung at atrading company Li & Fung at atrading company Li & Fung at atrading company Li & Fung at a
recent press conference. Even so,recent press conference. Even so,recent press conference. Even so,recent press conference. Even so,
Li & Fung Ltd. has been able toLi & Fung Ltd. has been able toLi & Fung Ltd. has been able toLi & Fung Ltd. has been able to
mitigate some of its rising costs bymitigate some of its rising costs bymitigate some of its rising costs bymitigate some of its rising costs by
shifting business to places such asshifting business to places such asshifting business to places such asshifting business to places such as
Indonesia and Vietnam.Indonesia and Vietnam.Indonesia and Vietnam.Indonesia and Vietnam.

Several Southeast AsianSeveral Southeast AsianSeveral Southeast AsianSeveral Southeast Asian
countries—including Cambodia,countries—including Cambodia,countries—including Cambodia,countries—including Cambodia,
Vietnam and Indonesia—lackVietnam and Indonesia—lackVietnam and Indonesia—lackVietnam and Indonesia—lack
sufficient infrastructure to supportsufficient infrastructure to supportsufficient infrastructure to supportsufficient infrastructure to support
much larger manufacturingmuch larger manufacturingmuch larger manufacturingmuch larger manufacturing
industries, even though theirindustries, even though theirindustries, even though theirindustries, even though their
wages are cheaper than China’s.wages are cheaper than China’s.wages are cheaper than China’s.wages are cheaper than China’s.
Individual Southeast AsianIndividual Southeast AsianIndividual Southeast AsianIndividual Southeast Asian
countries also lack the scale tocountries also lack the scale tocountries also lack the scale tocountries also lack the scale to
single-handedly absorb a massivesingle-handedly absorb a massivesingle-handedly absorb a massivesingle-handedly absorb a massive
influx of jobs from China.influx of jobs from China.influx of jobs from China.influx of jobs from China.

Leaders in the region areLeaders in the region areLeaders in the region areLeaders in the region are
pressing ahead with plans to stitchpressing ahead with plans to stitchpressing ahead with plans to stitchpressing ahead with plans to stitch
together the patchwork of nationstogether the patchwork of nationstogether the patchwork of nationstogether the patchwork of nations
into a common market andinto a common market andinto a common market andinto a common market and

production platform by 2015. Ifproduction platform by 2015. Ifproduction platform by 2015. Ifproduction platform by 2015. If
fully realized, the project willfully realized, the project willfully realized, the project willfully realized, the project will
include fewer restrictions on theinclude fewer restrictions on theinclude fewer restrictions on theinclude fewer restrictions on the
movement of skilled labor frommovement of skilled labor frommovement of skilled labor frommovement of skilled labor from
country to country andcountry to country andcountry to country andcountry to country and
streamlined customs procedures.streamlined customs procedures.streamlined customs procedures.streamlined customs procedures.

Southeast Asian countries areSoutheast Asian countries areSoutheast Asian countries areSoutheast Asian countries are
also making headway on road andalso making headway on road andalso making headway on road andalso making headway on road and
rail investments. Efforts funded byrail investments. Efforts funded byrail investments. Efforts funded byrail investments. Efforts funded by
the Asian Development Bank andthe Asian Development Bank andthe Asian Development Bank andthe Asian Development Bank and
others have created three majorothers have created three majorothers have created three majorothers have created three major
overland trade corridors, withoverland trade corridors, withoverland trade corridors, withoverland trade corridors, with
improved highway connectionsimproved highway connectionsimproved highway connectionsimproved highway connections
across Cambodia, Thailand,across Cambodia, Thailand,across Cambodia, Thailand,across Cambodia, Thailand,
Vietnam and Laos.Vietnam and Laos.Vietnam and Laos.Vietnam and Laos.

Many companies are pursuingMany companies are pursuingMany companies are pursuingMany companies are pursuing
the same goals on their own. In thethe same goals on their own. In thethe same goals on their own. In thethe same goals on their own. In the
garment industry, more than agarment industry, more than agarment industry, more than agarment industry, more than a
dozen Southeast Asian suppliersdozen Southeast Asian suppliersdozen Southeast Asian suppliersdozen Southeast Asian suppliers
have reached agreements recentlyhave reached agreements recentlyhave reached agreements recentlyhave reached agreements recently
to more-closely integrate theirto more-closely integrate theirto more-closely integrate theirto more-closely integrate their
supply chains by linking stitchingsupply chains by linking stitchingsupply chains by linking stitchingsupply chains by linking stitching
companies in places such ascompanies in places such ascompanies in places such ascompanies in places such as
Cambodia with raw-materialCambodia with raw-materialCambodia with raw-materialCambodia with raw-material
makers in Thailand or othermakers in Thailand or othermakers in Thailand or othermakers in Thailand or other
nearby countries. The companiesnearby countries. The companiesnearby countries. The companiesnearby countries. The companies
effectively agree to market goodseffectively agree to market goodseffectively agree to market goodseffectively agree to market goods
jointly so that they appear similarjointly so that they appear similarjointly so that they appear similarjointly so that they appear similar
to suppliers in China, which oftento suppliers in China, which oftento suppliers in China, which oftento suppliers in China, which often
offer all the steps needed to makeoffer all the steps needed to makeoffer all the steps needed to makeoffer all the steps needed to make
a whole garment, including accessa whole garment, including accessa whole garment, including accessa whole garment, including access
to yarns, fabrics, buttons andto yarns, fabrics, buttons andto yarns, fabrics, buttons andto yarns, fabrics, buttons and
sewing, in the same area.sewing, in the same area.sewing, in the same area.sewing, in the same area.

The long-term goal is to makeThe long-term goal is to makeThe long-term goal is to makeThe long-term goal is to make
Southeast Asia operate like oneSoutheast Asia operate like oneSoutheast Asia operate like oneSoutheast Asia operate like one
country with many states, rathercountry with many states, rathercountry with many states, rathercountry with many states, rather
than a region of 10 nations, saysthan a region of 10 nations, saysthan a region of 10 nations, saysthan a region of 10 nations, says
Van Sou Ieng, chairman of theVan Sou Ieng, chairman of theVan Sou Ieng, chairman of theVan Sou Ieng, chairman of the
Garment ManufacturersGarment ManufacturersGarment ManufacturersGarment Manufacturers
Association in Cambodia. “We haveAssociation in Cambodia. “We haveAssociation in Cambodia. “We haveAssociation in Cambodia. “We have
huge differences, but we have tohuge differences, but we have tohuge differences, but we have tohuge differences, but we have to
make it happen” to grab moremake it happen” to grab moremake it happen” to grab moremake it happen” to grab more
business from China, he says.business from China, he says.business from China, he says.business from China, he says.

One of the companies involved,One of the companies involved,One of the companies involved,One of the companies involved,
Malaysia’sMalaysia’sMalaysia’sMalaysia’s PCCS GroupPCCS GroupPCCS GroupPCCS Group, has, has, has, has
operations in both China andoperations in both China andoperations in both China andoperations in both China and
Cambodia. In China, the firm’s twoCambodia. In China, the firm’s twoCambodia. In China, the firm’s twoCambodia. In China, the firm’s two
factories have seen wages shoot upfactories have seen wages shoot upfactories have seen wages shoot upfactories have seen wages shoot up
roughly 50% in the past sixroughly 50% in the past sixroughly 50% in the past sixroughly 50% in the past six
months, with labor shortagesmonths, with labor shortagesmonths, with labor shortagesmonths, with labor shortages
leaving the factories operating atleaving the factories operating atleaving the factories operating atleaving the factories operating at
less than half-capacity, says Yikless than half-capacity, says Yikless than half-capacity, says Yikless than half-capacity, says Yik
Thong Choon, a PCCS assistantThong Choon, a PCCS assistantThong Choon, a PCCS assistantThong Choon, a PCCS assistant
general manager.general manager.general manager.general manager.

In Cambodia, by contrast, theIn Cambodia, by contrast, theIn Cambodia, by contrast, theIn Cambodia, by contrast, the
company gets more jobcompany gets more jobcompany gets more jobcompany gets more job
applications than it needs. Thatapplications than it needs. Thatapplications than it needs. Thatapplications than it needs. That
will change over time, but anywill change over time, but anywill change over time, but anywill change over time, but any
pressures may be eased by thepressures may be eased by thepressures may be eased by thepressures may be eased by the
company’s recent push to team upcompany’s recent push to team upcompany’s recent push to team upcompany’s recent push to team up
with a Thai fabric producer towith a Thai fabric producer towith a Thai fabric producer towith a Thai fabric producer to
jointly pitch for business withjointly pitch for business withjointly pitch for business withjointly pitch for business with
garment retailers in Hong Kong,garment retailers in Hong Kong,garment retailers in Hong Kong,garment retailers in Hong Kong,
allowing it to leverage a biggerallowing it to leverage a biggerallowing it to leverage a biggerallowing it to leverage a bigger
regional labor pool to complete aregional labor pool to complete aregional labor pool to complete aregional labor pool to complete a
finished product.finished product.finished product.finished product.

[ THE OUTLOOK ]
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Southeast Asia tries to link up to competeSoutheast Asia tries to link up to competeSoutheast Asia tries to link up to competeSoutheast Asia tries to link up to compete

As China becomes moreAs China becomes moreAs China becomes moreAs China becomes more
expensive, economistsexpensive, economistsexpensive, economistsexpensive, economists
believe investment will flowbelieve investment will flowbelieve investment will flowbelieve investment will flow
to other areas.to other areas.to other areas.to other areas.

Monday, August 23, 2010Monday, August 23, 2010Monday, August 23, 2010Monday, August 23, 2010 THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.THE WALL STREET JOURNAL. 25252525

Major players � benchmarksMajor players � benchmarksMajor players � benchmarksMajor players � benchmarks
Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50,Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50,Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50,Below, a look at the Dow Jones Stoxx 50,
the biggest and best known companies inthe biggest and best known companies inthe biggest and best known companies inthe biggest and best known companies in
Europe, including the U.K.Europe, including the U.K.Europe, including the U.K.Europe, including the U.K.

Credit derivativesCredit derivativesCredit derivativesCredit derivatives
Spreads on credit derivatives are one way the market ratesSpreads on credit derivatives are one way the market ratesSpreads on credit derivatives are one way the market ratesSpreads on credit derivatives are one way the market rates
creditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can seecreditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can seecreditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can seecreditworthiness. Regions that are treading in rough waters can see
spreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes belowspreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes belowspreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes belowspreads swing toward the maximum—and vice versa. Indexes below
are for five-year swaps.are for five-year swaps.are for five-year swaps.are for five-year swaps.

Markit iTraxx IndexesMarkit iTraxx IndexesMarkit iTraxx IndexesMarkit iTraxx Indexes SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.SPREAD RANGE, in pct. pts.
Mid-spread,Mid-spread,Mid-spread,Mid-spread, since most recent rollsince most recent rollsince most recent rollsince most recent roll

Index: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum AverageIndex: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum AverageIndex: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum AverageIndex: series/version in pct. pts. Mid-price Coupon Maximum Minimum Average

Europe:Europe:Europe:Europe: 13/113/113/113/1 1.09 99.57% 0.01% 1.42 0.75 1.081.09 99.57% 0.01% 1.42 0.75 1.081.09 99.57% 0.01% 1.42 0.75 1.081.09 99.57% 0.01% 1.42 0.75 1.08

Eur. High Volatility:Eur. High Volatility:Eur. High Volatility:Eur. High Volatility: 13/113/113/113/1 1.62 97.21 0.01 2.16 1.11 1.581.62 97.21 0.01 2.16 1.11 1.581.62 97.21 0.01 2.16 1.11 1.581.62 97.21 0.01 2.16 1.11 1.58

Europe Crossover:Europe Crossover:Europe Crossover:Europe Crossover: 13/213/213/213/2 4.94 100.21 0.05 5.88 4.48 5.164.94 100.21 0.05 5.88 4.48 5.164.94 100.21 0.05 5.88 4.48 5.164.94 100.21 0.05 5.88 4.48 5.16

Asia ex-Japan IG:Asia ex-Japan IG:Asia ex-Japan IG:Asia ex-Japan IG: 13/113/113/113/1 1.19 99.13 0.01 1.72 0.87 1.201.19 99.13 0.01 1.72 0.87 1.201.19 99.13 0.01 1.72 0.87 1.201.19 99.13 0.01 1.72 0.87 1.20

Japan:Japan:Japan:Japan: 13/113/113/113/1 1.10 99.52 0.01 1.76 0.85 1.221.10 99.52 0.01 1.76 0.85 1.221.10 99.52 0.01 1.76 0.85 1.221.10 99.52 0.01 1.76 0.85 1.22

Note: Data as of August 19Note: Data as of August 19Note: Data as of August 19Note: Data as of August 19

Spreads
Spreads on five-
year swaps for
corporate debt;
based on Markit
iTraxx indexes.

In percentage points
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TrackingTrackingTrackingTracking
creditcreditcreditcredit
markets �markets �markets �markets �
dealmakersdealmakersdealmakersdealmakers

Dow Jones Industrial Average P/E: 14
LAST: 10213.62 t 57.59, or 0.56%

YEAR TO DATE: t 214.43, or 2.1%

OVER 52 WEEKS s 707.66, or 7.4%
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Stoxx Europe 50: Friday's best and worst...Stoxx Europe 50: Friday's best and worst...Stoxx Europe 50: Friday's best and worst...Stoxx Europe 50: Friday's best and worst...

PreviousPreviousPreviousPrevious
close, inclose, inclose, inclose, in STOCK PERFORMANCESTOCK PERFORMANCESTOCK PERFORMANCESTOCK PERFORMANCE

Company Country Industry Volume local currency Previous session YTD 52-weekCompany Country Industry Volume local currency Previous session YTD 52-weekCompany Country Industry Volume local currency Previous session YTD 52-weekCompany Country Industry Volume local currency Previous session YTD 52-week

BG GroupBG GroupBG GroupBG Group U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas 20,515,781 1,092U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas 20,515,781 1,092U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas 20,515,781 1,092U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas 20,515,781 1,092 5.97% -2.7% 1.9%-2.7% 1.9%-2.7% 1.9%-2.7% 1.9%

NokiaNokiaNokiaNokia FinlandFinlandFinlandFinland Telecommunications EquipmentTelecommunications EquipmentTelecommunications EquipmentTelecommunications Equipment 22,081,284 7.1622,081,284 7.1622,081,284 7.1622,081,284 7.16 1.491.491.491.49 -19.8 -18.4-19.8 -18.4-19.8 -18.4-19.8 -18.4

GlaxoSmithKlineGlaxoSmithKlineGlaxoSmithKlineGlaxoSmithKline U.K. Pharmaceuticals 10,054,563 1,207U.K. Pharmaceuticals 10,054,563 1,207U.K. Pharmaceuticals 10,054,563 1,207U.K. Pharmaceuticals 10,054,563 1,207 1.341.341.341.34 -8.6 -0.9-8.6 -0.9-8.6 -0.9-8.6 -0.9

BHP BillitonBHP BillitonBHP BillitonBHP Billiton U.K. General Mining 10,263,622 1,821U.K. General Mining 10,263,622 1,821U.K. General Mining 10,263,622 1,821U.K. General Mining 10,263,622 1,821 0.610.610.610.61 -8.7 14.5-8.7 14.5-8.7 14.5-8.7 14.5

BP PLCBP PLCBP PLCBP PLC U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas 50,435,207 388.35U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas 50,435,207 388.35U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas 50,435,207 388.35U.K. Integrated Oil & Gas 50,435,207 388.35 0.430.430.430.43 -35.3 -26.4-35.3 -26.4-35.3 -26.4-35.3 -26.4

L.M. Ericsson Telephone Series BL.M. Ericsson Telephone Series BL.M. Ericsson Telephone Series BL.M. Ericsson Telephone Series B Sweden Communications Technology 10,481,521 76.30Sweden Communications Technology 10,481,521 76.30Sweden Communications Technology 10,481,521 76.30Sweden Communications Technology 10,481,521 76.30 -2.74%-2.74%-2.74%-2.74% 15.8 11.515.8 11.515.8 11.515.8 11.5

UBSUBSUBSUBS Switzerland Banks 11,530,700 17.02Switzerland Banks 11,530,700 17.02Switzerland Banks 11,530,700 17.02Switzerland Banks 11,530,700 17.02 -2.46-2.46-2.46-2.46 6.0 -8.66.0 -8.66.0 -8.66.0 -8.6

AXAAXAAXAAXA France Full Line Insurance 11,240,065 12.59France Full Line Insurance 11,240,065 12.59France Full Line Insurance 11,240,065 12.59France Full Line Insurance 11,240,065 12.59 -2.44-2.44-2.44-2.44 -23.9 -19.5-23.9 -19.5-23.9 -19.5-23.9 -19.5

Intesa SanpaoloIntesa SanpaoloIntesa SanpaoloIntesa Sanpaolo Italy Banks 91,792,698 2.24Italy Banks 91,792,698 2.24Italy Banks 91,792,698 2.24Italy Banks 91,792,698 2.24 -2.29-2.29-2.29-2.29 -29.0 -19.1-29.0 -19.1-29.0 -19.1-29.0 -19.1

ArcelorMittalArcelorMittalArcelorMittalArcelorMittal France Iron & Steel 5,780,335 23.31France Iron & Steel 5,780,335 23.31France Iron & Steel 5,780,335 23.31France Iron & Steel 5,780,335 23.31 -2.22-2.22-2.22-2.22 -27.6 -8.8-27.6 -8.8-27.6 -8.8-27.6 -8.8

...And the rest of Europe's blue chips...And the rest of Europe's blue chips...And the rest of Europe's blue chips...And the rest of Europe's blue chips
Latest,Latest,Latest,Latest,
in localin localin localin local STOCK PERFORMANCESTOCK PERFORMANCESTOCK PERFORMANCESTOCK PERFORMANCE

Company/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-weekCompany/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-weekCompany/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-weekCompany/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-week

UniCreditUniCreditUniCreditUniCredit 282,490,622282,490,622282,490,622282,490,622 1.941.941.941.94 -0.05-0.05-0.05-0.05% -13.4% -17.3%% -13.4% -17.3%% -13.4% -17.3%% -13.4% -17.3%
Italy (Banks)Italy (Banks)Italy (Banks)Italy (Banks)
AstrazenecaAstrazenecaAstrazenecaAstrazeneca 2,748,364 3,2482,748,364 3,2482,748,364 3,2482,748,364 3,248 -0.09-0.09-0.09-0.09 11.6 15.711.6 15.711.6 15.711.6 15.7
U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)U.K. (Pharmaceuticals)
UnileverUnileverUnileverUnilever 5,548,7885,548,7885,548,7885,548,788 21.0021.0021.0021.00 -0.10-0.10-0.10-0.10 -7.7 5.6-7.7 5.6-7.7 5.6-7.7 5.6
Netherlands (Food Products)Netherlands (Food Products)Netherlands (Food Products)Netherlands (Food Products)
E.ON AGE.ON AGE.ON AGE.ON AG 10,123,50810,123,50810,123,50810,123,508 22.6622.6622.6622.66 -0.13-0.13-0.13-0.13 -22.5 -24.3-22.5 -24.3-22.5 -24.3-22.5 -24.3
Germany (Multiutilities)Germany (Multiutilities)Germany (Multiutilities)Germany (Multiutilities)
Rio TintoRio TintoRio TintoRio Tinto 5,709,8205,709,8205,709,8205,709,820 3,2853,2853,2853,285 -0.17-0.17-0.17-0.17 -3.1 37.0-3.1 37.0-3.1 37.0-3.1 37.0
U.K. (General Mining)U.K. (General Mining)U.K. (General Mining)U.K. (General Mining)
Sanofi-AventisSanofi-AventisSanofi-AventisSanofi-Aventis 4,369,4484,369,4484,369,4484,369,448 44.9744.9744.9744.97 -0.18-0.18-0.18-0.18 -18.3 -4.9-18.3 -4.9-18.3 -4.9-18.3 -4.9
France (Pharmaceuticals)France (Pharmaceuticals)France (Pharmaceuticals)France (Pharmaceuticals)
HSBC HoldingsHSBC HoldingsHSBC HoldingsHSBC Holdings 25,787,90525,787,90525,787,90525,787,905 634.20634.20634.20634.20 -0.20-0.20-0.20-0.20 -10.5 -3.8-10.5 -3.8-10.5 -3.8-10.5 -3.8
U.K. (Banks)U.K. (Banks)U.K. (Banks)U.K. (Banks)
DiageoDiageoDiageoDiageo 8,000,1428,000,1428,000,1428,000,142 1,0781,0781,0781,078 -0.37-0.37-0.37-0.37 -0.6 11.5-0.6 11.5-0.6 11.5-0.6 11.5
U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)U.K. (Distillers & Vintners)
SAP AGSAP AGSAP AGSAP AG 4,393,579 35.004,393,579 35.004,393,579 35.004,393,579 35.00 -0.37-0.37-0.37-0.37 6.0 5.46.0 5.46.0 5.46.0 5.4
Germany (Software)Germany (Software)Germany (Software)Germany (Software)
Royal Dutch Shell ARoyal Dutch Shell ARoyal Dutch Shell ARoyal Dutch Shell A 6,276,655 21.086,276,655 21.086,276,655 21.086,276,655 21.08 -0.40-0.40-0.40-0.40 -0.1 9.8-0.1 9.8-0.1 9.8-0.1 9.8
U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)U.K. (Integrated Oil & Gas)
ENIENIENIENI 22,046,24922,046,24922,046,24922,046,249 15.6615.6615.6615.66 -0.45-0.45-0.45-0.45 -12.0 -5.2-12.0 -5.2-12.0 -5.2-12.0 -5.2
Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)Italy (Integrated Oil & Gas)
France TelecomFrance TelecomFrance TelecomFrance Telecom 9,382,6849,382,6849,382,6849,382,684 16.1016.1016.1016.10 -0.46-0.46-0.46-0.46 -7.7 -9.3-7.7 -9.3-7.7 -9.3-7.7 -9.3
France (Fixed Line Telecommunications)France (Fixed Line Telecommunications)France (Fixed Line Telecommunications)France (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
NovartisNovartisNovartisNovartis 5,122,287 52.355,122,287 52.355,122,287 52.355,122,287 52.35 -0.57-0.57-0.57-0.57 -7.3 8.5-7.3 8.5-7.3 8.5-7.3 8.5
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
British American TobaccoBritish American TobaccoBritish American TobaccoBritish American Tobacco 2,769,245 2,1662,769,245 2,1662,769,245 2,1662,769,245 2,166 -0.57-0.57-0.57-0.57 7.4 14.67.4 14.67.4 14.67.4 14.6
U.K. (Tobacco)U.K. (Tobacco)U.K. (Tobacco)U.K. (Tobacco)
RWE AGRWE AGRWE AGRWE AG 2,261,705 53.382,261,705 53.382,261,705 53.382,261,705 53.38 -0.60-0.60-0.60-0.60 -21.5 -16.6-21.5 -16.6-21.5 -16.6-21.5 -16.6
Germany (Multiutilities)Germany (Multiutilities)Germany (Multiutilities)Germany (Multiutilities)
TescoTescoTescoTesco 11,655,79411,655,79411,655,79411,655,794 400.20400.20400.20400.20 -0.61-0.61-0.61-0.61 -6.5 8.3-6.5 8.3-6.5 8.3-6.5 8.3
U.K. (Food Retailers & Wholesalers)U.K. (Food Retailers & Wholesalers)U.K. (Food Retailers & Wholesalers)U.K. (Food Retailers & Wholesalers)
BarclaysBarclaysBarclaysBarclays 41,332,31141,332,31141,332,31141,332,311 317.40317.40317.40317.40 -0.63-0.63-0.63-0.63 15.0 -9.815.0 -9.815.0 -9.815.0 -9.8
U.K. (Banks)U.K. (Banks)U.K. (Banks)U.K. (Banks)
Deutsche BankDeutsche BankDeutsche BankDeutsche Bank 4,582,4794,582,4794,582,4794,582,479 50.8450.8450.8450.84 -0.68-0.68-0.68-0.68 2.9 5.72.9 5.72.9 5.72.9 5.7
Germany (Banks)Germany (Banks)Germany (Banks)Germany (Banks)
IberdrolaIberdrolaIberdrolaIberdrola 20,269,58520,269,58520,269,58520,269,585 5.395.395.395.39 -0.72-0.72-0.72-0.72 -19.1 -12.9-19.1 -12.9-19.1 -12.9-19.1 -12.9
Spain (Conventional Electricity)Spain (Conventional Electricity)Spain (Conventional Electricity)Spain (Conventional Electricity)
Vodafone GroupVodafone GroupVodafone GroupVodafone Group 92,518,34692,518,34692,518,34692,518,346 150.35150.35150.35150.35 -0.76-0.76-0.76-0.76 4.6 14.34.6 14.34.6 14.34.6 14.3
U.K. (Mobile Telecommunications)U.K. (Mobile Telecommunications)U.K. (Mobile Telecommunications)U.K. (Mobile Telecommunications)

Latest,Latest,Latest,Latest,
in localin localin localin local STOCK PERFORMANCESTOCK PERFORMANCESTOCK PERFORMANCESTOCK PERFORMANCE

Company/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-weekCompany/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-weekCompany/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-weekCompany/Country (Industry) Volume currency Latest YTD 52-week

Total S.A.Total S.A.Total S.A.Total S.A. 6,184,838 37.776,184,838 37.776,184,838 37.776,184,838 37.77 -0.80-0.80-0.80-0.80% -16.1% -5.0%% -16.1% -5.0%% -16.1% -5.0%% -16.1% -5.0%
France (Integrated Oil & Gas)France (Integrated Oil & Gas)France (Integrated Oil & Gas)France (Integrated Oil & Gas)
SiemensSiemensSiemensSiemens 3,700,5793,700,5793,700,5793,700,579 73.3873.3873.3873.38 -0.81-0.81-0.81-0.81 14.3 24.114.3 24.114.3 24.114.3 24.1
Germany (Diversified Industrials)Germany (Diversified Industrials)Germany (Diversified Industrials)Germany (Diversified Industrials)
Anglo AmericanAnglo AmericanAnglo AmericanAnglo American 3,713,571 2,3403,713,571 2,3403,713,571 2,3403,713,571 2,340 -0.85-0.85-0.85-0.85 -13.7 17.9-13.7 17.9-13.7 17.9-13.7 17.9
U.K. (General Mining)U.K. (General Mining)U.K. (General Mining)U.K. (General Mining)
Deutsche TelekomDeutsche TelekomDeutsche TelekomDeutsche Telekom 17,390,86317,390,86317,390,86317,390,863 10.1110.1110.1110.11 -0.98-0.98-0.98-0.98 -1.8 10.6-1.8 10.6-1.8 10.6-1.8 10.6
Germany (Mobile Telecommunications)Germany (Mobile Telecommunications)Germany (Mobile Telecommunications)Germany (Mobile Telecommunications)
Roche HoldingRoche HoldingRoche HoldingRoche Holding 2,226,711 139.702,226,711 139.702,226,711 139.702,226,711 139.70 -1.13-1.13-1.13-1.13 -20.5 -17.1-20.5 -17.1-20.5 -17.1-20.5 -17.1
Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)Switzerland (Pharmaceuticals)
Bayer AGBayer AGBayer AGBayer AG 3,004,171 46.733,004,171 46.733,004,171 46.733,004,171 46.73 -1.15-1.15-1.15-1.15 -16.5 6.2-16.5 6.2-16.5 6.2-16.5 6.2
Germany (Specialty Chemicals)Germany (Specialty Chemicals)Germany (Specialty Chemicals)Germany (Specialty Chemicals)
TelefonicaTelefonicaTelefonicaTelefonica 16,496,84116,496,84116,496,84116,496,841 17.1717.1717.1717.17 -1.24-1.24-1.24-1.24 -12.1 -1.8-12.1 -1.8-12.1 -1.8-12.1 -1.8
Spain (Fixed Line Telecommunications)Spain (Fixed Line Telecommunications)Spain (Fixed Line Telecommunications)Spain (Fixed Line Telecommunications)
ING GroepING GroepING GroepING Groep 21,995,87421,995,87421,995,87421,995,874 7.067.067.067.06 -1.29-1.29-1.29-1.29 2.3 -4.32.3 -4.32.3 -4.32.3 -4.3
Netherlands (Life Insurance)Netherlands (Life Insurance)Netherlands (Life Insurance)Netherlands (Life Insurance)
Assicurazioni GeneraliAssicurazioni GeneraliAssicurazioni GeneraliAssicurazioni Generali 6,415,626 14.396,415,626 14.396,415,626 14.396,415,626 14.39 -1.30-1.30-1.30-1.30 -23.5 -13.9-23.5 -13.9-23.5 -13.9-23.5 -13.9
Italy (Full Line Insurance)Italy (Full Line Insurance)Italy (Full Line Insurance)Italy (Full Line Insurance)
GDF SuezGDF SuezGDF SuezGDF Suez 4,303,841 24.974,303,841 24.974,303,841 24.974,303,841 24.97 -1.30-1.30-1.30-1.30 -17.5 -15.4-17.5 -15.4-17.5 -15.4-17.5 -15.4
France (Multiutilities)France (Multiutilities)France (Multiutilities)France (Multiutilities)
BNP ParibasBNP ParibasBNP ParibasBNP Paribas 3,956,983 51.023,956,983 51.023,956,983 51.023,956,983 51.02 -1.32-1.32-1.32-1.32 -8.7 -10.9-8.7 -10.9-8.7 -10.9-8.7 -10.9
France (Banks)France (Banks)France (Banks)France (Banks)
Societe GeneraleSociete GeneraleSociete GeneraleSociete Generale 3,612,845 41.103,612,845 41.103,612,845 41.103,612,845 41.10 -1.42-1.42-1.42-1.42 -16.0 -18.8-16.0 -18.8-16.0 -18.8-16.0 -18.8
France (Banks)France (Banks)France (Banks)France (Banks)
Credit Suisse GroupCredit Suisse GroupCredit Suisse GroupCredit Suisse Group 5,123,034 45.395,123,034 45.395,123,034 45.395,123,034 45.39 -1.45-1.45-1.45-1.45 -11.3 -16.3-11.3 -16.3-11.3 -16.3-11.3 -16.3
Switzerland (Banks)Switzerland (Banks)Switzerland (Banks)Switzerland (Banks)
Nestle S.A.Nestle S.A.Nestle S.A.Nestle S.A. 7,484,0637,484,0637,484,0637,484,063 52.1552.1552.1552.15 -1.60-1.60-1.60-1.60 3.9 20.43.9 20.43.9 20.43.9 20.4
Switzerland (Food Products)Switzerland (Food Products)Switzerland (Food Products)Switzerland (Food Products)
Daimler AGDaimler AGDaimler AGDaimler AG 4,887,6854,887,6854,887,6854,887,685 39.2339.2339.2339.23 -1.63-1.63-1.63-1.63 5.4 19.05.4 19.05.4 19.05.4 19.0
Germany (Automobiles)Germany (Automobiles)Germany (Automobiles)Germany (Automobiles)
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya ArgentariaBanco Bilbao Vizcaya ArgentariaBanco Bilbao Vizcaya ArgentariaBanco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria 21,318,92721,318,92721,318,92721,318,927 9.679.679.679.67 -1.65-1.65-1.65-1.65 -24.0 -19.1-24.0 -19.1-24.0 -19.1-24.0 -19.1
Spain (Banks)Spain (Banks)Spain (Banks)Spain (Banks)
Banco SantanderBanco SantanderBanco SantanderBanco Santander 37,482,39037,482,39037,482,39037,482,390 9.199.199.199.19 -1.73-1.73-1.73-1.73 -20.5 -12.5-20.5 -12.5-20.5 -12.5-20.5 -12.5
Spain (Banks)Spain (Banks)Spain (Banks)Spain (Banks)
ABB Ltd.ABB Ltd.ABB Ltd.ABB Ltd. 8,709,2278,709,2278,709,2278,709,227 19.8019.8019.8019.80 -2.08-2.08-2.08-2.08 1.9 1.51.9 1.51.9 1.51.9 1.5
Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)Switzerland (Industrial Machinery)
BASFn.DEBASFn.DEBASFn.DEBASFn.DE 4,704,7784,704,7784,704,7784,704,778 42.5542.5542.5542.55 -2.12-2.12-2.12-2.12 -2.1 17.5-2.1 17.5-2.1 17.5-2.1 17.5
BASFn.DE (BASFn.DE)BASFn.DE (BASFn.DE)BASFn.DE (BASFn.DE)BASFn.DE (BASFn.DE)
Allianz SEAllianz SEAllianz SEAllianz SE 3,825,943 82.463,825,943 82.463,825,943 82.463,825,943 82.46 -2.12-2.12-2.12-2.12 -5.4 6.7-5.4 6.7-5.4 6.7-5.4 6.7
Germany (Full Line Insurance)Germany (Full Line Insurance)Germany (Full Line Insurance)Germany (Full Line Insurance)

Sources: Thomson ReutersSources: Thomson ReutersSources: Thomson ReutersSources: Thomson Reuters

DJIA component stocksDJIA component stocksDJIA component stocksDJIA component stocks
Volume,Volume,Volume,Volume, CHANGECHANGECHANGECHANGE

Stock Symbol in millions Latest Points PercentageStock Symbol in millions Latest Points PercentageStock Symbol in millions Latest Points PercentageStock Symbol in millions Latest Points Percentage

AT&TAT&TAT&TAT&T TTTT 35.635.635.635.6 $26.45 –0.52$26.45 –0.52$26.45 –0.52$26.45 –0.52 –1.93%–1.93%–1.93%–1.93%
AlcoaAlcoaAlcoaAlcoa AAAAAAAA 16.816.816.816.8 10.57 –0.0910.57 –0.0910.57 –0.0910.57 –0.09 –0.84–0.84–0.84–0.84
AmExpressAmExpressAmExpressAmExpress AXPAXPAXPAXP 7.97.97.97.9 40.76 –0.2040.76 –0.2040.76 –0.2040.76 –0.20 –0.49–0.49–0.49–0.49
BankAmBankAmBankAmBankAm BACBACBACBAC 164.2164.2164.2164.2 12.87 –0.1512.87 –0.1512.87 –0.1512.87 –0.15 –1.15–1.15–1.15–1.15
BoeingBoeingBoeingBoeing BABABABA 3.93.93.93.9 64.60 –0.0264.60 –0.0264.60 –0.0264.60 –0.02 –0.03–0.03–0.03–0.03
CaterpillarCaterpillarCaterpillarCaterpillar CATCATCATCAT 8.08.08.08.0 68.86 –0.4368.86 –0.4368.86 –0.4368.86 –0.43 –0.62–0.62–0.62–0.62
ChevronChevronChevronChevron CVXCVXCVXCVX 9.39.39.39.3 75.05 –0.7975.05 –0.7975.05 –0.7975.05 –0.79 –1.04–1.04–1.04–1.04
CiscoSysCiscoSysCiscoSysCiscoSys CSCOCSCOCSCOCSCO 54.654.654.654.6 22.23 0.0122.23 0.0122.23 0.0122.23 0.01 0.050.050.050.05
CocaColaCocaColaCocaColaCocaCola KOKOKOKO 9.69.69.69.6 55.30 0.0255.30 0.0255.30 0.0255.30 0.02 0.040.040.040.04
DisneyDisneyDisneyDisney DISDISDISDIS 8.68.68.68.6 33.05 –0.1433.05 –0.1433.05 –0.1433.05 –0.14 –0.42–0.42–0.42–0.42
DuPontDuPontDuPontDuPont DDDDDDDD 4.94.94.94.9 40.34 –0.2540.34 –0.2540.34 –0.2540.34 –0.25 –0.62–0.62–0.62–0.62
ExxonMobilExxonMobilExxonMobilExxonMobil XOMXOMXOMXOM 21.021.021.021.0 58.89 –0.4058.89 –0.4058.89 –0.4058.89 –0.40 –0.67–0.67–0.67–0.67
GenElecGenElecGenElecGenElec GEGEGEGE 65.365.365.365.3 15.03 –0.2215.03 –0.2215.03 –0.2215.03 –0.22 –1.44–1.44–1.44–1.44
HewlettPkHewlettPkHewlettPkHewlettPk HPQHPQHPQHPQ 38.838.838.838.8 39.85 –0.9139.85 –0.9139.85 –0.9139.85 –0.91 –2.23–2.23–2.23–2.23
HomeDptHomeDptHomeDptHomeDpt HDHDHDHD 12.412.412.412.4 28.17 –0.0528.17 –0.0528.17 –0.0528.17 –0.05 –0.18–0.18–0.18–0.18
IntelIntelIntelIntel INTCINTCINTCINTC 94.894.894.894.8 18.91 0.0118.91 0.0118.91 0.0118.91 0.01 0.050.050.050.05
IBMIBMIBMIBM IBMIBMIBMIBM 6.26.26.26.2 127.50 –1.40127.50 –1.40127.50 –1.40127.50 –1.40 –1.09–1.09–1.09–1.09
JPMorgChasJPMorgChasJPMorgChasJPMorgChas JPMJPMJPMJPM 30.930.930.930.9 37.14 0.0737.14 0.0737.14 0.0737.14 0.07 0.190.190.190.19
JohnsJohnsJohnsJohnsJohnsJohnsJohnsJohns JNJJNJJNJJNJ 11.311.311.311.3 58.74 0.0258.74 0.0258.74 0.0258.74 0.02 0.030.030.030.03
KftFoodsKftFoodsKftFoodsKftFoods KFTKFTKFTKFT 9.89.89.89.8 29.10 –0.0329.10 –0.0329.10 –0.0329.10 –0.03 –0.10–0.10–0.10–0.10
McDonaldsMcDonaldsMcDonaldsMcDonalds MCDMCDMCDMCD 5.55.55.55.5 73.08 0.1173.08 0.1173.08 0.1173.08 0.11 0.150.150.150.15
MerckMerckMerckMerck MRKMRKMRKMRK 12.212.212.212.2 34.44 –0.2734.44 –0.2734.44 –0.2734.44 –0.27 –0.78–0.78–0.78–0.78
MicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoftMicrosoft MSFTMSFTMSFTMSFT 49.549.549.549.5 24.23 –0.2124.23 –0.2124.23 –0.2124.23 –0.21 –0.86–0.86–0.86–0.86
PfizerPfizerPfizerPfizer PFEPFEPFEPFE 49.149.149.149.1 15.92 –0.1115.92 –0.1115.92 –0.1115.92 –0.11 –0.69–0.69–0.69–0.69
ProctGambProctGambProctGambProctGamb PGPGPGPG 12.112.112.112.1 59.98 –0.2159.98 –0.2159.98 –0.2159.98 –0.21 –0.35–0.35–0.35–0.35
3M3M3M3M MMMMMMMMMMMM 4.44.44.44.4 80.66 –1.1580.66 –1.1580.66 –1.1580.66 –1.15 –1.41–1.41–1.41–1.41
TravelersCosTravelersCosTravelersCosTravelersCos TRVTRVTRVTRV 4.64.64.64.6 50.09 0.2550.09 0.2550.09 0.2550.09 0.25 0.500.500.500.50
UnitedTechUnitedTechUnitedTechUnitedTech UTXUTXUTXUTX 3.83.83.83.8 68.12 –0.3968.12 –0.3968.12 –0.3968.12 –0.39 –0.57–0.57–0.57–0.57
VerizonVerizonVerizonVerizon VZVZVZVZ 17.317.317.317.3 29.37 –0.2529.37 –0.2529.37 –0.2529.37 –0.25 –0.84–0.84–0.84–0.84

WalMartWalMartWalMartWalMart WMTWMTWMTWMT 11.711.711.711.7 50.2250.2250.2250.22 0.160.160.160.16 0.320.320.320.32

Source: WSJ Market Data GroupSource: WSJ Market Data GroupSource: WSJ Market Data GroupSource: WSJ Market Data Group

Credit-default swaps:Credit-default swaps:Credit-default swaps:Credit-default swaps: European companiesEuropean companiesEuropean companiesEuropean companies
At its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-andAt its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-andAt its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-andAt its most basic, the pricing of credit-default swaps measures how much a buyer has to pay to purchase-and
how much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives ahow much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives ahow much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives ahow much a seller demands to sell-protection from default on an issuer's debt. The snapshot below gives a
sense which way the market was moving yesterday.sense which way the market was moving yesterday.sense which way the market was moving yesterday.sense which way the market was moving yesterday.

Showing the biggest improvement...Showing the biggest improvement...Showing the biggest improvement...Showing the biggest improvement...
CHANGE, in basis pointsCHANGE, in basis pointsCHANGE, in basis pointsCHANGE, in basis points

YesterdayYesterdayYesterdayYesterday YesterdayYesterdayYesterdayYesterday Five-day 28-dayFive-day 28-dayFive-day 28-dayFive-day 28-day

ITVITVITVITV 235235235235 –34–34–34–34 –27 –25–27 –25–27 –25–27 –25

Caja de Ahorros delCaja de Ahorros delCaja de Ahorros delCaja de Ahorros del
MediterraneoMediterraneoMediterraneoMediterraneo 557557557557 –30–30–30–30 –38 –81–38 –81–38 –81–38 –81

HavasHavasHavasHavas 212212212212 –11–11–11–11 –32 –71–32 –71–32 –71–32 –71

Cir Spa Cie IndustrialiCir Spa Cie IndustrialiCir Spa Cie IndustrialiCir Spa Cie Industriali
RiuniteRiuniteRiuniteRiunite 514514514514 –7–7–7–7 –7 –44–7 –44–7 –44–7 –44

Wind Acquisition FinWind Acquisition FinWind Acquisition FinWind Acquisition Fin 579579579579 –5–5–5–5 –68 –98–68 –98–68 –98–68 –98

RhodiaRhodiaRhodiaRhodia 321321321321 –4–4–4–4 –25 –51–25 –51–25 –51–25 –51

HammersonHammersonHammersonHammerson 136136136136 –3–3–3–3 –43 –48–43 –48–43 –48–43 –48

AegonAegonAegonAegon 169169169169 –3–3–3–3 –20 –24–20 –24–20 –24–20 –24

TNTTNTTNTTNT 132132132132 –3–3–3–3 –7 43–7 43–7 43–7 43

Rentokil Initial 1927Rentokil Initial 1927Rentokil Initial 1927Rentokil Initial 1927 141141141141 –3–3–3–3 –14 7–14 7–14 7–14 7

And the most deteriorationAnd the most deteriorationAnd the most deteriorationAnd the most deterioration
CHANGE, in basis pointsCHANGE, in basis pointsCHANGE, in basis pointsCHANGE, in basis points

YesterdayYesterdayYesterdayYesterday YesterdayYesterdayYesterdayYesterday Five-day 28-dayFive-day 28-dayFive-day 28-dayFive-day 28-day

PeugeotPeugeotPeugeotPeugeot 288288288288 9999 –13 –29–13 –29–13 –29–13 –29

Grohe HldgGrohe HldgGrohe HldgGrohe Hldg 841841841841 9999 –32 12–32 12–32 12–32 12

Brit AwysBrit AwysBrit AwysBrit Awys 535535535535 10101010 4 334 334 334 33

RallyeRallyeRallyeRallye 558558558558 10101010 –6 –23–6 –23–6 –23–6 –23

TUITUITUITUI 740740740740 14141414 –14 4–14 4–14 4–14 4

NXPNXPNXPNXP 913913913913 14141414 –39 70–39 70–39 70–39 70

RenaultRenaultRenaultRenault 283283283283 14141414 –4 –26–4 –26–4 –26–4 –26

HeidelbergCementHeidelbergCementHeidelbergCementHeidelbergCement 425425425425 18181818 7 197 197 197 19

XstrataXstrataXstrataXstrata 239239239239 19191919 26 2326 2326 2326 23

Codere Fin LuxembourgCodere Fin LuxembourgCodere Fin LuxembourgCodere Fin Luxembourg 708708708708 19191919 –45 2–45 2–45 2–45 2

Source: Markit GroupSource: Markit GroupSource: Markit GroupSource: Markit Group
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Behind Asia’s deals: Bank revenues from equity capital markets

Behind every IPO,
follow-on or
convertible equity
offering is one or
more investment
banks. At right,
investment banks
historical and year-
to-date revenues
from global equity-
capital-market
(ECM) deals

Source: Dealogic
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Israelis, Palestinians set to talk
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu and Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas agreed to a U.S.
proposal that they meet in Washing-
ton on Sept. 2 to launch long-stalled
direct peace talks, a gamble that
will put the credibility of all three
parties on the line.

U.S. officials said they hope to
have a peace deal in a year and ap-
pear to have set a high bar: Secre-
tary of State Hillary Clinton, speak-
ing Friday in Washington officially
inviting the sides to talk, said nego-
tiations would seek to resolve “all
final-status issues.” That refers to
the most sensitive issues, including
the borders of a Palestinian state,
the fate of millions of Palestinian
refugees and the status of East
Jerusalem, which Palestinians claim
as the capital of their future state.

Mr. Netanyahu said Sunday a fu-
ture Palestinian state would have to
be demilitarized, recognize Israel as
the homeland of the Jewish people
and respect Israel’s vital security in-
terests, the Associated Press said.
He outlined his opening position for
talks and said a peace agreement
would be “difficult but possible.”

A resumption of talks would end
a 20-month hiatus. But the Obama
administration faces political obsta-
cles on both sides of the negotiating
table that will make clinching a
meaningful deal difficult. U.S. offi-
cials are concerned about the moti-
vations of Mr. Netanyahu as well as
the bitter splits among the Palestin-
ian leadership.

Still, a deal to restart talks
marks a notable achievement for the
Obama administration, whose diplo-
mats have toiled to bring together
two leaders who have appeared to
show little interest in talking to
each other.

The end game should come in
late 2011, just as the 2012 presiden-
tial campaign begins in earnest. The
announcement could also provide a
small lift ahead of November mid-
term elections. Mr. Obama has taken
heat from U.S. Jewish groups, and
many evangelical Christians, who
say he has been too tough on Israel.

Pushing ahead with talks now is

“a high-risk gamble,” said Matthew
Brooks, executive director of the Re-
publican Jewish Coalition, an advo-
cacy group. “This is a big push of
the chips into the middle of the ta-
ble by this administration.”

Mrs. Clinton said the U.S. be-
lieves a deal could be completed
within a year, but stopped short of
saying the U.S. was setting a dead-
line. She sought to reassure both
sides, meeting a key Israeli demand
by saying renewed talks would be-
gin without preconditions. Her plan
to address final-status issues ad-
dresses Palestinians’ concerns about
following a piecemeal approach.

Mr. Abbas accepted the invita-
tion after a late-night meeting Fri-
day with his leadership in the West
Bank city of Ramallah.

The talks will begin with a din-
ner in Washington on Sept. 1, Mrs.
Clinton said, for which invitations
have been extended to Messrs. Ab-
bas and Netanyahu, Jordan’s King
Abdullah and Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak. The talks will offi-
cially launch the next day. Details of
how they will proceed after that re-
main unclear.

From the first days of his admin-
istration, Mr. Obama promised a
sustained effort to reach a peace ac-
cord. That effort has flagged, and
Mr. Obama has faced new tensions
over the U.S.’s traditional support of
Israel amid that country’s new hous-
ing construction in East Jerusalem,
its use of lethal force against a
Turkish flotilla seeking to break a
blockade of Gaza and its tough line
on Iran.

The White House also faces deep
skepticism, including among some
Obama administration officials,
about Mr. Netanyahu’s commitment
to a peace deal.

Some top ministers from Mr. Ne-
tanyahu’s Likud party have sug-
gested Mr. Netanyahu is entertain-
ing peace talks mostly to maintain a
smooth relationship with Washing-
ton, especially at a time of height-
ened concern over Iran’s nuclear
program.

The top seven cabinet ministers
who comprise the decision-making
circle within Mr. Netanyahu’s gov-
ernment don’t believe it is possible
to reach a final peace deal with the
Palestinians in the near future, ac-

cording to cabinet ministers and Ne-
tanyahu administration officials.

“No one really thinks the peace
talks will succeed. But this is how
the world judges us, and so we have
no choice but to go through with
the dance,” said a senior minister in
Mr. Netanyahu’s government.

White House peace envoy George
Mitchell has said he believes Mr. Ne-
tanyahu’s commitment is genuine,
both in public and in private meet-
ings with Western diplomats, say
people familiar with the matter. And
Mr. Netanyahu has vowed to sur-
prise those who doubt his commit-
ment to peace.

Mr. Netanyahu opposes the es-
tablishment of East Jerusalem as
the capital of a Palestinian state; in-
sists Israeli must retain large
swaths of the West Bank, including
parts of the Jordan Valley, as part of
any peace deal; and opposes even a
limited token right of return for Pal-
estinian refugees. All these posi-
tions are nonstarters for the Pales-
tinians, Palestinian leaders say.

—Jonathan Weisman
in Washington

contributed to this article.

By Charles Levinson in
Jerusalem and Adam Entous

in Washington

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu attends a weekly cabinet meeting in Jerusalem on Sunday.
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Floods spread further south in Pakistan
The flooding in Pakistan has

spread further south, forcing tens of
thousands more people to flee and
stretching aid efforts on the ground.

More than $800 million has now
been pledged to help the country
cope with the flooding, and the re-
lief situation has begun to improve
with the arrival of international
help, but officials say it is still inad-
equate to cope with the scale of the
devastation.

The floodwaters are expected to
recede around the country in the
next few days as they empty into
the Arabian Sea to the south, offi-
cials said.

Government officials said Sunday
that floods have ravaged at least
four districts in Sindh province, in-
cluding urban areas, forcing about
200,000 people to flee to higher
ground. Dozens of villages have
been marooned by the Indus river,
which breached dykes in Hyderabad
and Thatta districts on Sunday.

“We have diverted our resources
for rescue operations to the south,”
said Saleh Farooqui, director gen-
eral of the disaster-management au-
thority in southern Sindh province.

Floodwaters broke through em-

bankments on Sunday and entered
Shadadkot, in northern Sindh, forc-
ing thousands to flee their homes
and seek shelter in the highlands.

More than 20 million people
have been affected by the flood-

ing—the worst in the country’s his-
tory—which started three weeks ago
in northern Pakistan. More than
one-fifth of Pakistan’s territory has
been affected by the floods.

The waters have receded in many
areas in the southern part of Punjab
province, and people have started
returning to their villages. Pakistani
and international aid groups esti-
mate that millions of dollars will be
needed to help some nine million
people displaced by the flood. Most
have lost everything and must re-
start their lives from scratch.

The United Nations warns that
about 4.5 million people living in
cramped makeshift camps and
school buildings are at risk because
of poor hygiene and sanitation. The
destruction of farmlands and crops
has raised fears of an acute shortage
of food in the coming months.

The government’s response has
stoked anger against President Asif
Ali Zardari, who has been criticized
for going on a foreign trip at the
height of the devastation.

BY ZAHID HUSSAIN

A child gets care at a medical center in Pakistan’s Punjab province on Saturday.
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WORLD NEWS

‘Feeble’
security
is blamed
in art heist

CAIRO—None of the alarms and
only seven out of 43 surveillance
cameras were working at a Cairo
museum where a Vincent van Gogh
painting was stolen, Egypt’s top
prosecutor said Sunday.

Thieves made off with the canvas,
known by the titles of “Poppy Flow-
ers” and “Vase with Flowers,” on
Saturday from the Mahmoud Khalil
Museum in the Egyptian capital.

Prosecutor-general Abdel-Meguid
Mahmoud told Egypt’s state news
agency Sunday that the thieves used
a box cutter to remove the painting
from its frame. He blamed the heist
on the museum’s lax security mea-
sures, calling them “for the most
part feeble and superficial.”

The museum guards’ daily rounds
at closing time were inadequate and
didn’t meet minimum security re-
quirements to protect internationally
renowned works of art, he said.

Mr. Mahmoud added that his of-
fice had warned Egypt’s museums to
implement stricter security controls
after nine paintings were stolen last
year from another Cairo institute,
the Mohammed Ali Museum. Similar
security lapses were to blame in that
theft.

Fifteen Egyptian officials, includ-
ing the director of the Khalil mu-
seum, Reem Bahir, and the head of
the fine arts department at the Min-
istry of Culture, have been barred
from leaving Egypt until the investi-
gation into the painting’s theft is
complete, Mr. Mahmoud said. He
didn’t elaborate.

The Khalil museum declined to
comment on the prosecutor-general’s
statements, saying only that the in-
vestigation was still under way.

On Saturday, Egypt’s minister of
culture, Farouk Hosni, said that po-
lice had confiscated the painting
from an Italian couple at Cairo air-
port hours after it was stolen.

But Mr. Hosni later backtracked,
saying his announcement was based
on “false and incorrect” information.
He said authorities were still search-
ing for the missing painting, which
he said is valued at an estimated $50
million. It wasn’t clear what caused
the confusion over the artwork’s fate.

This is the second time this
painting by the Dutch-born postim-
pressionist has been stolen from the
Khalil museum.

Thieves first made off with the
canvas in 1978, before authorities re-
covered it two years later at an un-
disclosed location in Kuwait. Offi-
cials have never fully revealed the
details of that theft.

The 30-by-30-centimeter canvas,
believed to have been painted in
1887, resembles a flower scene by
the French artist Adolphe Monticelli,
whose work deeply affected van
Gogh.

The Monticelli painting also is
part of the Khalil collection.

Associated Press

This is the second time this
particular Van Gogh
painting was stolen from
the Egyptian museum.
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Justin Jones tel: +44 0203 426 1167; email: justin.jones@dowjones.com

Andfs. Espanya EU EQ AND 08/19 EUR 11.88 -14.6 -3.5 -5.9
Andfs. Estats Units US EQ AND 08/19 USD 13.74 -8.5 3.3 -11.0
Andfs. Europa EU EQ AND 08/19 EUR 7.07 -9.8 1.4 -9.4
Andfs. Franca EU EQ AND 08/19 EUR 8.71 -10.5 1.5 -10.2
Andfs. Japo JP EQ AND 08/19 JPY 458.72 -10.3 -7.4 -14.4
Andfs. Plus Dollars US BA AND 08/19 USD 9.42 -0.3 6.1 -2.7
Andfs. RF Dolars US BD AND 08/19 USD 11.90 4.0 7.8 2.7
Andfs. RF Euros EU BD AND 08/19 EUR 11.09 2.5 5.4 2.2
Andorfons EU BD AND 08/19 EUR 14.78 2.0 5.7 1.8
Andorfons Alternative Premium GL EQ AND 06/30 EUR 100.65 1.7 5.3 -6.3
Andorfons Mix 30 EU BA AND 08/19 EUR 9.54 -0.2 5.9 -4.4
Andorfons Mix 60 EU BA AND 08/19 EUR 8.91 -3.8 4.6 -10.4

n CHARTERED ASSET MANAGEMENT PTE LTD - TEL NO: 65-6835-8866
Fax No: 65-6835 8865, Website: www.cam.com.sg, Email: cam@cam.com.sg
CAM-GTF Limited AS EQ MUS 08/13 USD 335412.05 22.2 62.3 24.0

n DJE INVESTMENT S.A.
internet: www.dje.lu email: info@dje.lu phone:+00 352 269 2522 0 fax:+00 352 269 25252
DJE Real Estate P OT EQ LUX 08/20 EUR 8.96 1.2 2.0 -3.3
DJE-Absolut P GL EQ LUX 08/20 EUR 208.63 1.9 13.1 -0.4
DJE-Alpha Glbl P EU BA LUX 08/20 EUR 173.69 -2.5 7.8 -1.3
DJE-Div& Substanz P EU EQ LUX 08/20 EUR 221.23 2.9 14.3 3.2
DJE-Gold&Resourc P OT EQ LUX 08/20 EUR 199.97 17.4 39.2 13.6
DJE-Renten Glbl P EU BD LUX 08/20 EUR 137.15 5.0 7.7 6.3
LuxPro-Dragon I AS EQ LUX 07/20 EUR 144.57 -8.5 5.0 7.6
LuxPro-Dragon P AS EQ LUX 07/20 EUR 140.29 -8.8 4.4 7.0
LuxTopic-Aktien Europa EU EQ LUX 08/20 EUR 17.06 -3.7 6.4 2.0
LuxTopic-Pacific AS EQ LUX 08/20 EUR 19.31 17.9 38.2 8.4

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
Sel Emerg Mkt Debt GL BD GGY 12/31 USD 350.10 42.6 54.7 6.4
Sel Emerg Mkt Equity GL EQ GGY 12/31 USD 207.66 63.0 73.6 -11.3
Sel Euro Equity EUR OT OT GGY 12/31 EUR 96.29 32.6 27.0 -17.7
Sel European Equity EU EQ GGY 12/31 USD 181.94 42.7 49.9 -16.8
Sel Glob Equity GL EQ GGY 12/31 USD 189.25 35.2 42.1 -15.7
Sel Glob Fxd Inc GL BD GGY 12/31 USD 143.46 11.4 15.8 -1.4
Sel Pacific Equity AS EQ GGY 12/31 USD 143.75 68.5 80.5 -7.1
Sel US Equity US EQ GGY 12/31 USD 123.56 24.0 30.0 -14.2
Sel US Sm Cap Eq US EQ GGY 12/31 USD 168.82 30.1 42.6 -14.8

n HSBC Trinkaus Investment Managers SA
E-Mail: funds@hsbctrinkaus.lu
Telephone: 352 - 47 18471
Prosperity Return Fund A JP BD LUX 08/16 JPY 10279.09 3.6 NS NS
Prosperity Return Fund B EU BD LUX 08/16 JPY 9024.92 -8.7 NS NS
Prosperity Return Fund C EU BD LUX 08/16 USD 94.55 -2.0 NS NS
Prosperity Return Fund D EU BD LUX 08/16 EUR 112.09 14.8 NS NS
Renaissance Hgh Grade Bd A JP BD LUX 08/16 JPY 10354.01 4.6 NS NS
Renaissance Hgh Grade Bd B EU BD LUX 08/16 JPY 9032.16 -8.4 NS NS
Renaissance Hgh Grade Bd C EU BD LUX 08/16 USD 94.01 -1.6 NS NS
Renaissance Hgh Grade Bd D EU BD LUX 08/16 EUR 107.53 10.5 NS NS

n MP ASSET MANAGEMENT INC.
Tel: + 386 1 587 47 77
MP-BALKAN.SI EU EQ SVN 08/19 EUR 21.18 -13.1 -13.7 -33.7
MP-TURKEY.SI OT OT SVN 08/19 EUR 43.41 25.8 46.0 4.5

n PAREX ASSET MANAGEMENT IPAS
Republikas square 2a, Riga, LV-1522, Latvia

www.parexgroup.com Tel: +371 67010810
Parex Eastern Europ Bal OT OT LVA 08/19 EUR 14.91 11.5 19.8 4.2
Parex Eastern Europ Bd EU BD LVA 08/19 USD 16.75 14.4 25.9 9.2
Parex Russian Eq EE EQ LVA 08/19 USD 21.12 8.2 38.5 -7.1

n PICTET & CIE, ROUTE DES ACACIAS 60, CH-1211 GENEVA 73
Tel: + 41 (58) 323 3000 Web: www.pictetfunds.com
Pictet-Agriculture-P EUR GL EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 136.19 12.3 31.6 NS
Pictet-Asian Eq ExJpn-I USD AS EQ LUX 08/20 USD 172.93 -1.4 17.0 0.7
Pictet-Asian Eq ExJpn-P USD AS EQ LUX 08/20 USD 163.71 -1.9 16.0 -0.2
Pictet-Biotech-P USD OT EQ LUX 08/19 USD 256.26 -9.5 -7.6 -17.1
Pictet-CHF Liquidity-P CH MM LUX 08/19 CHF 124.12 -0.1 -0.1 0.2
Pictet-CHF Liquidity-P dy CH MM LUX 08/19 CHF 93.33 -0.1 -0.1 0.2
Pictet-Conv. Bonds-P EUR EU BD LUX 08/19 EUR 99.46 NS NS NS
Pictet-Digital Comm-P USD OT EQ LUX 08/19 USD 119.35 2.1 19.9 6.4
Pictet-Eastern Europe-P EUR EU EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 359.08 14.2 49.4 -0.5
Pictet-Emerging Markets-P USD GL EQ LUX 08/20 USD 523.38 -1.9 19.2 -1.7
Pictet-Eu Equities Sel-P EUR EU EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 415.95 2.0 16.1 -3.8
Pictet-EUR Bonds-P EU BD LUX 08/19 EUR 410.18 6.7 7.6 6.3
Pictet-EUR Bonds-Pdy EU BD LUX 08/19 EUR 300.79 6.7 7.6 6.3
Pictet-EUR Corporate Bonds-P EU BD LUX 08/19 EUR 156.18 5.6 9.5 9.0
Pictet-EUR Corporate Bonds-Pdy EU BD LUX 08/19 EUR 105.87 5.6 9.5 9.0
Pictet-EUR High Yield-P EU BD LUX 08/19 EUR 162.33 11.0 24.8 10.4
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Pictet-Glo Emerging Debt-P USD GL BD LUX 08/19 USD 269.66 10.9 18.2 15.6
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Pictet-Greater China-P USD AS EQ LUX 08/20 USD 338.35 -3.6 11.1 4.3
Pictet-Indian Equities-P USD EA EQ LUX 08/20 USD 386.92 7.3 32.9 9.6
Pictet-Japan Index-P JPY JP EQ LUX 08/20 JPY 8128.88 -8.5 -11.7 -17.2
Pictet-Japanese Eq 130/30-P JPY JP EQ LUX 08/20 JPY 4057.37 -8.1 -10.3 -16.5
Pictet-Japanese Eq Sel-I JPY JP EQ LUX 08/20 JPY 7039.63 -9.1 -12.4 -20.3
Pictet-Japanese Eq Sel-P JPY JP EQ LUX 08/20 JPY 6800.29 -9.5 -12.9 -20.8
Pictet-MENA-P USD OT OT LUX 08/18 USD 46.93 4.7 -0.6 NS
Pictet-Pac (ExJpn) Idx-P USD AS EQ LUX 08/20 USD 259.80 -4.9 12.5 2.4
Pictet-Piclife-P CHF CH BA LUX 08/19 CHF 784.65 -0.8 3.8 -0.5
Pictet-Premium Brands-P EUR OT EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 76.80 17.6 39.3 11.3
Pictet-Russian Equities-P USD EE EQ LUX 08/19 USD 66.21 2.8 49.0 -4.8
Pictet-Security-P USD GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 103.64 4.1 20.2 4.0
Pictet-Small Cap Europe-P EUR EU EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 488.95 8.0 20.5 -1.3
Pictet-Timber-P USD GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 104.63 -1.8 16.9 NS
Pictet-USA Index-P USD US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 87.98 -2.9 9.0 -6.6
Pictet-USD Government Bonds-P US BD LUX 08/19 USD 548.74 8.1 7.8 6.4
Pictet-USD Government Bonds-Pdy US BD LUX 08/19 USD 392.36 8.1 7.8 6.4
Pictet-USD Liquidity-P US MM LUX 08/19 USD 131.13 0.1 0.1 0.7
Pictet-USD Liquidity-Pdy US MM LUX 08/19 USD 84.91 0.1 0.1 0.7
Pictet-USD Sovereign Liq-P US MM LUX 08/19 USD 101.61 0.1 0.0 0.7
Pictet-USD Sovereign Liq-Pdy US MM LUX 08/19 USD 100.11 0.1 0.0 0.7
Pictet-Water-P EUR GL EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 134.59 8.6 20.0 -0.8
Pictet-World Gvt Bonds-P USD EU BD LUX 08/20 USD 172.92 4.8 5.7 7.3
Pictet-World Gvt Bonds-Pdy USD EU BD LUX 08/20 USD 140.23 4.8 5.7 7.3

n POLAR CAPITAL PARTNERS LIMITED
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited PH - 353 1 670 660 Fax - 353 1 670 1185
Global Technology OT EQ IRL 08/19 USD 13.79 2.5 24.6 5.3
Japan Fund USD JP EQ IRL 08/20 USD 15.90 0.1 -4.7 4.8
Polar Healthcare Class I USD OT EQ IRL 08/19 USD 11.78 -7.8 3.4 NS
Polar Healthcare Class R USD OT EQ IRL 08/19 USD 11.72 -8.1 2.9 NS

n Hemisphere Management (Ireland) Limited

Discovery USD A OT OT CYM 07/30 USD 105.78 10.8 12.5 12.2
Elbrus USD A GL EQ CYM 07/30 USD 10.65 35.9 -24.7 -17.9
Europn Conviction USD B EU EQ CYM 07/30 USD 134.92 -1.8 4.4 9.7
Europn Forager USD B EU EQ CYM 07/30 USD 227.24 1.5 12.8 8.5
Latin America USD A GL EQ CYM 04/30 USD 14.21 2.2 -4.7 14.7
Paragon Limited USD A EU EQ CYM 11/28 USD 324.09 12.7 12.7 14.2
UK Fund USD A OT OT CYM 07/30 USD 181.06 -1.6 3.3 4.8

n PT CIPTADANA ASSET MANAGEMENT
Tel: +6221 25574 883 Fax: +6221 25574 893 Website: www.ciptadana-asset.com
Indonesian Grth Fund GL EQ BMU 08/18 USD 155.29 21.9 41.1 23.0

n RUSSELL INVESTMENT GROUP
Multi-Style, Multi-Manager Funds www.russell.com
ACTION FRANCE A EU EQ IRL 08/19 EUR 663.14 -6.3 6.6 -7.8
CORE EUROZONE EQ B EU EQ IRL 08/19 EUR 797.17 -4.2 8.1 -5.3
EURO FIXED INCOME A EU BD IRL 08/19 EUR 1351.94 8.6 12.7 5.5
EURO FIXED INCOME B EU BD IRL 08/19 EUR 1449.05 9.0 13.4 6.1
EUROPEAN SMALL CAP A EU EQ IRL 08/19 EUR 1284.64 7.0 20.0 -2.4
EUROPEAN SMALL CAP B EU EQ IRL 08/19 EUR 1381.30 7.4 20.7 -1.8
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GLB REAL EST SEC EH A OT EQ IRL 08/19 EUR 822.93 2.3 17.6 -8.7
GLB REAL EST SEC SH B OT EQ IRL 08/19 GBP 77.78 2.7 18.7 -8.8
GLB STRAT YIELD A EU BD IRL 08/19 EUR 1752.73 9.1 22.1 9.7
GLB STRAT YIELD B EU BD IRL 08/19 EUR 1882.61 9.5 22.8 10.3
GLOBAL BOND A EU BD IRL 08/19 EUR 1314.98 19.0 22.9 15.0
GLOBAL BOND B EU BD IRL 08/19 EUR 1405.79 19.5 23.6 15.7
GLOBAL BOND EH A GL BD IRL 08/19 EUR 1507.70 9.6 13.1 8.5
GLOBAL BOND EH B GL BD IRL 08/19 EUR 1606.37 10.0 13.7 9.2
JAPAN EQUITY A JP EQ IRL 08/19 JPY 10661.33 -8.4 -12.2 -16.2
JAPAN EQUITY B JP EQ IRL 08/19 JPY 11406.63 -8.0 -11.6 -15.7
PAC BASIN (X JPN) A AS EQ IRL 08/19 USD 2284.80 -0.1 19.3 7.9
PAC BASIN (X JPN) B AS EQ IRL 08/19 USD 2447.68 0.3 20.1 8.5
PAN EUROPEAN EQUITY A EU EQ IRL 08/19 EUR 987.65 2.6 15.4 -3.0
PAN EUROPEAN EQUITY B EU EQ IRL 08/19 EUR 1056.71 3.0 16.1 -2.5
US EQUITY A US EQ IRL 08/19 USD 829.47 -4.9 6.5 -8.6
US EQUITY B US EQ IRL 08/19 USD 891.45 -4.6 7.2 -8.0
US SMALL CAP EQUITY A US EQ IRL 08/19 USD 1260.88 -2.2 9.9 -9.0
US SMALL CAP EQUITY B US EQ IRL 08/19 USD 1355.98 -1.8 10.6 -8.4

n SG ASSET MANAGEMENT HTTP://WWW.SGAM.COM
A company of Amundi Group
Bonds ConvEurope A EU BD LUX 08/19 EUR 32.64 10.1 12.9 3.0
Bonds Eur Corp A EU BD LUX 08/18 EUR 23.96 3.8 6.0 5.0
Bonds Eur Hi Yld A EU BD LUX 08/18 EUR 22.15 7.6 17.1 7.3
Bonds EURO A EU BD LUX 08/19 EUR 43.30 5.5 5.9 7.5
Bonds Europe A EU BD LUX 08/18 EUR 41.65 6.5 6.0 7.1
Bonds US MtgBkSec A US BD LUX 04/29 USD 24.41 -4.7 11.9 0.0
Bonds World A GL BD LUX 08/18 USD 43.64 3.9 5.7 7.1
Eq. AsiaPac Dual Strategies A AS EQ LUX 08/19 USD 10.01 -3.9 16.0 1.7
Eq. China A AS EQ LUX 08/19 USD 22.05 -8.6 7.4 6.3
Eq. Concentrated Euroland A EU EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 83.73 -9.9 0.2 -11.3
Eq. ConcentratedEuropeA EU EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 27.31 1.1 12.8 -5.7
Eq. Emerging Europe A EU EQ LUX 08/18 EUR 26.80 13.8 46.3 -8.5
Eq. Equities Global Energy OT EQ LUX 08/18 USD 15.84 -12.7 0.7 -16.3
Eq. Euroland A EU EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 10.09 -6.8 5.7 -10.7
Eq. Euroland MidCapA EU EQ LUX 04/30 EUR 14.61 1.4 -45.7 -33.8
Eq. Euroland Small Cap A EU EQ LUX 08/18 EUR 146.48 3.8 17.1 -1.9
Eq. EurolandCyclclsA OT EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 17.81 0.1 13.4 -6.1
Eq. EurolandFinancialA OT EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 10.09 -10.8 -6.5 -13.2
Eq. Glbl Emg Cty A GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 8.77 -9.5 5.7 -5.1
Eq. Global A GL EQ LUX 08/18 USD 26.61 -4.5 8.1 -6.3

Eq. Global Resources A GL EQ LUX 08/18 USD 111.69 2.3 26.1 -0.4
Eq. Gold Mines A OT EQ LUX 08/19 USD 34.13 12.7 39.0 23.0
Eq. India A EA EQ LUX 08/19 USD 138.32 5.8 31.7 9.0
Eq. Japan CoreAlpha A JP EQ LUX 08/19 JPY 7073.37 -2.5 -10.8 -9.5
Eq. Japan Sm Cap A JP EQ LUX 08/19 JPY 981.75 -8.2 -12.7 -9.9
Eq. Japan Target A JP EQ LUX 08/20 JPY 1521.35 -5.7 -13.8 -8.3
Eq. Latin America A GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 114.10 -1.8 24.2 -1.7
Eq. US ConcenCore A US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 21.49 -3.3 12.9 -3.7
Eq. US Focused A US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 14.85 -4.7 3.7 -17.0
Eq. US Lg Cap Gr A US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 14.29 -6.3 5.5 -11.8
Eq. US Mid Cap A US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 30.35 3.5 22.1 -2.9
Eq. US Multi Strg A US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 20.43 -2.3 8.7 -10.2
Eq. US Rel Val A US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 19.56 -5.1 3.8 -10.6
Eq. US Sm Cap Val A US EQ LUX 08/18 USD 15.54 -2.5 6.2 -17.2
Money Market EURO A EU MM LUX 08/19 EUR 27.46 0.2 0.4 1.4
Money Market USD A US MM LUX 08/19 USD 15.86 0.2 0.2 0.8

n THE NATIONAL INVESTOR
PO Box 47435, Abu Dhabi, UAE Web:www.tni.ae
MENA Real Estate Fund OT OT ARE 08/12 USD 830.56 -13.6 -17.0 -30.3
MENA Special Sits Fund OT OT BMU 07/29 USD 1082.33 0.3 1.5 NS
UAE Blue Chip Fund OT OT ARE 08/12 AED 4.52 -15.1 -22.6 -37.5

n YUKI INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Tel +44-207-269-0203 www.yukifunds.com

n YMR-N Series
YMR-N Growth Fund JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 8272.00 -12.5 -12.6 -17.6
YMR-N Small Cap Fund JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 5921.00 -15.6 -20.3 -17.3

n Yuki 77 Series
Yuki 77 General JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 5163.00 -16.1 -20.6 -23.5

n Yuki Chugoku Series
Yuki Chugoku Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 5980.00 -12.4 -11.8 -19.1
Yuki Chugoku JpnLowP JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 7141.00 -5.3 -17.2 -17.5

n Yuki Hokuyo Japan Series
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 3942.00 -15.6 -18.0 -24.4
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 4658.00 -11.2 -16.0 -20.6
Yuki Hokuyo Jpn Sm Cap JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 4296.00 -15.8 -21.2 -17.6

n Yuki Mizuho Series
Yuki Mizuho Gen Jpn III JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 3719.00 -15.9 -19.2 -26.3
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Dyn Gro JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 3958.00 -15.2 -19.5 -26.1
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Exc 100 JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 5825.00 -16.4 -16.4 -21.5
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gen JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 7601.00 -11.8 -14.2 -19.0
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Gro JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 5553.00 -12.7 -17.3 -19.7
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Inc JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 6929.00 -9.2 -13.4 -21.4
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Lg Cap JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 4476.00 -13.7 -15.7 -21.2
Yuki Mizuho Jpn LowP JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 10384.00 -10.2 -18.6 -15.4
Yuki Mizuho Jpn PGth JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 6557.00 -17.6 -22.7 -24.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn SmCp JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 6114.00 -14.3 -17.9 -15.6
Yuki Mizuho Jpn Val Sel AS EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 4987.00 -11.7 -17.2 -17.8
Yuki Mizuho Jpn YoungCo AS EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 2318.00 -15.0 -24.8 -19.7

n Yuki Shizuoka Japan Series
Yuki Shizuoka General Japan JP EQ IRL 08/20 JPY 4788.00 -11.7 -14.3 -19.9
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MARKETS

Rethinking ‘long’ bonds
Bond investors are buying almost

anything the market throws at
them. Now some bankers want to
put those appetites to a full test.
They have begun sounding out in-
vestors about 100-year bonds.

Such long-term bonds are con-
sidered some of the most exotic
available. Hundred-year bonds were
in vogue in the mid 1990s and early
2000s, when a few dozen companies
issued them. Most were bought in
1993, 1996 and 1997.

With interest rates now at some
of their lowest levels in history,

some companies are
tempted to press for
longer-dated paper,
knowing that de-

mand for corporate bonds is out-
stripping supply.

Such bonds won’t pay off their
principal until 2110, a date so far
that the people doing today’s buying
and selling will all be dead.

The risk is that over the next
century, interest rates will rise to a
level that diminishes the value of
the century bond. Given the vagaries
of any market over 100 years, that is
a near certainty.

That is why some are skeptical
there will be sufficient appetite to
get a new century deal done.

“I think it would be a challenge,”
said Mark Oline, head of U.S. corpo-
rate finance at Fitch Ratings. “Given
the volatility in world markets, the
credit risk of a 100-year bond com-
bined with the expectation that at
some point interest rates will rise

will probably make buyers shy away
from a 100-year security,” he said.

Still, that isn’t stopping some
bankers from pressing their case.

“With credit spreads rallying, it’s
the perfect environment for issuers
to get away with 100-year bonds,”
said one banker who has been selec-
tively pitching the idea to institu-
tional investors. “There is a natural
trend to go long, so the obvious ex-
tension of that is to move past the
30-year bucket.”

As investors move “out on the
curve” to longer-dated issues, the
amount of three-year corporate debt
offerings has fallen by 50% com-
pared to 2009.

The pace of 30-year issuance has
risen by 30%, according to Dealogic.

Issuers of 100-year bonds have
been high-quality industrial compa-
nies, said John Hawley, senior port-
folio manager in investment-grade
debt at Aviva Investors, which man-
ages more than $19 billion in U.S.
corporate bonds.

One company that has sold 100-
year bonds twice in the past—in
1997 and again in 2005—is shipping
and transportation company Nor-
folk Southern Corp.

A spokesman for Norfolk South-
ern had no immediate comment late
Friday on whether it would do so
again.

Other previous issuers include
Anadarko Petroleum Corp., Apache
Corp., Burlington Northern Santa
Fe Corp., The Walt Disney Co.,
Coca-Cola Enterprises Inc., Federal
Express Corp., Ford Motor Co. and
International Business Machines

Corp. The coupons on these bonds
were mostly between 7% and 8%.

So-called century bonds “tend to
be museum pieces because they’re
so rare,” said Michael Collins, senior
investment officer for Prudential
Fixed Income.

Life-insurance companies and
pension funds are the natural buyers
for “centuries” because they need to
match their long-term liabilities
with assets of a like maturity for
risk-management purposes. Since
these investors hold onto the cen-
tury bonds, the bonds aren’t often
traded in the secondary market.

Insurers such as Symetra Life In-
surance Co., Union Fidelity Life In-
surance Co., Genworth Life Insur-
ance, Prudential Insurance and
Aviva Life Insurance bought Coca-
Cola’s 100-year bonds from 1993.
The 7.5375% bonds now yield 5.379%
as bond yields have fallen across the
board and prices have risen.

“You need a buyer with a special
need and you need special condi-
tions in the bond market. Conditions
may be ripe for that,” said Ben Gar-
ber, economist at Moody’s Analytics.

Bankers who recently polled in-
vestors said that to attract investor
interest in 100-year bonds, issuers
would have to offer about three-
quarters of a percentage point more
than what they are already paying
to offer 30-year debt.

In 1996, the cost differential be-
tween newly issued 100-year and
30-year paper was only 0.15 percent-
age point, said Andrew Karp, head
of investment grade debt syndicate
at Bank of America Merrill Lynch.

BY KATY BURNE

U.S. CREDIT
MARKETS

though the total hasn’t yet returned
to precrisis highs.

And one-third of S& P 500 com-
panies increased their dividends this
year, handing out an extra $12.7 bil-
lion after cutting them by $41 billion
in the same period last year, accord-
ing to S&P.

Another use of cash, of course, is
to buy other companies. BHP Billi-
ton’s hostile $39 billion bid for Pot-
ash Corp. of Saskatchewan and In-
tel’s agreement to buy McAfee are
signs of growing confidence among
corporate executives. But still, some
investors note, the deals seen so far
probably aren’t heralding a new
merger wave.

Launching buybacks allow com-
panies to shore up their share price,
giving a boost to per-share earnings
without companies actually increas-
ing earnings. Advocates say this
could be a key to driving many
stocks higher even if the economy
fails to pick up steam.

With bond yields now at histori-
cal lows, dividend-paying companies
are starting to look like reasonable
alternatives, some analysts say.

Credit Suisse recently listed 24
stocks that it argued were “better
than bonds” based on dividend
yields that were higher than those
of 10-year Treasurys. Those stocks
sport an average dividend yield of
4.2%, compared with the 10-year

Continued from page 17 yield of a little over 2.5%.
The stocks include a number that

have increased their dividends this
year: Altria Group, Johnson &
Johnson and Kellogg. The stocks on
average have gained about 3% in the
past quarter, compared to the S&P
500’s 3% decline.

“Dividends make sense to peo-
ple,” says Jerry Harris, president of
asset management at Sterne Agee,
who adds historical stock-market re-
turns have been driven by dividends.

But there is a negative signal be-
ing sent here, too, some investors
say: companies’ reluctance to chan-
nel that surplus money toward
growth and expansion—whether it
be making strategic acquisitions or
hiring more employees—suggests
cautiousness still prevails. It also re-
flects the amount of existing under-
used capacity companies have.

“This is a message to investors
that we don’t have as many good in-
vestment opportunities because of
the economy, and we may as well
give it back to you,” says Roger
Grabowski, managing director of fi-
nancial advisory Duff & Phelps LLC.

But so far, investors continue to
reward companies that channel
money back to shareholders.

Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
said it would buy back $750 million
in shares last Friday, helping boost
its stock 4.7% against a general mar-
ket decline.

Putting cash to work:
buybacks over deals
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Betfair weighs up the odds
for a punt on the markets
The online gambling firm is moving beyond sports and into finance with the launch of a new trading platform

David Yu is in his element. The chief ex-
ecutive of U.K. online betting company Bet-
fair is standing in front of a digital presen-
tation re-running this year’s Cheltenham
Gold Cup. Four horses: Imperial Com-
mander, Kauto Star, Cooldine and Denman
are being tracked in a digitized bar chart
that shows their odds throughout the race.
It’s a slightly surreal experience as the race
is being relayed in slow-motion. Even more
so as Mr. Yu, whose background is in the
dot-com world of Silicon Valley, has no real
interest in the race. His interest is in the
platform.

“I think this is Britain’s greatest dot-com
success story,” he says pointing to one of
the many price indicators showing the live
trading on the race. “On the surface we are
very much a betting company, but what I
see is a technology business. When I think
about the business, we wouldn’t be here to-
day if it weren’t for the technology plat-
form. Like other great internet businesses,
whether it is Amazon.com Inc., eBay Inc.
or Google, they all rely on their technology
platform. Technology is at the core of this
business.”

Attention turns to the race as the favor-
ite, Kauto Star, makes a mistake at the
eighth fence. Immediately, his price falls as
the odds on him winning drop. This is Bet-
fair’s unique selling point: the ability to al-
low punters to bet after a race has started
right up to the finishing line. It has revolu-
tionized betting on British horse racing and
enabled the company to grow from one that
took just 36 bets at its launch in June 2000
to one that now processes more than 5.5
million trades a day—more than on all Eu-
ropean stock exchanges combined.

“Ten years ago, betting was a really inef-
ficient market and was not a good deal for
customers,” he says. “The prices were inef-
ficient; there wasn’t the chance for custom-
ers to express their view on what the real
value should be. There wasn’t the ability to
bet in play and there was nowhere to trade
your positions.

“We changed that by inventing the ex-
change. A lot of people who were quite so-
phisticated and knowledgeable about sport
were sitting on the sidelines because there
was no facility for them to bet into. Now
we have more than 1 billion page views per
day and on average £3,000 is deposited ev-
ery minute via our site.”

Later this year, Betfair will move beyond
the world of sports betting and into
finance, with the launch of LMAX, a finan-
cial trading platform that will allow punters
to trade on the movement of a company’s
share price without actually owning the un-
derlying stock.

Based in London, LMAX will hold a sepa-
rate management team under the direction
of Chief Executive Robin Osmond, a former
senior investment banker.

Mr. Yu says the launch of the financial
exchange, of which Betfair is the majority
shareholder, fits the company’s long-term
goal of diversification. “We have built a
high-performance, highly reliable transac-
tion engine and we have applied it to sports
betting.” The LMAX business, he says, “is
going to be bringing those advantages into
the financial trading world so we can
extend the use of our core platform into

other domains over time.”
Betfair, which is privately owned, chose

to publish its results earlier this year, post-
ing a 29% jump in earnings before interest,
tax, depreciation and amortization to £72
million in the year to the end of April, from
revenue up 27% to £303 million.

It was the decision to publish its results
that helped fuel speculation that the com-
pany is preparing to float on the London

stock market, joining a sector that already
boasts PartyGaming, 888 Holdings and
Sportingbet. It would also provide a large
pay-out for its founders, Andrew Black and
Edward Wray, who hold a combined 22.5%.
Japanese telecommunication company Soft-
Bank owns a further 21.5%, with the rest
owned by private equity, private investors
and employees.

“There was a lot of noise on their pro-

spective IPO early this year,” says Nicholas
Batram, a gaming industry analyst with
KBC Peel Hunt. “Cash generation is very
strong and they have no debt. The market
is a distinct possibility for Betfair.”

“I think the rumors have been going
ever since I started,” says Mr. Yu. While he
is reticent on the subject of a potential IPO,
which analysts say could happen as early as
this year, he doesn’t dismiss it outright.

“If we think that it [an IPO] is the right
thing for us then we will certainly consider
it,” he says. “We are in a great position be-
cause we do not have to go public. The
company has no debt and is very cash-gen-
erative. We have a very strong balance
sheet, therefore a lot of options are open to
us. But we will continue to look after our
shareholders, their best interests and moni-
tor the market at all times.”

An IPO would also rule out a move off-
shore. Betfair has tentatively suggested in
the past that it might move all its opera-
tions to Malta if the disadvantage of paying
tax in the U.K. worsened.

“If a company is offshore they pay less
tax but can still advertise and still address
the U.K. market just the same way we do.
So it [being based in the U.K.] does in its
current framework put us at a commercial
disadvantage,” Mr. Yu says.

At present, offshore gaming companies
can target U.K. gamblers online and not pay
U.K. tax. Betfair is lobbying for a change in
the law so that every company that pro-
vides betting to U.K. gamblers has to be
licenced and therefore pay U.K. tax.

“So we embrace regulation. We think it
is good for the industry,” he says. “Italy is a
good example. Not that long ago Italy was
trying to prohibit online gaming, now the
government has a licensing framework for
betting companies that want to enter Italy.

“The government found the best way to
control and regulate consumers is to have a
well-regulated framework. We want a regu-
lated environment because it is then a level
playing field and it ensures companies can
operate fairly and consumers are pro-
tected.”

One option for developing the business
in the U.S., a market with which Mr. Yu. is
familiar, as he grew up in Silicon Valley and
started his career in technology working for
start-ups before AltaVista brought him to
the U.K. in 2000.

Last year, Betfair bought an interactive
horse-racing betting business, TVG, for $50
million, a move spurred by renewed hope
that U.S. lawmakers will lift the ban on in-
ternet betting. In July, the financial services
committee voted by 41-22 to approve a
move to repeal the Unlawful Internet Gam-
bling Enforcement Act, paving the way for
legal gambling in one of the world’s biggest
potential markets.

“The U.S. is an interesting market as it
develops,” Mr. Yu says, noting that TVG’s
business—online betting on horse races—is
the only legal form of internet gambling in
the U.S.

But he insists that though there is po-
tential in markets such as the U.S. and Asia,
there is still enormous growth left in the
U.K. and Europe, away from the traditional
sports like horse racing.

“Horse racing is such a deep, traditional
sports betting model,” he says. “But what
we are seeing is that more people are com-
ing in and having their first bet on football
as the game expands globally. Over time,
football could certainly be bigger than
horse racing.”

BY WILLIAM LYONS
AND JAVIER ESPINOZA

David Yu says the launch of LMAX fits Betfair’s long-term goal of diversification.

[ David Yu ]
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For information about listing your funds, please contact: Justin Jones tel: +44 0203 426 1167; email: justin.jones@dowjones.com

Data as shown is for information purposes only. No offer is being made by
Morningstar, Ltd. or this publication. Funds shown aren’t registered with the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and aren’t available for sale to United
States citizens and/or residents except as noted. Prices are in local currencies.
All performance figures are calculated using the most recent prices available.
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n ALLIANCE BERNSTEIN
www.alliancebernstein.com/investments Tel. +800 2263 8637
Am Blend Portfolio A US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 9.59 -7.5 3.3 -10.1
Am Blend Portfolio I US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 11.34 -7.2 4.0 -9.4
Am Growth A US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 27.84 -10.9 3.2 -4.6
Am Growth B US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 23.26 -11.4 2.2 -5.5
Am Growth I US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 31.01 -10.4 4.1 -3.8
Am Income A US BD LUX 08/19 USD 8.95 9.8 17.5 11.2
Am Income A2 US BD LUX 08/19 USD 20.96 10.1 17.5 11.2
Am Income B US BD LUX 08/19 USD 8.95 9.3 16.7 10.3
Am Income B2 US BD LUX 08/19 USD 17.99 9.6 16.7 10.4
Am Income I US BD LUX 08/19 USD 8.95 10.1 18.2 11.8
Emg Mkts Debt A GL BD LUX 08/19 USD 16.85 12.4 23.6 14.7
Emg Mkts Debt A2 GL BD LUX 08/19 USD 22.67 12.7 23.6 14.8

Emg Mkts Debt B GL BD LUX 08/19 USD 16.85 11.8 22.4 13.6
Emg Mkts Debt B2 GL BD LUX 08/19 USD 21.70 12.1 22.4 13.7
Emg Mkts Debt I GL BD LUX 08/19 USD 16.85 12.7 24.2 15.3
Emg Mkts Growth A GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 34.28 -1.1 20.8 -1.4
Emg Mkts Growth B GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 28.87 -1.7 19.6 -2.4
Emg Mkts Growth I GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 38.20 -0.5 21.9 -0.6
Eur Growth A EU EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 7.39 5.1 14.4 -3.6
Eur Growth B EU EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 6.60 4.4 13.2 -4.7
Eur Growth I EU EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 8.09 5.5 15.2 -3.0
Eur Income A EU BD LUX 08/19 EUR 6.94 8.7 16.5 9.9
Eur Income A2 EU BD LUX 08/19 EUR 14.05 9.2 16.7 10.0
Eur Income B EU BD LUX 08/19 EUR 6.94 8.3 15.8 9.2
Eur Income B2 EU BD LUX 08/19 EUR 13.01 8.7 15.9 9.3
Eur Income I EU BD LUX 08/19 EUR 6.94 9.0 17.1 10.5
Eur Strat Value A EU EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 8.39 -1.6 7.4 -10.8
Eur Strat Value I EU EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 8.62 -1.4 8.2 -10.1
Eur Value A EU EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 9.03 -1.8 8.1 -7.4
Eur Value B EU EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 8.25 -2.5 7.0 -8.3
Eur Value I EU EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 10.47 -1.4 8.9 -6.6
Gl Balanced (Euro) A EU BA LUX 08/19 USD 14.76 NS NS NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) B EU BA LUX 08/19 USD 14.30 NS NS NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) C EU BA LUX 08/19 USD 14.62 NS NS NS
Gl Balanced (Euro) I EU BA LUX 08/19 USD 15.11 NS NS NS
Gl Balanced A US BA LUX 08/19 USD 16.05 -2.6 5.9 -4.7
Gl Balanced B US BA LUX 08/19 USD 15.17 -3.2 4.9 -5.6
Gl Balanced I US BA LUX 08/19 USD 16.72 -2.2 6.7 -4.0
Gl Bond A US BD LUX 08/19 USD 9.74 7.9 11.4 8.8
Gl Bond A2 US BD LUX 08/19 USD 17.30 8.1 11.3 8.7
Gl Bond B US BD LUX 08/19 USD 9.74 7.3 10.3 7.7
Gl Bond B2 US BD LUX 08/19 USD 15.06 7.4 10.2 7.7
Gl Bond I US BD LUX 08/19 USD 9.74 8.2 12.0 9.4
Gl Conservative A US BA LUX 08/19 USD 14.83 0.9 6.5 0.6

Gl Conservative A2 US BA LUX 08/19 USD 17.09 0.9 6.5 0.6
Gl Conservative B US BA LUX 08/19 USD 14.80 0.3 5.4 -0.4
Gl Conservative B2 US BA LUX 08/19 USD 16.13 0.2 5.4 -0.4
Gl Conservative I US BA LUX 08/19 USD 14.93 1.4 7.4 1.4
Gl Eq Blend A GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 10.56 -9.4 1.8 -14.3
Gl Eq Blend B GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 9.85 -10.0 0.8 -15.1
Gl Eq Blend I GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 11.20 -8.9 2.8 -13.6
Gl Growth A GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 38.41 -8.4 4.2 -14.4
Gl Growth B GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 31.86 -8.9 3.2 -15.3
Gl Growth I GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 42.86 -7.9 5.0 -13.8
Gl High Yield A US BD LUX 08/19 USD 4.54 9.8 26.2 11.6
Gl High Yield A2 US BD LUX 08/19 USD 10.20 10.2 26.2 11.5
Gl High Yield B US BD LUX 08/19 USD 4.54 9.1 24.9 10.3
Gl High Yield B2 US BD LUX 08/19 USD 16.29 9.5 24.9 10.4
Gl High Yield I US BD LUX 08/19 USD 4.54 10.2 27.0 12.4
Gl Thematic Res A GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 14.11 -4.2 8.8 2.0
Gl Thematic Res B GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 12.27 -4.8 7.7 1.1
Gl Thematic Res I GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 15.81 -3.8 9.6 2.9
Gl Value A GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 10.01 -10.1 0.1 -13.9
Gl Value B GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 9.13 -10.8 -1.0 -14.8
Gl Value I GL EQ LUX 08/19 USD 10.69 -9.8 0.8 -13.3
India Growth A EA EQ LUX 08/19 USD 138.36 9.0 38.2 NS
India Growth AX EA EQ LUX 08/19 USD 121.16 9.2 38.6 15.6
India Growth B EA EQ LUX 08/19 USD 144.02 8.3 36.8 NS
India Growth BX EA EQ LUX 08/19 USD 102.91 8.5 37.2 14.5
India Growth I EA EQ LUX 08/19 USD 125.96 9.6 39.3 16.1
Int'l Health Care A OT EQ LUX 08/19 USD 126.55 -7.9 2.8 -8.0
Int'l Health Care B OT EQ LUX 08/19 USD 106.07 -8.5 1.8 -8.9
Int'l Health Care I OT EQ LUX 08/19 USD 138.96 -7.5 3.6 -7.3
Int'l Technology A OT EQ LUX 08/19 USD 104.81 -5.0 12.6 -6.1
Int'l Technology B OT EQ LUX 08/19 USD 90.25 -5.6 11.4 -7.0
Int'l Technology I OT EQ LUX 08/19 USD 118.12 -4.5 13.5 -5.3

Japan Blend A JP EQ LUX 08/19 JPY 5521.00 -8.3 -9.1 -17.1
Japan Growth A JP EQ LUX 08/19 JPY 5203.00 -11.4 -12.2 -18.9
Japan Growth I JP EQ LUX 08/19 JPY 5382.00 -11.0 -11.5 -18.2
Japan Strat Value A JP EQ LUX 08/19 JPY 5852.00 -4.4 -5.1 -15.2
Japan Strat Value I JP EQ LUX 08/19 JPY 6037.00 -3.9 -4.4 -14.5
Real Estate Sec. A OT EQ LUX 08/19 USD 14.61 1.8 15.9 -5.6
Real Estate Sec. B OT EQ LUX 08/19 USD 13.26 1.1 14.6 -6.5
Real Estate Sec. I OT EQ LUX 08/19 USD 15.78 2.3 16.8 -4.8
Short Mat Dollar A US BD LUX 08/19 USD 7.33 2.5 8.1 2.2
Short Mat Dollar A2 US BD LUX 08/19 USD 10.06 2.8 8.1 2.2
Short Mat Dollar B US BD LUX 08/19 USD 7.33 2.3 7.6 1.8
Short Mat Dollar B2 US BD LUX 08/19 USD 9.98 2.5 7.5 2.1
Short Mat Dollar I US BD LUX 08/19 USD 7.33 2.8 8.7 2.8
US Thematic Portfolio A EUR H US EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 14.92 NS NS NS
US Thematic Portfolio B EUR H US EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 14.91 NS NS NS
US Thematic Portfolio C EUR H US EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 14.91 NS NS NS
US Thematic Portfolio I EUR H US EQ LUX 08/19 EUR 14.93 NS NS NS
US Thematic Research A US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 8.30 -2.7 6.0 -5.7
US Thematic Research B US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 7.59 -3.3 5.0 -6.6
US Thematic Research I US EQ LUX 08/19 USD 8.98 -2.2 6.9 -4.9

n BANC INTERNACIONAL D'ANDORRA. BANCA MORA.
Avgd. Meritxell 96, Andorra la Vella. Andorra. Ph. +376.884884 www.bibm.ad
Andfs. Anglaterra UK EQ AND 08/19 GBP 7.81 -5.2 9.0 -0.2
Andfs. Borsa Global GL EQ AND 08/19 EUR 6.06 -6.7 4.7 -12.0
Andfs. Emergents GL EQ AND 08/19 USD 16.47 -5.1 15.1 -1.0

FUND SCORECARD
Latin America Equity
Funds that invest mainly in Latin American companies. At least 75% of total assets are invested in
equities. Ranked on % total return (dividends reinvested) in U.S. dollars for one year ending August 20,
2010

Leading 10 Performers
FUND FUND LEGAL % Return in $US **
RATING * NAME FUND MGM'T CO. CURR. BASE YTD 1-YR 2-YR 5-YR

NS BSF Latin Blackrock EURLUX 23.70 76.92 25.56 NS
American Oppts A2 EUR (Luxembourg) S.A.

5 Danske Inv Danske Invest DKKDNK 17.23 48.29 17.52 21.36
Latinamerika

4 BankInvest BankInvest DKKDNK 13.26 48.13 14.78 19.65
Latinamerika Aktier

NS MFS Meridian MFS Meridian Funds EURLUX 15.07 46.26 NS NS
Latin Amer Eq A1 EUR

3 Magna Latin Charlemagne EURIRL 16.18 45.04 17.20 19.95
American A Capital Ltd (Cayman Island)

NS Handelsinvest Handelsinvest DKKDNK 14.12 43.73 14.89 NS
Latinamerika

NS OP-Latinalainen OP-Rahastoyhtiö Oy EURFIN 11.40 42.23 NS NS
Amerikka A

NS Nordea Nordea Invest DKKDNK 12.51 42.22 13.54 NS
Invest Latinamerika

NS Nordea-1 Nordea Investment EURLUX 12.91 40.87 12.38 NS
Latin American Eqty BP Funds S.A.

1 Pioneer Fds Pioneer EURAUT 12.24 40.24 6.95 12.41
(A) Latin Amer Stock A Investments Austria GmbH

NOTE: Changes in currency rates will affect performance and rankings. Source: Morningstar, Ltd
KEY: ** 2YR and 5YR performance is annualized 1 Oliver’s Yard, 55-71 City Road
NA-not available due to incomplete data; London EC1Y 1HQ United Kingdom
NS-fund not in existence for entire period www.morningstar.co.uk; Email: mediaservice@morningstar.com

Phone: +44 (0)203 107 0038; Fax: +44 (0)203 107 0001

Advertisement [ INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

MARKETS

Advertisement [ ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUNDS www.wsj.com/funddata ] Advertisement

12-month and 2-year returns may be calculated over 11- and 23-month periods
pending receipt and publication of the last month end price.
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FUND NAME GF AT LB DATE CR NAV YTD 12-MO 2-YR

n ALEXANDRA INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Alexandra Convertible Bond Fund I, Ltd. (Class A) OT OT VGB 06/30 USD 2068.22 22.3 59.1 NS

n D'AURIOL FUNDS WWW.DAURIOL.BIZ
2 FUNDS OF FUNDS OF HEDGE FUNDS
D'Auriol Alt Non-Lev A EU OT CYM 07/30 EUR 98.78 -2.2 -0.4 -10.9
D'Auriol Opp F3 EUR EU MM CYM 04/30 EUR 975.88 -1.3 0.6 -13.1

n HERMITAGE CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
Tel: +7501 258 3160 www.hermitagefund.com
The Hermitage Fund GL EQ JEY 03/12 USD 963.12 4.5 105.6 -23.2

n HORSEMAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD.
T: +44(0)20 7838 7580, F: +44(0) 20 7838 7590, www.horsemancapital.com
Horseman EmMkt Opp EUR GL EQ USA 01/31 EUR 187.60 -23.2 -21.7 -7.7
Horseman EmMkt Opp USD GL EQ USA 01/31 USD 194.78 -24.5 -22.7 -9.1
Horseman EurSelLtd EUR EU EQ GBR 07/30 EUR 199.01 2.0 11.6 -3.2
Horseman EurSelLtd USD EU EQ GBR 07/30 USD 209.50 3.8 13.3 -2.8
Horseman Glbl Ltd EUR GL EQ CYM 07/30 USD 352.78 -4.8 -9.8 -8.0
Horseman Glbl Ltd USD GL EQ CYM 07/30 USD 352.78 -4.8 -9.8 -8.0

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS LIMITED
T +44 20 7860 3074 F + 44 20 7860 3174 www.hail.hsbc.com
HSBC Absolute Companies
Global Absolute OT OT GGY 03/31 GBP 1.11 2.9 16.5 0.6
Global Absolute EUR OT OT GGY 05/13 EUR 1.56 2.8 14.2 NS

Global Absolute USD OT OT GGY 03/31 USD 2.05 2.8 15.2 0.3

n HSBC ALTERNATIVE STRATEGY FUND
Special Opp EUR OT OT CYM 07/30 EUR 89.93 -2.0 9.2 -9.6
Special Opp Inst EUR OT OT CYM 07/30 EUR 85.30 -1.7 9.9 -9.1
Special Opp Inst USD OT OT CYM 07/30 USD 97.01 -1.6 10.3 -7.1
Special Opp USD OT OT CYM 07/30 USD 94.62 -2.0 9.5 -7.7

n HSBC Portfolio Selection Fund
GH Fund AP OT OT GGY 04/30 EUR 120.82 3.5 -13.4 -3.8
GH Fund CHF Hdg OT OT GGY 07/30 CHF 109.55 -1.1 3.3 -4.5
GH Fund EUR Hdg (Non-V) OT OT GGY 04/30 EUR 109.43 2.9 -15.9 -5.9
GH Fund GBP Hdg OT OT GGY 07/30 GBP 131.16 -0.7 4.2 -4.2
GH Fund Inst USD OT OT GGY 07/30 USD 111.21 -0.5 4.6 -2.2
GH FUND S EUR OT OT CYM 07/30 EUR 127.86 -0.1 5.1 -3.2
GH FUND S GBP OT OT GGY 07/30 GBP 132.79 0.1 5.4 -3.1
GH Fund S USD OT OT CYM 07/30 USD 149.97 -0.2 5.2 -1.7
GH Fund USD OT OT GGY 07/30 USD 271.15 -0.9 3.8 -3.0
Hedge Investments OT OT JEY 06/18 USD 140.42 NS 7.7 NS
Leverage GH USD OT OT GGY 07/30 USD 116.67 -3.1 5.5 -9.9
MultiAdv Arb CHF Hdg OT OT JEY 07/30 CHF 95.86 1.4 6.3 -6.2
MultiAdv Arb EUR Hdg OT OT JEY 07/30 EUR 104.70 1.7 7.1 -5.6
MultiAdv Arb GBP Hdg OT OT JEY 07/30 GBP 113.03 1.8 7.3 -6.0
MultiAdv Arb S EUR OT OT CYM 07/30 EUR 112.81 2.4 8.4 -4.6
MultiAdv Arb S GBP OT OT CYM 07/30 GBP 118.25 2.6 8.8 -4.7
MultiAdv Arb S USD OT OT CYM 07/30 USD 128.87 2.4 8.5 -2.9
MultiAdv Arb USD OT OT JEY 07/30 USD 197.19 1.6 7.1 -4.1

n HSBC Uni-folio
Asian AdbantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 07/16 EUR 96.30 -3.0 0.7 NS
Asian AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 07/30 USD 177.87 -2.7 -1.4 -3.3
Emerg AdvantEdge OT OT JEY 07/30 USD 163.74 -2.2 1.7 -5.4
Emerg AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 07/30 EUR 90.97 -2.4 1.4 -7.4
Europ AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 07/30 EUR 129.15 -2.7 3.7 -2.2
Europ AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 07/30 USD 136.90 -2.9 3.7 -1.3
Real AdvantEdge EUR OT OT JEY 07/30 EUR 102.04 -5.7 -2.0 NS
Real AdvantEdge USD OT OT JEY 07/30 USD 102.45 -5.4 -1.6 NS
Trading Adv JPY OT OT GGY 07/30 JPY 9414.60 2.1 -1.0 NS
Trading AdvantEdge OT OT GGY 07/30 USD 142.06 1.3 -1.6 -1.1
Trading AdvantEdge EUR OT OT GGY 07/30 EUR 128.70 1.0 -2.0 -1.1
Trading AdvantEdge GBP OT OT GGY 07/30 GBP 136.65 1.5 -1.3 -0.4

n MERIDEN GROUP
Tel: + 376 741 175 Fax: + 376 741 183 Email: meriden@meriden-ipm.com
Antanta Combined Fund EE EQ AND 08/13 USD 380.00 3.0 36.6 -20.8
Antanta MidCap Fund EE EQ AND 08/13 USD 755.80 6.5 63.6 -24.0
Meriden Opps Fund GL OT AND 07/28 EUR 45.84 -23.6 -38.4 -33.7
Meriden Protective Div GL EQ AND 09/01 EUR 79.14 NS NS NS

n OTHER FUNDS
For information about these funds, please contact us on Tel: +44 (0) 207 842 9694/9633
Medinvest Plc Dublin OT OT IRL 06/30 USD 1481.20 NS 1.3 -4.4

n WINTON CAPITAL MANAGEMENT LTD
Tel: +44 (0)20 7610 5350 Fax: +44 (0)20 7610 5301
Winton Evolution EUR Cls H GL OT CYM 06/30 EUR 1005.35 6.4 10.3 NS
Winton Evolution GBP Cls G GL OT CYM 06/30 GBP 1011.40 6.6 10.9 NS
Winton Evolution USD Cls F GL OT CYM 06/30 USD 1275.60 6.4 10.6 1.8
Winton Futures EUR Cls C GL OT VGB 06/30 EUR 210.02 3.7 7.7 3.3
Winton Futures GBP Cls D GL OT VGB 06/30 GBP 227.05 3.7 8.1 3.8
Winton Futures JPY Cls E GL OT VGB 06/30 JPY 14875.01 5.2 8.9 2.4
Winton Futures USD Cls B GL OT VGB 06/30 USD 747.03 3.8 8.1 3.1

INDICES
NAV ——————%RETURN ——————

FUND NAME GF DATE CR NAV 1-WK 1-MO 1-Q 1-YR 2-YR

n ARIX ABSOLUTE RETURN INVESTABLE INDEX
Feri Institutional Advisors, www.feri.de

ARIX Composite Gross USD OT OT GBR 07/31.00 USD1402.43 7.4 -12.7 -6.5

New offerings
get stuck in
the pipeline;
backlog at 119

The market for IPOs in the U.S. is
experiencing an epic traffic jam:
deals are piling up one behind an-
other, with little movement forward.

It is a problem
of pricing and pac-
ing: Though more
companies have

been able to get their initial public
offerings completed this year than
in the past two years, the pace of
successful pricings hasn’t kept up
with the flow of new ones filed. For
the average of nine IPOs that priced
each month in 2010, about 29 new
ones have been filed, according to
data from Ipreo.

As a result, the backlog has piled
up, with 119 in the queue as of Fri-
day, according to Ipreo. That could
be construed as an optimistic sign
on the part of issuers, since 22 com-
panies were in the backlog at this
point last year, 65 in 2008, and 121
in 2007, a point when the IPO mar-
ket was considered much stabler.

“The thinking in corporate Amer-
ica right now is, if a business is
strong and it makes strategic sense
to take the company public, let’s get
on file and be prepared for when the
market reopens,” says Greg Ingram,
co-head of equity capital markets at
Robert W. Baird & Co.

But a backlog doesn’t mean any-

thing if those deals can’t get priced
and investors aren’t interested. That
is the big difference between the
pipeline now and in 2007: Compa-
nies were actually getting deals
done at a fairly brisk pace—an aver-
age of 17 a month—three years ago.

One positive trend: The monthly
rate of withdrawn or postponed IPO
filings has slowed since it peaked at

nine in June, by Ipreo’s count.
“Far more IPOs are getting done

than getting pulled. That tells you
investors are coming to the party,
but they want extra insurance
against market volatility through
greater price discounts,” says Liz
Myers, co-head of Equity Capital
Markets for the Americas at J.P.
Morgan.

BY LYNN COWAN

D&G’s Monteath
likes U.K. property

Andrew Monteath, a consultant
at Douglas Gordon Investment
Management, tells The Wall Street
Journal why he is upbeat on U.K.
residential property investment.

WSJ: Should investors be in-
creasing allocation to residential
property funds?

Mr. Monteath:
U.K. institutional ex-
posure to prime resi-
dential real estate
will increase sub-

stantially—private investors would
be well-advised to get in ahead of
the game.

WSJ: What makes you so bullish
on the asset class?

Mr. Monteath: We have seen
strong lobbying by groups primarily
concerned with the dearth of U.K.
housing, encouraging the govern-
ment to create the fiscal environ-
ment necessary to attract institu-
tional investment to large-scale
residential projects. Pension funds,
some under pressure from stake-
holders, are considering investment
in the residential sector for upscale
property.

WSJ: What evidence is there of a
changing landscape?

Mr. Monteath: The Barker Re-
port highlighted that institutional
investment is needed to address the
serious shortage of housing supply
in the U.K. to meet the demand of

our growing population.
Once the residential asset class

is established, institutions, in search
of income and capital gain, will not
only target social projects but also
the middle and prime markets.

WSJ: How is the landscape for
residential real-estate investment
changing in the U.K.?

Mr. Monteath: In recent years,
U.K. institutions have embraced cer-
tain segments of real estate as an
asset class, like residential care
homes and student housing. This
demonstrates a willingness to move
outside the traditional commercial
property. The asset class will not re-
main static in our view. Institutional
entry into the residential asset class
will mean more marketing, raised
awareness of investment opportuni-
ties and increased private interest.

BY TARA LOADER WILKINSON

Andrew Monteath: U.K. property bull
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